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Labor Day Statement
Canadian Bishops Define
Acceptable ‘Socialization’
OTTAWA, Ont. (NC) The
Canadian Bishops have pointed
to "socialization,” as outlined
by Pope John XXIII in Mater
et Magistra as the solution to
the conflict between totalita-
rian socialism and individua-
lism.
THE BISHOPS, in a Labor
Day statement issued here by
the Canadian Catholic Confer-
ence, defined socialization as
the “tendency to organize into
groups for various common
purposes.”
"Totalitarian and material-
istic socialism is an extreme,
a heretical form, of socializa-
tion,” they said. "In itself, so-
cialization no more necessari-
ly leads to this kind of social-
ism than the natural desire for
freedom necessarily leads to
the other extreme, individual-
ism."
"Indeed, socialization, with
all the organizational activity
which it implies, is the natural
solution to the dangers of both
extremes In our society,” the
Bishops added.
THEY BEGAN their state-
ment by citing "a problem of
conscience ... the conflict
of values, the issue of individu-
al freedom versus social pro-
gress.”
The Bishops said the 19th
century conflict between in-
dividualism and socialism “is
still with us.” On the interna-
tional scene, they said, it is
evident in "an inability to find
a place for such a cultural-
economic experiment in so-
cialization as the European
Common Market.”
"It is equally evident on the
national scene in the case of
medicare, in the persistence of
bitter industrial disputes, and
a continued block of enforced
unemployment,” they said.
Papal Funds
Sent to Iran
VATICAN CITY (NC)—Pope
John XXIII has sent a mes-
sage of condolence to Iran’s
ruler, Mohamed Rcza Shah
Pahlavi, following the earth-
quakes that have taken thou-
sands of lives in his country.
He has also allocated $lO,OOO
for the relief of the stricken
nation.
Pope John said that he shar-
ed the sorrow of the whole
world for the Iranian nation
and that its people were in his
thoughts and prayers.
No New Doctrines
At Council: Pontiff
VATICAN CITY (NC)
Pope John said here that the
coming ecumenical council
will not produce any new doc-
trines or sensational formu-
las.
The Council, Pope John
said, will seek "to extend
charity to the different needs
of nations and will present to
them the message of Christ
in a clearer way."
THE POPE SPOKE at the
first audience granted since
he returned from his summer
residence at Castelgandolfo.
The Pontiff told a group of
architects that "the council
seeks to erect anew building
on the foundations which have
been laid throughout the cen-
turies.”
He urged those called on
to design a church "to medi-
tate on the Holy Scriptures
and penetrate the spirit of the
liturgy before drafting your
plans. Finally, fortify the
work of your mind and your
hand with the spirit of inti-
mate prayer.”
He .pointed out that archi-
tects work to provide pleas-
ant places for man to live in
which are adapted to the
needs and requirements of
the present day. He went on:
"Well, this is precisely what
'the Church strives to do with
its own means and within its
Noting that architects can
learn from "the heritage left
to us by past centuries,” the
Pontiff said that the Church
through the council "intends
to renew itself by basing it-
self on its past.”
See Vatican News, Page 6
Plan School
In Paramus
PARAMUS The Archdio-
cese of Newark went before
the Planning Board of this
Bergen County community on
Sept. 5 with plans for anew
co-institutional high school, to
be built at an unspecified date
in the future.
Negotiations are currently
unde way to purchase 25-30
acres of land on Paramus Rd.,
on which will be built a
school to accommodate 1,000
students 500 boys and 500
girls. This will be one of the
schools to be financed by the
Archdiocesan Development
Campaign, according to the
announcement by Archbishop
Boland.
Before purchase of the land
is made, however, the archdio-
cese wants to be certain that
it has obtained all necessary
permission to construct the
school.
Education Aid Bill
Dead, Morse Says
WASHINGTON (NC) Fed-
eral aid to higher education
legislation is virtually dead (or
this session of Congress, Sen.
Wayne Morse of Oregon told
an educators' group here.
The only possibility of resur-
recting it is if the House will
drop its insistence on grants
for private colleges and uni-
versities and (his is not likely
to happen, Morse said.
MORSE IS CHAIRMAN of
the Senate-House conference
committee which has met sev-
eral times since February in a
fruitless effort to work out a
compromise between the Sen-
ate and House higher educa-
tion aid bills.
He said he could see no point
in calling further meetings
without some new hope of
agreement.
The House in January en-
acted a $1.5 billion bill provid-
ing for both loans and grants
to colleges and universities,
including church-related ones,
earmarking funds for building
purposes.
The Senate in February
passed a $1.7 measure author-
izing loans only, except in the
case of community junior col-
leges, which would get grants.
The Senate bill also included
a scholarship program, absent
in the House measure.
MORSE TOLD representa-
tives of the Clearing House
on School Legislation, an or-
ganization of college and uni-
versity groups, that House
members have insisted in con-
ference that they will accept
only the House-approved
measure. |
He said that compromise
would be possible only if the
House members would drop
their demand for grants to
private schools.
The Senate would not accept
the proposal for grants to pri-
vate schools because it would
stir up the religious issue, he
said.
Graduates Asked to Join
Confraternity Teachers
NEWARK Rev. Roger A.
Reynolds, archdiocesan direc-
tor of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine, has made
an appeal to college graduates
to teach Christian Doctrine to
youths and adults during the
forthcoming ecumenical year.
The appeal was made on Sept.
3, feast of St. Pius X, patron
of the confraternity.
"While the eyes of the world
will be on the Second Vatican
Council opening in Rome this
October, what better field of
Catholic action is open to our
college graduates than the
confraternity, cited by Arch-
bishop Boland as the first or-
ganization of every parish,”
Father Reynolds said.
"The educated Catholic lay-
man certainly is in a good
position to spread the truths
of his faith," Father Reynolds
continued. "By participating in
confraternity programs dis-
cussion clubs, the schools of
religion and the apostolate of
good will he will increase
his own knowledge of doctrine
so that he will bo better able
to answer questions asked by
his professional associates con-
cerning such topics as the
council. This is on-the-spot
teaching in the market place."
FATHER REYNOLDS’ most
urgent appeal, however, was
for college graduates to teach
In the parish CCD grammar
and high schools of religion for
public school students.
Graduates of Catholic col-
leges will be eligible for teach-
ing certificates, he pointed out,
by taking the eight-week meth-
ods course in ono of the seven
centers, beginning Sept. 18 and
19. Other college graduates
may obtain teaching cer-
tificates by taking methods
and doctrine courses, begin-
ning Jan. 9.
“For various reasons, thous-
ands of Catholic boys and girls
are attending public schools in
our area and must therefore
attend weekly confraternity
classes if they are to receive
religious instruction,” Father
Reynolds said. "There are
thousands of Catholic youths in
public high schools who are
faced with problems involving
morals and ethics, but who arc
getting no religious training to
help meet these problems.
"TODAY’S WORLD with its
changing mores, its challenge
to traditional values, and its
trend toward materialism is
producing problems and situa-
tions which adults, as well as
youths, have difficulty in meet-
ing with faith and fortitude.
Therefore, instruction classes
and discussion groups in Cath-
olic beliefs and philosophy ami
points of view are vitally need-
ed to counter the trends of
modern life.”
Father Reynolds said that
the confraternity is a prime
field of Catholic action, par-
ticularly for laymen, lie point-
ed to the words of Pope Pius
XII: "Priests will not suffice
for the work; Sisters will not
suffice. The laity, must lend
their valiant cooperation."
Most of the teaching in the
parish high schools of religion
is done by laymen, ho pointed
out, while religious do a good
part of the catechetical in-
struction in the grammar
schools of religion.
On the Inside.
..
IS IT POSSIBLE for a person to go
through life as an atheist through
ignorance? See The Question Box. Page 8
IMMACULATE CONCEPTION Semi-
nary is closing its centennial cele-
bration Sept. 15. For a history of
the institution, see Page 5
A BERGEN COUNTY teacher is North
Dakota-bound to organize anew
community of Brothers. Read his
story on Page u
In New Orleans:
Church Promises Help
For Embattled Schools
NEW ORLEANS (NC)-The
New Orleans Archdiocese has
told Catholic pastors In Pla-
quemines Parish (county) to
keep their schools open in the
face of a threatened white boy-
cott protesting racial integra-
tion.
Archbishop John P. Cody,
Apostolic Administrator of
New Orleans, promised the
archdiocese would supply bus
transportation, textbooks and
lunches to schools where these
services are withdrawn by
public officials seeking to
block integration. '
New Orleans parochial
schools opened Sept. 4 with In-
tegrated classes and with no
incidents. At Buras on the
same day 12 white children,
but no Negroes, reported for
classes.
ARCHBISHOP CODY denied
that Catholic parents in Buras
are deliberately boycott-
ing Louisiana’s first inte-
grated Catholic Bchool. In-
stead, he said, they have been
intimidated by threats.
He made the comment after
it was announced that Our
Lady of Good Harbor School in
Buras was not opening on the
third day of classes. He said:
“From reliable information,
I have learned that our good
Catholic people are not boy-
cotting the school but rather
that they hesitate to expose
themselves and their children
to threats of economic reprisal
and bodily harm.”
The announcement that the
school was not opening was
made by Rev. Christopher
Schneider, 0.F.M., pastor of
Our Lady of Good Harbor.
Father Schneider said:
“There is no school today be-
cause of numerous threats of
physical violence and a fear
of insufficient police protec-
tion.”
As he spoke, a crowd of 100
stood outside the school. Some
carried aegregationist aigns.
Uniformed and plainclothes
police were also present.
FBI AGENTS entered Hie
case less than three hours aft-
er the announcement that the
school would be closed. H.G.
Maynor, agent in charge of the
FBl’s New Orleans office, said
the action was taken “at the
specific request of the At-
torney General of the U. S.”
It was understood that the
FBI would look into reported
threats of violence.
Father Schneider told
Plaquemines Parish Sheriff
Chester Wooton that several
priests had been threatened.
Wooton denied that there was
danger of violence and that
there might not be adequate
police protection.-
OUR LADY of Good Harbor
School had opened with an en-
rollment of five Negro and
about 40 white children. Last
year the same si hool had 340
white pupils and no Negroes.
On the second day of classes
none of the Negro pupils ap-
peared, while the number of
white students dropped to 25.
It was reported that Negro
parents had received telephone
calls, allegedly from a priest,
saying that there would bo no
school that day.
Pickets carried placards
with such slogans as “Keep
our school white” and “We
want our school back.”
Public school officials cut
off the supply of free text-
books to tlie school. The books
had been provided under a
state law.
BURAS, LOCATED 60 mile*
down the Mississippi from
New Orleans, is. part of the
political stronghold of Leander
H. Perez, one of three Catho-
lics excommunicated last Ap-
ril for seeking to bar Catholle
school desegregation.
Perez, president of the Pla-
quemines Parish council, the
county governing op-
posed desegregation of both
Catholic and public schools in
the civil parish.
The 71-year-old south Louis-
iana political chief said
schools that desegregate would
be deprived of textbooks, bus
transportation and school
lunch aid under a state law
adopted to strengthen segrega-
tion. He urged Catholics to
take their children out of
Catholic schools if Negroes
were admitted and to withhold
church contributions.
“They won’t have as easy a
time integrating Plaquemines
parish as they have had in
other places,” he said.
ONLY ONE INCIDENT of
Violence was reported as Our
Lady of Good Harbor School
opened. A New Orleani tele-
vision cameraman was struck
in the face as he attempted to
take pictures of a group of
men assembled near ths
school.
The first day began for the
children with Mass in the par-
ish church. They then walked
through the church cemetery
reciting the Rosary, crossed
the highway and entered ths
school.
SAM A. MONCLA, superin-
endent of Plaquemines public
schools, assured Catholic par-
ents that public schools could
accommodate their children if
they were withdrawn from de-
segregated parochial schools.
Moncla was quoted as say-
ing, “I am a Catholic but
when my Church starts fight-
ing me, I am going to fight
back.”
Perez said citizens favoring
segregation would hold
"friendly discussions” with
the parents of white children
attending school with Negroes.
He predicted that “only a half-
dozen whites” would be at-
tending the parochial school
within a week.
LN NEW ORLEANS, Arch-
bishop Cody issued directions
to pastors in the Plaquemines
area that all Catholic schools
are to open as scheduled and
are to continue operating.
"The Archdiocese of New
Orleans will provide bus trans-
portation for children attend-
Other School Stories, Page 3
PAROCHIAL SCHOOL INTEGRATED - Two 7-year-old Negro girls are shown In the pro-
cession as a parochial school is integrated at Buras, La. Nuns lead the group in say-
ing the Rosary in the march to Our Lady of Good Harbor School. Five Negro and 43white students attended on the first day. Normal enrollment is 340. Some parents did
not permit their children to attend, fearing opening day demonstrations.
Rescind Policy Statement
On Church-AID Relations
WASHINGTON, D. C. (RNS)
Fowler Hamilton, adminis-
trator of the Agency for Inter-
national Development (AID),
announced here the withdraw-
al of a policy statement on the
relationship of religious agen-
cies and the U. S. overseas
aid program that had stirred
criticism in Protestant circles.
He announced that he is re-
scinding "Policy Determina-
tion 10” of the agency, a docu-
ment which authorized the use
of foreign assistance funds to
help religious schools in under-
developed nations.
Hamilton said that it had
given rise to “misconceptions”
and that the agency was re-
verting to the policies which it
and its predecessor agencies
"have followed lor 10 years
"
"The policies insure com-
plete separation of Church and
State in line with the mandate
of Constitution," a spokesman
for the agency added.
THE CONTROVERSIAL
policy statement was promul-
gated July 16 and circulated
quietly through administrative
channels in the Agency for In-
ternational Development, the
Department of State and re-
lated agencies. Several re-
ligious groups were given cop-
ies when they learned of ils
existence.
A number of Protestant
groups felt that it did not give
adequate attention to the re-
quirements of separation of
Church and Stale and that it
put the U.S. government in a
position of giving government
assistance to church-related
schools abroad that would be
deemed unconstitutional if
given to schools at home.
Representatives of Protest-
ant agencies asserted that the
agency was violating Presid-
ent Kennedy’s own oft-repeated
views on separation of Church
and State in the field of aid
to education.
WITHDRAWAL OF the con
troversial policy declaration
came as Dr. George Ford, ex-
ecutive secretary of the Na-
tional Association of Evan-
gelicals, was preparing to is-
sue a strongly-worded protest
on behalf of conservative Pro-
testant denominations affiliated
with the NAE.
The Protestant fortnightly
magazine Christianity Today
also was preparing to publish
the text of the policy declara-
tion with sharp editorial crit-
icism.
However, before the storm of
criticism could break, Hamil-
ton apparently decided to with-
draw the document.
THE POLICY statement
which was withdrawn had in-
dicated that foreign aid funds
could be channeled into pro-
grams sponsored by religious-
affiliated organizations or
schools provided “the specific
operation is consistent with the
scope of AID’S activities and
with the overall efforts in the
recipient country."
It emphasized that its policy
toward private organizations
should he governed by
llie non discriminatory char-
acter" of the activity of the
particular organization.
In connection with technical
assistance programs, the
policy directive said, “religi-
ous organizations will be con-
sidered along with other avail-
able resources for meeting
their needs.”
“Because of special consid-
erations involved,” the policy
directive cautioned, "use of re-
ligious organizations in some
fields of technical assistance,
such as education, may require
establishment of more detailed
criteria.”
The policy directive gave
several illustrations of prob-
lems that might arise.
THE FlRST—and one which
raised strongest criticism from
Protestant organizations
concerned a possible request
for direct aid to a religious
group, such as "a grant to a
missionary group to build a
missionary school in Africa."
"If the mission (the U.S.
government's AID mission in
the underdeveloped country in
question) finds the request
compatible with the country’s
program and if the request is
submitted by or with the sup-
port of the host country's
government, favorable consid-
eration is possible,” the di-
rective had said.
Protestant mission agencies
took the position that it would
be very harmful to the cause
of Christian missions in many
areas if they were tied of-
ficially to government pro-
grams in this way.
Conversion Work
Hard to Measure
ST. LOUIS (NC)—A Bishop
cautioned here against relying
on statistics to measure the
success of convert work.
Auxiliary Bishop George J.
C.ottwald of St. Louis said sta-
tistics can be "very mislead-
ing” in dealing with souls.
THE REASON is that the
Mystical Body of Christ docs
not work statistically, Bishop
Gottwald pointed out. And the
effect of the work one person
does for a conversion is not al-
ways felt by that person, he
said.
"One of the most gratifying
moments of a priest is to give
instructions to a prospective
convert," Bishop Guttwald
said. "When the doorbell
rings, he knows he is going to
give instructions. But someone
else has done a lot of work be-
fore the bell ever rings.
"Who did the work? It may
have been somebody working
on the Religious Information
program. It may have been
some people in an office. It
may have been an old lady
praying somewhere. You and I
will never know until judgment
who gets the credit for conver-
sion.
“But if wc know anything
about the Mystical Body at
aR, we know that what we do
here may affect someone in
the Congo. I may be working
cn someone in my own parish
who never becomes a Catholic
—but because of my work
somebody in Lithuania does.
Rut 1 think it's heartening to
know that even though 1 get
the door slammed in my face,
someone is getting grace.”
Civil Rights Group
To Meet in Newark
NEWARK An important
part of the groundwork for the
President’s National Commis-
sion on Civil Rights hearings
on Sept. 11-12 here has been
prepared by Rev. Edwin V.
Sullivan, a professor of so-
ciology at Scion Hall Universi-
ty.
Father Sullivan is a member
of tile New Jersey advisory
group to the Commission, hav-
ing received an appointment
from President Kennedy dur-
ing (lie summer. The group
lias held several meetings in
preparation for the hearings,
which will delve Into the areas
of conflict and tensions In New
Jersey as regards civil rights.
TIIE NEWARK hearings will
deal with civil rights violations
in housing, education and la-
bor with particular emphasis
on job apprenticeships in the
unions. "New Jersey is an
ideal spot for this committee
to hold inquiries,” Father Sulli-
van said, "because more legis-
lation in tins area lias been
enacted in this stato than any
other in the country.
“This is due," he went on,
"to the recent enactment of
the revised New Jersey con-
stitution. The commission is
anxious to find out how the
new laws are being applied
and whether any rights under
the new constitution are being
violated.”
Father Sullivun holds a mas-
ter's degree in sociology from
Fordham University and a
doctorate from the University
of Ottawa in the sumc field.
He is also a member of the ad-
visory committee to the May-
er's Commission on Civil
Rights in Newark.
In Atlanta
Integration
Plan Ready
ATLANTA, Ga. (NC) - A
syllabus on racial justice for
use in Catholic schools of tha
Atlanta Archdiocese has been
presented to all school prin-
cipals.
The syllabus 1 contains an
outline of instruction in racial
justice for grades seven
through 12. This year for the
first time Negro students are
enrolling in previously ail-
white schools of the archdio-
cese.
Distribution of the syllabus
followed announcement by the
Chancery that 14 Negro chil-
dren will attend previously
all-white Catholic grade and
high schools in the archdio-
cese.
PRIZE EXHIBIT - Trappist monks from the Abbey of Our Lady of New Melleray, near
Dubuque, lowa, reflect pride in their prize Holstein bull, "Pietje Woodrock Baronet" at
the Dubuque County Fair Father Joseph (left) guides the bull as Brother Richard rubs
down the animal. Pietje won second-place ribbon at the [?]ir.
(Continued on Page 2)
ing Catholic schools In Plaque-
mines parish,” Archbishop
Cody said.
"We are taking this measure
in order to preserve the con-
stitutional right of parents to
send their children to the
Catholic school of their
choice,” he added.
“Furthermore, if these Cath-
olic schools experience any
shortage of textbooks, the
archdiocese stands ready to
make all necessary provisions
to fill this need. Similar ar-
rangements will be made to
preserve the lunch program in
our schools.”
"We are confident that our
Catholic people will continue
their time-honored spirit of
loyalty to the cause of Catho-
lic education,” the Archbishop
said.
ARCHBISHOP Joseph F.
Rummel of New Orleans di-
rected last March 27 that all
Catholic schools in the arch-
diocese be desegregated begin-
ning with the start of classes
for the new school year. Arch-
bishop Rummel, 86, has since
turned over administration of
th archdiocese to Archbishop
Cody.
Despite segregationist pro-'
tests, Catholic school registra-
year ran at previous levels
when registration was carried
out last spring. The archdio-
cesan school office said then
that enrollment might "equal
or exceed" last year’s.
On April 16 three Catholics
were excommunicated by
Archbishop Rummel for at-
tempting to block school inte-
gration. Besides Perez, they
are Mrs. B. J. Gaillot, Jr.,
president of a segregationist
group called Save Our Nation,
Inc., and Jackson G. Ricau,
executive secretary of the
New Orleans Citizens Council.
Perez, Ricau and Mrs. Gail-
lot have spoken frequently at
meetings of an organization
called Parents and Friends of
Catholic Children. The meet-
ings were held in Orleans and
St. Bernard civil parishes, and
all bitterly opposed school de-
segregation.
From an initial attendance
of about 1,000, meetings
dwindled to an attendance of
some 300, with audiences com-
posed mainly of persons well
advanced in age.
Important Historic Role
Seen for U.S. at Council
By MSGR. JAMES I. TUCEK
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
The U.S. Bishops who attend
the Second Vatican Council
will represent for the first
time in such an assembly a
Church which has fully come
of age.
Four ecumencial councils
back, the New World had not
yet been discovered not
by Columbus, at least. And it
was only a short time after
Columbus’ discovery that the
Fifth Lateran Council, the 18th
of the councils, was held in
Rome from 1512 to 1517.
During that council, Vasco
Nunez de Balboa was on his
way to the Pacific and the
Spanish conquistadores and
missionaries wure just beginn-
ing to penetrate the Americas.
By the time of the opening
of the Council of Trent in
1545, Francisco Vasquez de
Coronado had led his
expedition into what is now
the southwestern U. S.
BEFORE THE closing of tho
Council of Trent in 1563, the
French were colonizing the
shores of the St. Lawrence
River. Franciscan missionaries
were fanning out into the re-
gions of the Southwest and the
Dominicans were in Tampa
Bay.
When the First Vatican Con-
cil was called 300 years later,
the young nation was just be-
ginning the work of recovery
after the civil war.
The members of the U.S.
hierarchy at the First Vatican
Council represented what the
Holy See still technically con-
sidered as mission territory.
THE U.S. DELEGATION at
the First Vatican Council was
made up of five Archbishops
and 40 Bishops. Eighteen of
these were the guests of Rev.
Silas F: M. Chatard, rector of
the North American College.
To make room for them,
Father Chatard moved some
of his seminarians into a dor-
mitory, and gave the Arch-
bishops and Bishops the smajl,
cell-like rooms, where they
suffered through the incessant
rains of the winter of 1869 with-
out heat.
A marble plaque on the wall
of the old American College
on Humility St. now re-
named Casa Santa Maria dell
'Umilta names the mem-
bers of the American
hierarchy who lived there dur-
ing the council. They include
Bishop James R. Bayley of
Newark, and Bishop James
Gibbons, Vicar Apostolic of
North Carolina. The latter,
later to become a Cardinal,
was the youngest American
Bishop and the youngest Bish-
op in attendance at the council
at 35 years of age.
WHILE THE First Vatican
Council was in progress, the
American Bishops met once or
twice a week in an assembly
hall of the North American
College. Later the conciliar au-
thorities instructed that tiie
hierarchies of nations of the
same linguistic groups should
meet together to reach a com-
mon agreement on the disci-
plinary matters which they
wished to be considered.
Accordingly the chosen dele-
gates of England, Ireland,
Canada, Australia, British In-
dia, the British colonies and
the U. S. held periodic meet-
ings.
This turn of events brought
under the same roof two out-
standing figures in the debate
over the definition of papal in-
fallibility: Archbishop Henry
Edward Manning of Westmin-
ster, England, one of the most
vigorous proponents of infalli-
bility, and Bishop Edward Fitz-
gerald of Little Rock, Ark.,
who cast one of the two dis-
senting votes on the final bal-
lot on infallibility.
THE SOLEMN public ses-
sion of July 18, 1870, in which
the vote was taken on the con-
stitution defining papal infalli-
bility, was also the last ses-
sion of the First Vatican Coun-
cil. On the day following, all
the Fathers of the council
were given permission to re-
turn to their dioceses for the
summer with the understand-
ing that they would be back
again on Nov. 11, 1870.
By the end of the week of
July 20,1870, all the American
Bishops had left Rome. Two
months later, on Sept. 20, the
gates of Rome were stormed
by the Italian troops and the
council was never resumed.
ON OCT. 11, 1962, an anti-
cipated 250 members of the
American hierarchy will take
their places together with the
Fathers of the Second Vatican
Council. They will represent 43
million Catholics.
They will be assisted in their
work by a newly created Rome
office of the NCWC Catholic
Welfare Conference, which will
supply them with the means
necessary to make a substan-
tial contribution to the work of
the council.
The NCWC Rome office will
put a number of consultants
in specialized fields at the
service of the American Bish-
ops. These will be chiefly
Americans with a knowledge
of American problems, men
from the universities and con-
gregations in Rome. There will
also be a secretarial pool and
a number of linguists.
With the exception of that
of Italy, the U.S. delegation
will probably be the largest
of any single nation.
One of a Series
VISITS PRESIDENT - While in Washington to dedicate
a new Maronite Rite seminary, His Beatitude Paul Peter
Meouchi, Patriarch of Antioch and all the East, was re-
ceived by President Kennedy at the White House. The
Patriarch will visit Lebanese and Maronite communities
in the U.S. on a State Department tour. He was pastor
of Our Lady of Lebanon Church, Los Angeles, from 1945
to 1955.
Theology Class
Opens Sept. 24
NEW YORK - The School
of Theology for Laymen will
open its fall semester Sept. 24
at 8 p.m., offering courses in
dogma, morals, scripture, so-
cial doctrine and methods of
teaching religion.
Sessions will be held at St.
Vincent Ferrer's Hall, 65th St.
and Lexington Avc., each
Monday and Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. and 7:50 p.m. for 10 con-
secutive weeks.
Admittance to the school is
by registration only. In-person
registration dates are Sept. 17
and 18, 6:15 p.m. to 8 p.m. at
St. Vincent Ferrer’s Hall.
People in the Week's News
Rev. James F. Gavlt has
been named chancellor of the
Saginaw (Mich.) Diocese.
Henri Rollet, president of
the French Catholic Action
men’s organization and direc-
tor of the social affairs com-
mittee of the Conference of In-
ternational Catholic Organiza-
tions, has been named presi-
dent of the International Fed-
eration of Catholic Men.
Rev. Jude Prost, 0.F.M., 46,
a native of Chicago, has been
named Auxiliary Bishop of
Belem do Para, Brazil.
Edward Gallagher has been
elected president of the Con-
vert Makers of America.
Rev. Mortimer H. Gavin,
S.J., formerly associate direc-
tor of the Institute of Indus-
trial Relations at Holy Cross
College, has been appointed di-
rector of Boston's Catholic
Labor Guild.
Mervin Lell of Denver has
been elected president of the
National Association of Catho-
lic Alumni Clubs.
Rev. Thomas J. O’Day, S.J.,
New York regional director of
the Apostlcship of Prayer, has
been appointed national direc-
tor of the organization, with
headquarters in New York.
Abbe R. Bcrrenguer, a Cath-
olic priest, is one of 16 Euro-
pean candidates for the new
independent Algerian parlia-
ment.
Msgr. Alfredo Cavagna, 82,
Pope John’s confessor, has
been named Titular Bishop of
Tium.
Rev. John E. Taylor, 0.M.1.,
a native of Illinois, will become
the first Catholic Bishop con-
secrated in Sweden since the
Reformation when consecra-
tion ceremonies are held Sept.
21 making him Bishop of
Stockholm.
Luis Roque Gondras, new
Argentine ambassador to the
Holy Sec, has been received by
Pope John.
Rev. Eugene H. Maly of Mt.
St. Mary’s Seminary, Cincin-
nati, has been elected presi-
dent of (he Catholic Biblical
Association of America.
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FREE COURSES IN LATIN
FOR DELAYED VOCATIONS
FOR THE PRIESTHOOD
ST. JOHN BAPTIST DELAYED VOCATION
SOCIETY CHANCERY OFFICE
24 Da Grass# Street, Paterson, N.J.
or
CALL SOUTH ORANGE 2-9000 (Ext. 2R)
School Kids
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Thty'n ALL MEAT!
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SAVINGS and Loan Association
40 Commerce Street, Newark 2, N. J. Mitchell 3 0260
Doily, U io 4 Wednesdays to 8 p m
fRIf PARKING AI KINNIT GARAGE ACROSS THE STREET
FREE
Ball Point Pen
Jutt For Stopping in and Saying
"Hollo" and putting your namo
on our mailing list.
For Airlines, Hotel or
Steamship Reservations
Call GR 2-5700
GREENWALD
TRAVEL SERVICE
114 MARKET ST., CLIFTON
LASTING MEMORIALS
OSTENSORIA
from
$l5O
m
ALTAR
MISSALS from $2O
MltchoH 3-2260
57 HALSEY ST., NEWARK 2, N.J
WHEN YOU WANT
FLOWERS CALL:
HANOVER FLORAL CO.
Ctm.l*** Camatary tarvlca
*1 kldaadala Ava„ Hanovar
TUckar 7-dIOI
loss MOTORS
41 Chevrolet 51,995
jBELL'AIRK 4 Door, V-l Power'
Clide, Power Steering. i
516 Union Blvd., Totowa
AR 4-4600 i
HU 4-7200
Thrntl
10 PARK AVI.
NEWARK, N.J.
COMPLETE BANQUET FACILITIES
I'it t air conditioned banquet
rooms serving 30-450 persons.
OUTSIDE CATERING
Irom 10 to largest number
DINING ROOM
Open Every Day lor
LUNCH and DINNER
MEN—MAKE A RETREAT
THIS YEAR!
LOYOLA HOUSE
OF RETREATS
MORRISTOWN, N.J.
hai a limited number of openings
on week-ends for Individual men
or small groups especially during
August and September.
CALL JE 9*0740 or WRITE
re
...to dwell in the house
of the Lord all the days
of my life.
Sister says
"Use the
Maryknoll
Missel”
Available it your book-
itore in bindings from $3.50 V
to $22.50.
w-
J.J
THE MARYKNOLL
DAILY MISSAL
P. J. KENEDY & SONS
Publiihert to the Holy Apoitolic See
Sail a
“Happy Ship”
to IRELAND.
the bright, beguilin’
thrift-liner MAASDAM
sailing frequently to
GALWAY and COBH
• •
Groat food, gracious service, spar-
kling cleanliness, exhilarating fun-
ami much more make the air-
conditioned, stabilizer-equipped
s.s. Maasdam a truly “happy ship'*!
(And Tourist passengers nave vir-
run of the ship!) ■ Sailings to
GALWA Y: special sailing from Neu)
York Sept. 10 and from Boston Sept.
11. m Sailings to COBH: from New
York Oct. 5 and /rom Boston Oct. 6 ;
from New York Nov. 1.
i Hmm V' f "re: >171.90 minimum Tour-Ut Cl«m <lUm» round trip to Galway,t obh or .Southampton.) Other porta of call:
Havre, itatteraam. Sea your travel afent.
“sa// a hsppy ship"
29 Broadway, N. Y. 6, N. Y. . WH 4-1900
For Holland - Ameri-
can Line Reserva-
tions or Information,
Call, Write or See—
JOS. M, BYRNE CO.
828 Broad St. Newark, N.J.
MA 3-1740
Mff'J
. s Sbt*-/886
FORST PACKING COMPANY, Inc.
Mumifuctiirrni of
TASTY MEATS & PROVISIONS
KinKHton, N. Y.
Our 101.1/ Year
Approval! Suppliari for Iho
Arihdlocaio of Newark and Iho
Diocaia of Polaraon
OL'C
INSPECTED
AND PASSED BY
DEPARTMENT Of
AGRICULTURE
ACCEPTANCE
EST.I32papS
PHONE CSS MA 2-1505 phone collect KINGSTON FE 1-3500
YOUR TRIPLE GUARANTEE
Borgos & Borgos
Insurance
of all kinds ’
i 593 KKARNY AVENUE
| KEARNY, N. J.
GEOROE J. BOROOS
AUERT H. BLAZE
WILLIAM J. OLACCUM
WYmon I-8700
learn To Play The Piano
Your children will thank you all
their lives if they learn to play
the piano while they are young. 1
RENT A PIANO at GRIFFITHS
Brand New Spinets and Consoles
Latest Models—Full Scale (88-Note)
!:r.‘. $15 Per
* (plus cartage)
Available in French and Italian Provincial,
Danish, maple, blond oak, walnut or ebony.
If you decide to buy the piano, within three month*,
all money paid for rental and delivery will be deducted
from the purchase price and be applied to the down
payment. So simple—you don’t have to visit our store
—phone or mail the coupon below.
COUPON—FiII
out —teor out and mall
I im intrreeled in renting «,
(Indicate grind, epinet, console or upright)
Nime
Address
Phone
MviJc Coot or of New Jeney" The Heme of Famovs Kates*
GRIFFITH PIANO COMPANY
STEINWAY REPRESENTATIVES
605 BROAD STREET, NEWARK 2, NEW JERSEY
OMN WEDNESDAY (ViNINOS UNTK NINE • SATURDAYS UNTR. PIVE-THIRTY
Phene MArk.l 3-SISO
IS SOUTH ST., MORRISTOWN *27 PARK AVE., PIAINPIRD
Phone JeHorten 9-*SOS Phone PUlnlleld 7-3100
SO KINDERKAMACK RD . ORADEII • Phene COlte* 1-3100
All SUBURBAN STORES OPEN EVERY EVENINO EXCEPT SATURDAY 'Tit ♦ ?M.
QUALITY
is
never out of
style.
CATERING
Ptnontl Jirtction of Martin L. Horn SERVICE
w _
27 YEARS OF CATERING "KNOW HOW'
Weit Orange, New Jeraey REdwood M3o<
Earn
DIVIOIND
ON
YOUt
SAVINGS7]
I 111 ft
ACCOUNTS INSURED UP TO SIO.OOO
rwu uti
SAVllf^S
and loan ass o-c lat I o n
244 CHESTNUT STREET NUTIEY, N. J.
Schools Across theNation
State Bars Anthem as Prayer
ALBANY, N. Y. (NC) - An
excerpt from "The Star
Spangled Banner” may not be
recited as an officially pre-
scribed prayer in New York
public schools, State Education
Commissioner James E\ Allen
Jr. has ruled.
Allen held that, "irrespec-
tive of the source” of its
language, adoption of a pray-
er by a school board makes it
an "official prayer” which is
not allowed.
He suggested that periods of
“meditation” be set aside in
public schools in place of spok-
en prayers.
ALLEN BASED his ruling
on the Supreme Court’s June
25 decision barring recitation
In New York public schools of
a 22-word prayer prescribed
by the New York Board of
Regents.
On June 29 the Board of Ed-
ucation of the Union Free
School District 17 of Oyster
Bay, L. 1., authorized recita-
tion of the following passege of
the National Anthem in. public
schools:
"Blest with victory and
peace, may the heav’n res-
cued land
Praise the power that hath
made and preserved us a na-
tion:
Then conquer wa must, when
our cause is just,
And this be our motto, 'ln
God is our trust.’ ”
The practice was challenged
by Mrs. Alfred Rubinstein of
Hicksville, L. 1., and the
case was brought before Allen
for a ruling.
The education commissioner
held that it is permissible for
the National Anthem to be
sung, read or recited in
schools. He urged schools to
devote more attention to "his-
torical documents and official-
ly espoused anthems.”
IN NEW YORK City, it was
announced that 51% of the
public school administrators
who were polled believe the
U. S. Supreme Court was
wrong in its prayer decision.
Sponsored by The Nation’s
Schools, a monthly education-
al journal,the survey was bas-
ed on a 4% proportional sam-
ling of the" 16,000 school ad-
ministrators in the U. S.
The poll showed that 51% op-
posed the court’s decision, 46%
approved, and 3% had no opin-
ion.
IN ANOTHER development,
the Nassau County American
Legion, in what it said was a*
effort to circumvent the court
decision, began distribution of
100,000 copies of a non-denomi-
national prayer.
The prayer is being given to
students and their parents
who are being asked to re-
quest school authorities for
permission to recite the pray-
er at the opening of the school
day.
Books to Stay
PORTLAND, Ore. (NC) -
Parochial school students in
the Portland area will keep
the tax-paid textbooks lent
them by public schools pend-
ing a U. S. Supreme Court
ruling on the constitutionality
of the practice.
The Portland school board
announced it would accept a
ruling handed down by Circuit
Court Judge Virgil Langtry,
permitting the parochial school
students to keep the books
lent to them until a decision is
reached by the U. S. high
court.
The Portland school board
was the only one in the state
that had sought to recover
textbooks from parochial
school students before the Su-
preme Court acts.
An appeal is now pending be-
fore the U. S. high court from
an Oregon Supreme Court rul-
ing that the 20-year-old prac-
tice of lending textbooks vio-
lates the Oregon Constitution.
Continueßible
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. (NC)
—State school superintendent
Thomas D. Bailey is advising
Florida public schools to con-
tinue daily religious exercises
until courts have ruled defi-
nitely on the issue.
Last June the State Supreme
Court upheld the right of Flor-
ida public schools to have
daily Bible readings and reci-
tation of the Lord’s Prayer.
However, that case has been
appealed to the U. S. Supreme
Court, which on June 25 ruled
against a prayer prescribed
for recitation in New York
public schools by the New
York Board of Regents.
•
Raises for Teachers
BALTIMORE (NC) Lay
teachers in Catholic schools
of the Baltimore Archdiocese
will receive raises of up to
50% under anew pay scale
adopted by the archdiocesan
education department.
The department also order-
ed adoption of an. “ecumen-
ism program” in all grade
and high schools and a physi-
cal fitness program under
which students will receive at
least 15 minutes of daily phy-
sical education.
Grade school teachers with
bachelor’s degrees will now
receive a starting salary of
53.600.
Teachers with master’s
degrees will get $4,100, while
teachers with doctorates will
get $5,200 to start.
Secondary school teachers
with bachelor’s degrees will
start at $4,200, those with
master’s at $4,700 and those
with doctorates at $5,200 under
the new scale.
•
Approve D.C. Prayer
WASHINGTON (NC) - The
District of Columbia's chief
legal officer has ruled that
schools here may continue to
start the day with Bible read-
ing and recitation of the Lord's
Prayer.
Sociology Convention
Anti-Intellectual
Charge Debunked
WASHINGTON (NC) - A
priest-sociologist said here a
national survey of recent col-
lege graduates showed "little
evidence” to support the
charge of anti-intellcctualism
among graduates of Catholic
schools.
Rev. Andrew M. Greeley,
Chicago author and educator,
declared Catholic colleges
were “more likely to see the
purpose of education as intel-
lectual and to think that their
students shared this concept.”•
Father Greeley spoke at the
24th annual convention of the
American Catholic Sociological
Society at the Catholic Univer-
sity of America during the an-
nual meeting of the American
Sociological Association.
FATHER GREELEY report-
ed on a recent survey which
showed that Catholic grad-
uates were “no less likely to
go. to graduate school, to
choose the arts and sciences,
to specialize in the physical
sciences, or to have a high
academic record” than non-
Catholics.
Moreover, these students
were more likely to see educa-
tion as having an intellectual
purpose and were "more likely
to be very loyal to their
schools,” he said.
On the other hand, he said,
the Catholic college graduates
"were more inclined to busi-
ness as a career, but because
of an underchoice of educa-
tion, not because of an under-
choice of the sciences and the
humanities.”
PAUL 4. REISS of Mar-
quette University, Milwaukee,
told the meeting that attend-
ance at a Catholic college ap-
parently makes few changes
in the basic religious attitudes
of Catholic students.
Reiss reported on a study
which shows that "while there
is a considerable variation in
behavior and attitudes among
Catholic students on each cam-
pus, there is little difference
between seniors and fresh-
men.”
"Apparently students enter
Catholic colleges with varia-
tions in attitudes and behavior
but leave college with the
same variations,” he com-
mented.
RALPH LANE JR. of the
University of San Francisco
reported on findings concern-
ing two types of juvenile de-
linquents: those from slum
ari-as and those from middle
class areas. His study
was based on the 1,427 official
juvenile cases in San Francis-
co in 1960.
He said the delinquentsfrom
slums tend to be Negro -and
Protestant and have been
"geographically mobile.” The
middle-class delinquents, he
said, are typically white and
Catholic, come from "stable"
families of relatively high in-
come and wero born in San
Francisco.
Lane suggested that theso
findings show that there are at
least two "delinquency-genera-
tive situations" involved. He
said "considerable effort” is
needed to understand the fac-
tors that lead to delinquency
in a middle-class setting.
REV. JOHN F. Cronin, S.S.,
assistant director of the NCWC
Social Action Department, told
the convention that Catholics
have "lagged behind” in the
field of population studies.
“We have been so preoccu-
pied with moral issues in this
field that we have not
produced our share of compe-
tent demographers,” he said.
Father Cronin listed popula-
tion studies as one of "three
practical problems” of special
importance to the Catholic so-
cial scientist today. The.oth-
ers, he said, arc delinquency
and the phenomenon referred
to by Pope John XXIII in his
social encyclical. Mater et
Magistra, as "socialization.”
Inquiry Classes
At O.L. Valley
ORANGE Msgr. John J.
Feeley, pastor of Our Lady of
the Valley Church, has an-
nounced that an Inquiry Class
will begin Sept. 24 at 8 p.m. in
the parish high school.
The classes will be held each
Monday and Thursday night
for a period of 14 weeks. Both
Catholics and non-Catholics
are invited to attend.
Jersey City Man
To Receive Habit
CANFIELD, Ohio Peter
C. Lyon of Jersey City will re-
ceive the habit and rule of the
Pauline Fathers on Sept. 7 at
St. Paul's Monastery here.
A graduate of St. Cecilia's
High School, Mr. Lyon entered
the Society of St. Paul in Stat-
en Island and completed hil
minor seminary courses there.
He is the son of Christopher
L>°n of Jersey l ity ami tho
late Mrs. Lyon.
Full Knowledge of Theology
Vital, Newmanites Are Told
PITTSBURGH (NC) Col-
lege graduates with only a
grade school knowledge of
their Catholicism are of little
use to the Church in her mis-
sion, a priest-theologian said
at the National Newman Club
Federation convention here.
The Church needs men and
women who arc “experts in
their own particular field of
activity" and “are also well
versed in theology,” said Rev.
Kieran Conley, 0.5.8., profes-
sor of theology at St. Meinrad
(Ind.) Archabbey.
"If the layman is to act, he
must have vision,” said the
Benedictine theologian, "and
the vision so desperately need-
ed today only theology can
provide.”
The convention drew some
700 students and 300 Newman
Club chaplains from universi-
ties and colleges in the U. S.
KEYNOTE* SPEAKER Dr.
Robert G. Hazo warned that
the true concept of democracy
in the U. S. is deteriorating
because of the failure of many
people to realize the impor-
tance of a liberal education.
Dr. Hazo, associate director
of the Institute for Philosophi-
cal Research in San Francis-
co, said that if liberal educa-
tion continues to be downgrad-
ed in the U. S. there will
arise "a generation of the apa-
thetic, the inert, the indiffer-
ent, the gullible, the half-edu-
cated.”
The biggest obstacle to the
liberal education ideal, he stat-
ed, is the belief that demo-
cracy implies mass education
only and not selectivity in edu-
cation.
MSGR. ALEXANDER O. Si-
gur, outgoing chaplain of the
National Newman Apostolate,
said that the Newman move-
ment’s role is similar to that
of the Church: to establish
Christ in society.
The Monsignor, who is editor
of the Southwest Louisiana
Register, newspaper of the
Lafayette Diocese, said that
in the name of the Church the
Newman movement has the
task of "imparting knowledge,
without which society is in-
sane, and [of] imbiding learn-
ing, without which life is im-
possible.”
DR. FRANCIS A. Roy, dean
of the liberal arts college at
the University of Arizona in
Tucson, was presented the as-
sociation’s 1962 Faculty
Award. The award is given an-
nually in recognition of out-
standing service to the New-
man Apostolate.
Dr. Roy h?s been an adviser
to the Newman Club at the
University of Arizona for more
than 25 years.
ARCHBISHOP Paul J. Hal-
linan of Atlanta, Ga., told the
convention that "the agnostic
is still walking corridors, but
he is no longer the campua
idol.”
“Young American minds are
beginning to realize that a
man who keeps saying, ‘I don't
know’ can hardly be con-
sidered an intellectual. He will
eventually be considered a
bore,” said the Archbishop,
national episcopal moderator
of the Newman movement.
He said the task facing New-
man Clubs today is the sama
task that faced the pioneer
club in 1893 to reach Cath-
olic students and help them
become vigorous leaders of the
lay apostolate.
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the place
for year 'round vacations
8 Day-7 Night
Package Tours
Available
PLAN IT NOW!
Thinking about going to Ber-
muda? Then by all means get
a free copy of “A Key to
Bermuda. ,r
This colorful and informative
folder contains an excellent
map of the Islands, and over-
flows with helpful hints on
clothing, shopping, customs,
duty, transportation, thingsto
see and do.
We’ll gladly send you one of
these useful folders or, if you
prefer, stop in, pick one up,
and let us help you plan your
trip.
Rtmimlxr, your "K«y"
_
I* Froo, i tad to* It today. [K**tl*
JOS. M. BYRNE CO.
“
Travel Service
828 Broad St Market 3-1740 Newark2, N.J.
“Serving the Public Since 1886"
TT—- '2
•
.
hr:
rag
Our
Tour Neighborhood
Pharmacist
\r;p
f
HE'S THE MAN YOUR
DOCTOR DEPENDS UPON
Your doctor know* ho can roly on
th# training, ethics and know how
of th# pharmacist who fill* hl»
proscription* for you.
NEWARK
lam A Oeorpe Martorana, Props.
Lilt PHARMACY
Established over 30 years
Four Rerlstered Pharmacists
Tree Delivery Open Every Day
From 9 a m. to 11 p.m.
794 Mt. Prospect Avenue cer.
Montclair Avenue
HU 1-4749 Newark. N. i.
JERSEY CITY
VALRNTI'I PHARMACY
JOIIPH VALINTI, hi. Pher.
Prearrlptton. B.hy Need.
Photo Dept. Tre. Delivery
7)S Welt tide Ave., epp. F.lrvl.w
Jertey City, N. t.
PHOMIt DR MtM
WESTFIELD
CINTRAL PHARMACY
Michael J Cermele, Red. Pher.
Prescription! Carefully
Compounded
Drug. Perfume. Cosmetic.
Sick Room Supphe.
*l4 C.ntr.l A»e„ WRstfl.ld l-Mlt
N UTLEY
, RAY DRUOS CO.
Jam*. Rlcclo, Res. Ptiar.
Baby Needs
Prescription. Promptly rilled
Cut Rate Drugs end Co.metlce
11* Prenklln Ave. NOrth MW
4X INTEREST
Throughout the year...
*
a guaranteed rate of Interest...
»«5
bank
wm
/**■>
.;r--
with a
Hi
FIRST NA1
Now, with a First National Saving*
Certificate, yonr money sturt* earning
interest from the very first day ..,
and continues to grow at the same ruto
for the entire twelve month period I
Remember, yon muy purchase your 4%
interest savings certificate at uuy time
• • •
at any one of onr eleven conveni-
cntly located offices throughoutHudson
County, (.oiuc in and learn how your
savings can become a sound and profits
ablo investment. Certificates are avail-
ublo from $l,OOO to $25,000 in units
of $l,OOO.
THE ST
FIRST I NATIONAL, RANK.
/.5s=SS& uli orjrjemaanremr
Main Office: ons Exchange Place, Jersey City;
... and tsi other convenient offices la
Jersey Ctty, Hoboken, West New York, Harrison awl Kmy
You Are Cordially Invited to Come In, See &
Try on, from our Tremendous Selection of
Gorgeous Sample & Fall & Winter Fashion
Show Hats.
BUY DIRECT FROM FACTORY AT LOWEST PRICES
313 3rd St
1 bile, off
N.wark Ay.. A.B.C. HAT CENTERS
We present Faihion Show* for Churches &
Organization* . . . Gratis
Jersey City
OL 9-9300
APPLY NOW
THE READING CENTER
at PATERSON
SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
offers special /
READING IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
tor HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS and
COLLEGE STUDENTS
Vocabularly Development Comprehension
Study Skills Spoed
and
REMEDIAL READING PROGRAM
(or ELEMENTARY SCHOOL STUDENTS
Word Recognition Skills Comprehension
on Saturday mornings
during
FALL SEMESTER, 1962
For application and information contact
Mrs. Margaret G. Murphy, Director
Seton Hall University
151 Ellison Street
Paterson 2, Ne wJersey
Lambert 5-3425
PLANNING A
SOCIAL
FUNCTION? '
• BANQUETS
• WEDDING RECEPTIONS
• CONFIRMATIONS
• HOLIDAY PARTIES
• TRADE SHOWS
ACCOMMODATIONS FOR
20 to 300
Choice dote* Available
*
Call Mr. William Kluoer
former banquet mar.
Ease* House of Newark
Viiil our Grill Room Open for lunch & dinner
• • •
Beginning Sept. 7th and every Frl. Eve.
Buffet (Smorgalbord) Dancing $S per pereon
Ridgedale Ave., florhim Park, New Jarley,betweenSouth Orange Are. and Rt. #lO
f Rentier 7-7100
VTIS IfillitI
Enjoy the good
things life with
CASH WHEN
YOU NEED
*
JOIN
NIB’S
TARGET CLUB
(«u puipom ciut)
The Target Club is only on*
of eix convenient, new All
Purpose Club* offered by New
Jersey Bank. It works Just like
a Christmas Clnb, except that
the goal is different. You save
any amount from $1 to $2O
weekly; have the cash you need
when yoc want it most, to en-
joy the good things of life or
to meet unusual expenses. And
you receive a free rift with
each Club you open. One mor*
reason to do all your banking
at New Jersey Bank-wham
banking is a family affair.
NEW
JERSEY
BANK
AND TRU«~ COMPANY
where banking it a family a fair
NiioHiotHooo omens
Clifton ■ Holedoa ■ little Falli
North Holodon ■ Passai*
Paterson • West Paterson
■ana man irrtsn natuu esmui
«nnn roan tum mini
SPEECH
ST. SHITS SPEECH CORRECTION CENTER
FAIR LAWN
will register children ond adults with all kinds of speech difficulties on
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 10th
from 3 to 6 P.M.
READ CAREFULLY:
This Contor with Its affiliates In Now Jersey ond Now York hos helped over 3,600
persons since 1948. Parents are trained with the children In the correction process. Parents practice
dally at home with the children. Each student receives an individual lesson. Recordings ore mode
at the beginning ond end of Instruction to measure Improvement. Remember: Bod speech, bad school
work, bad behavior. Why? The child is frustrated. He cannot communicate normally.
TUITION:
$48.00 per course of 12 individual lessons for children and
$75.00 per course of 12 individual lessons for adults.
for further Information coll
DIRECTOR, A. EDMUND TURNER, M S.
in New York City at HOIIis 4-0081
•n Monday, Wednesday and Friday between 10 A.M. ond Noon.
FOR
THE
FINEST
IN
<r
JEWELERS
AND
SILVERSMITHS
SINCE 1908
NEWARK MILLBURN
189-91 Market Street 265-67 Millburn Avenur
MArket 3-2770 DRoxel 6-7100
News From Europe
Say Polish Reds Try to Crush Church
BERLIN (NC) -The Bish-
ops of Poland have accused
that country's communist gov-
ernment of trying to crush the
Church completely by closing
down all the nation’s Catholic
Institutions, according to re-
ports reaching here.
The Bishops spoke in a joint
protest note sent to the Red
government, reports said,
which charged the regime with
attempts to close Catholic
schools, hospitals snd religious
institutions.
The protest stated that the
government campaign against
the Church has included ef-
forts to make Sisters take jobs
outside their convents. The Sis-
ters have also been forced to
move from one convent to an-
other, the Bishops said.
The note was reported here
less than a week after Stefan
Cardinal Wyszynski, Primate
of Poland, warned that the
programs of Poland’s Red rul-
ers are spoiled by a “religious
war” and “hatred of God.”
MEANWHILE Stefan Cardi-
nal Wyszynski, in a pastoral
letter read in churches Sept. 2,
again called on parents to see
to it that their children re-
ceive a religious education.
Sermons preached at Mass-
es after the reading of the
Cardinal’s pastoral pointed
out the many difficulties fac-
ing the Church in Poland in
regard to education.
In December, 1959, the cen-
tral committee of Poland’s
Communist Party approved a
recommendation for the aboli-
tion of religious Instruction aft-
er school hours in state
schools. This was in violation
of the 1956 Church-State agree-
ment. A law banning such in-
struction was passed in July,
1961, and was publicly de-
nounced by Cardinal Wyszyn-
ski.
Deplore Wall
FULDA, Germany (NC)
Germany’s Bishops have de-
plored their nation’s division
by Red-erected walls and barb-
wire fences.
They have also appealed
to responsible statesmen
throughout the world to do all
they can to keep the "Berlin
Wall from continuing to be a
place of fratricide.”
The Bishops spoke in a state-
ment issued here by their
chairman, Joseph Cardinal
Frings of Cologne, following
their annual meeting.
The statement expressed
"deep grief” that the Bishops
from communist-ruled East
Germany were not allowed to
attend the conference. The
Bishops said they will spend
$1.6 million to aid East Ger-
man dioceses.
They also sent a message of
thanks to President John F.
Kennedy for the aid extended
by the U. S. to Germany after
World War 11.
The Bishops decided to set
up a research center to study
the history of the Church in
Germany during the nazi per-
iod.
•
Foot Pilgrimage
LONDON, England (NC)
Prayers for the success of the
coming Second Vatican Coun-
cil will be offered by 26 men
walking for 121 miles along
the ancient pilgrimage route
from London to Walsingham.
The group, ranging in age
from 16 to the 60’s, will leave
London Sept. 8 and plans to
arrive at England's national
shrine to Mary nine days
later.
•
Asks United Europe
MILAN, Italy (RNS) Ital-
ian Catholics were urged here
by Giovanni Cardinal Urban!,
Patriarch of Venice, to sup-
port efforts for a united Eu-
rope.
Speaking at the inauguration
of the 24th series of graduate
courses organized by the Cath-
olic University of Milan, he re-
called the Church's consistent
work for unity in Europe.
“Now in Europe,” he said,
“we are called upon to be con-
scientious and working cit-
izens, not denying or sacrific-
ing the patrimony of our own
country, but increasing it and
strengthening it in a more
vast and more equal distribu-
tion of economic wealth, in a
better exchange of spiritual
goods, in a solid and gradual
construction based on a pro-
gressive Improvement of the
human person.”
•
Irish Volunteers
LONDON, England (NC)
Hundreds of Irish men and
women spent their summer
holidays doing missionary
work in Britain. They are
members of the Legion of
Mary, who bring counsel un-
obtrusively to lapsed and neg-
ligent Catholics and also to
non-Catholics.
The work began with a doz-
en students taking their holi-
days in Britain in 1958. The
next year the number grew to
100, then to 700, and last year
to 1,000. Requests for the vol-
unteers reached almost 3,000
this year.
•
Social Action Move
' MADRID, Spain (NC) - A
commission to coordinate
Church activities in the fields
of labor and social action has
been set up by the Spanish
hierarchy with the approval of
the Holy See.
The commission is hesded
by Jose Maria Cardinal Bueno
y Monreal of Seville.
The Cardinal recently issued
a pastoral letter on the obli-
gation of employers to pay
just wages. He said some em-
ployers are generous in giv-
ing alms, but haggle with
workers over the salaries they
owe them in justice.
“The first obligation of an
employer in compensating his
workers is to know the mini-
mum salary scale for workers
in his region. This minimum
salary is seriously obligatory
in conscience,” he asserted.
•
Training Camp
LOUVAIN, Belgium (NC) -
The International Building Or-
der announced it is setting up
a central training camp at
Heusden, in the Belgian prov-
ince of Limburg.
The order, an association
composed of young Catholics
who volunteer their labor to
build homes for the needy, will
train men volunteers at the
camp. Construction is to begin
Sept. 20.
•
Madonnas Stolen
SCHWEINFURT, Germany
(RNS) More than 1,000
Catholics participated in a pil-
grimage to the famous Fran-
conian center of Mary in the
Vineyard, near Volkach, to
pray for the recovery of three
pieces of religious art recently
stolen from the shrine.
Valued at over $lOO,OOO, they
included two woodcarved ma-
donnas, one of them by Til-
man Riemenschneider, fa-
mous German 16th century
sculptor.
The theft was the latest and
most serious In a series of
similar crimes. They have
been especially frequent in
rural areas of southern Ger-
many.
•
Migrants Unprepared
ROME (NC)—The Bishops of
Italy have warned in a pastor-
al letter that “the enemies of
God and the Church” are try-
ing to win over Italian country
people who go to the cities
seeking work.
The Bishops said officials of
dioceses and parishes should
strive to prepare would-be mi-
grants both spiritually and cul-
turally for their new surround-
ings. Parishes receiving the
migrants should continue this
work, the Bishops said.
•
Reparation Gift
MANLXy, France (RNS) —,
Joseph Cardinal Frings of
Cologne, has presented this
French village with two bells
for the parish church as a
gift of reparation.
Manlay, lying in the path
of retreating German troops in
1944, was completely burned to
the ground as a reprisal
against the resistance of tha
local populace.
SCHOOL ADDITION - Archbishop Boland prepares the
cornerstone for the school addition of St. Genevieve's
parish, Elizabeth, which he blessed Sept. 3. Looking on is
Msgr. William C. Heimbuch, pastor.
Latin AmericanNews Roundup
Allot More Church Land in Chile
(SANTIAGO, Chile (NC)
Another step in the Chilean
Church's program of turning
over its farmlands to tenants
will take place at Mellpilla
Sept. 18 when the first of 26
parcels of grazing and wheat-
lands will be transferred from
the Santiago Archdiocese to
the new owners.
The Chilean Bishops an-
nounced a national plan for
distributing all the diocesan-
owned farmlands last March.
Committees are at work now
in every diocese to put the
plan into action. The first
transfer of property took place
in the Talca Diocese in June,
when 17 tenants formed a co-
operative and took over a 455-
acre dairy and truck farm.
The program is adapted to
local circumstances. The San
tiago Archdiocese was able to
make the Mellpilla change
simply by partitioning the land
and making plans for the
building of 15 homes for the
new owners.
; At La Pataguas, in the
highlands 200 miles away, the
archdiocese has regained a
large rangeland.
A land-lease plan has been
worked out with the resident
families, who have formed a
cooperative. The archdiocese
sent out a 25-year-old agricul-
tural engineer to direct the
cooperative.
Great Mission
MEXICO CITY (NC) - An
archdioccsan great mission
aimed at invigorating family
life has started here.
Archbishop Miguel Dario
Miranda y Gomez of Mexico
City offered Mas* at the
Basilica of Our Lady of Gua-
dalupe and then distributed
crucifixes to 800 missionaries
to Inaugurate the great mis-
sion.
The mission subject Is
“Christian Families for a Bet-
ter Mexico.”
•
Chilean Pastoral
SANTIAGO, Chile (NC) -
Bishops of Chile have urged
Catholics to promotp sound
practices in communications,
man’s “principal medium of
orientation.”
The Bishops spoke in a Joint
pastoral letter entitled "The
Christian of Today, the Pres-
ent World and Means of Com-
munication.”
They said that because the
present world is "standard-
ized," people are immensely
affected by what they read,
hear and see in newspapers,
radio and motion pictures.
These means represent a ver-
itable oracle; they are ac-
cepted without question or
criticism.
"In view of this fact,” the
Bishops said, "Christians can-
not remain indifferent. They
must see to it that the voice
of the Master is heard in the
press, radio and motion pic-
tures.”
Roselle Seminarian
To Receive Orders
CARTHAGENA, Ohio—John
A. Pctuskey, C.PP.S., of Ro-
selle will receive the minor or-
ders of porter and lector Sept.
9 at St. Charles Major Semi-
nary here. Auxiliary Bishop
Paul F. Lcibold of Cincinnati
will be the ordaining prelate.
On Sept. 8, Petuskey will re-
ceive the religious rite of ton-
sure, by which he will be ad-
mitted to the clerical state. He
entered the Society of the
Precious Blood in 1956 at St.
Joseph’s College, Rensselaer,
Ind., and is due to be ordained
a priest in 1966,
Novices Received
To Brothers’ Ranks
NEW ROCHELLE, N. Y. -
The names of two novices who
were received into the Chris-
tian Brothers of Ireland last
weekend were inadvertently
omitted from the Aug. 30 edi-
tion of The Advocate.
The young men arc Brother
Joseph Ferri, of Newark, a
graduate of Essex Catholic,
and Brother Thomas Bicrman
of Hackensack, a graduate of
Bergen Catholic.
ST. VLADIMIR (956-1015)
was the first Christian ruler of
Russia.
Blessing Set
At St. Joseph's
JERSEY CITY -The ren-
ovated school of St. Joseph's
parish will be blessed Sept. 9
at 7:30 p.m. by Archbishop
Boland. The pastor is Rev. Pe-
ter S. Rush.
Carrying out a plan which
had been designated when the
school was originally built, the
renovation provided three new
classrooms and a kindergarten
on the first floor and a general
overhauling of the rest of the
building.
Work began last December
and will be completed in the
next few weks. The cost was
$350,000.
Novena Honors
Two Saints
FAIR LAWN A perpetual
novena honoring St. Anne and
St. Anthony will be in-
augurated at St. Anne’s
Church here Sept. 11. Devo-
tions will be held each Tues-
day at 8 p.m.
Rev. Aquinas Crowley,
0.F.M., will deliver a series of
talks on the Life of Christ, be-
ginning with "The Only Per-
son Ever Pre-Announced.’’
Services will include a bless-
ing of the sick.
Help Reduce Costs,
Labor Is Advised
WASHINGTON Organized
labor was urged by Archbish-
op Patrick A. O’Boyle of Wash-
ton to cooperate with manage-
ment in an effort to reduce
construction and production
costs.
Archbishop O’Boyle spoke af-
ter offering the 10th annual
Labor Day Mass in the Shrine
of the Sacred Heart. The con-
gregation included more than
1,000 government officials, la-
bor and management ex-
ecutives and other guests.
“I WOULD recommend,"
the Archbishop said, “that Am-
erican unions make a special
effort to eliminate those prac-
tices which are subject to
legitimate criticism by the
general public and that they
lean over backwards to co-
operate with management in
every reasonable effort to sta-
bilize costs.”
Archbishop O’Boyle said “by
and large the individual union
member or the individual
craftsman is the only represen-
tative of the labor movement
with whom the average house-
holder comes into direct and
intimate contact.”
“It isn’t enough that he be
highly skilled,” the Archbishop
said. “He must realize that he
is, in effect, a public relations
officer for the entire labor
movement."
Archbishop O’Boyle said
that parenthetically, "perhaps
the time has come for respon-
sible labor leaders to caution
the rank and file members of
the trade union movement not
to abuse the so-called cof-
fee break and certain other
legitimate benefits which tha
unions have been able to ne-
gotiate in receat*sfiprs.”
CWV Post Plans
AnniversaryDance
BERGENFIELD The 15th
anniversary dinner dance of
the St. John’s Memorial Post,
C.W.V. will be held Nov. 17 at
the Suburban Restaurant.
All past post commanders
will be honored at the dance.
The chairman is past com-
mander William Roemlein.
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CASUAL SHOP
FOR CAR COATS
Carol Gourley, ■ contestant in
Carnal Shop’* Hlu High School
Contest, shown trying on an en-
■emble. Carnal Shop Garden State
Plata, Paramos, and 214 Main
Street, Paterson, will award a $25
wardrobe to each of three winners
in the contest Miss High
School, Miss College Gal, and Miss
Career Gal. No purchase neces-
sary to enter just stop in, have
your picture taken free in any
fall outfit. Carol lives at 232
Burlington Ave., Paterson, A at-
tends St. Mary's H. S., Paterson.
MATERNITY
fashion shop
‘North Hudson's Only Specialty
Shop for Mothers to-Be’
6308 BERGENUNE AVE.
WEST NEW YORK
OPEN DAILY 10 A.M. -6 P.M.
MON., THURS., FRI. 'Til *4O P.M.
UN 7-3736
USI OUR CONVENIENT
COMMUNITY CHARGE PUN
a year
l J
_
mi.
_
COMPARE SAFETY
AND AVAI LABILITY
You'll lookfar and
wide for an investment
that offers you more than
an Irving Savings Account!
T
) Yes, Vi the best tn this area! Considering the insured
I
x safety, ready availability of /our savings here, the non-
floetuatlng quality of your account, plus the highest rate
In town this is THE place for your savings!
DIVIDENDS START
EVERY MONTH HERE
SAVINGS RECEIVED BY THE 15th
OF ANY MONTH EARN FROM THE lit
RUING SAVINGS
19A uadvet ,
AND LOAN association
STREET (near Main) PATERSON, N. J. • AR 4-4904
Evw'** h% * Park,nß af Mald* n Lan# Lot ' Hamilton & Union Streets
! ACTM,lt;. V:f"f CUb * l ~"* *»—U«". Oal I SWctrlc Bill raymMl. • Tr«y.l.r.' Ch.<lu . M.n.y Ord.r.
iA,t P{> *os/t Boxfs cos SAHKitiina or you* valuablis
I
PLYMOUTHS
VALIANTS
From up
Factory Iqulpptd
Dollvtrtd
REZZA
10 EXTRA
INTEREST DAYS
Hll TIMES A YEAR
with a TC' Savings Account
Every tingle month'* t boon month at Tht Trutt Company. Make
your savings deposits during the (lr»t 10 dayt of any month - earn
Interest Irom the lint of that month-on balancat o* $lO or more. Start
with as llttla as $3. Come In to any ol our 12 oftlcea (open Monday
evenings 6 to 8 P.M.) - or save by mail. We pay postage both ways.
Jersey
Hobok
City
Weehawken
Union City
West New York
Secaucus
FNtial OfpoiU
Inwwa C«»trillM.
THE EDGEWATER NATIONAL BANK
EDGEWATER, N. J.
Open Daily 8 A. M. to 3 P. M. - MONDAY EVENINGS 6 to 8
M.mb.r, P.d.ral D.poill Iniuranc. Corp. - F.d.rol R.t.r.. Syt'.m
CHARTERED 1933 - 28 Y«an Uninterrupted Progrett end Service
WH 3-0110
P. M.
ZARCONE
SCIENTIFIC SHOE FITTERS
. Aeeneyi 08. ICHOLL tHOK
For mon and women
Jr. Modi* Arch Proterver
for Children
317 LAKE VIEW AVI.
<N**r I. »»h)
CLIFTON, N. J.
DOCTOB'S PBISCBIPTIONS PILLID
On Promleoc by Certified Ixpertt
TBL.I 77M(»
<y
V .
%
4% per year
on inured savings
ARE
THE
BIG JUMP
TO
ORITANI
AueU over >7S£OCW»O
Conrenlent OfWceg In I
Hackensack
Ctiffside Park
Teaneck
Palisades Park
Paramus
Ridgefield
Ho-Ho-Kus
Swings invested before the 10th of every month earn dMdend* ken At let
“See me perionallybefore you
buy any car. I will give you
the deal that can’t be beat!”
TROPHY PONTIAC
Hal Charkowiki
MODEL-END DISCOUNTS!
'62 PONTIACS
TEMPESTS • LE MANS • GRAND PRIX
EASIEST PAYMENTS • FINEST SERVICE
PIUS wonderful (election of Us«d Cart
f Trophy
L #PONTIAC/
988 BROADWAY
BAYONNE
HE 7-4900
Open Evenings
9
630 Main Street
Hatcktntack, N.J.
HU 7-3000
FREEZER OWNERS
No money down ... 4 months to payl
Full Hindquarter
of
U. S. Choice Beef
Custom cut into enough delicious
Sirloins, Porterhouses, roasts, stew,
beef, chopped beef, etc. to serve ban-
quet meals to the average family for
four months. Flash-freezing, freezer,
wrapping and delivery included.
TERMS AVAILABLE
If you wantthe best ...
is the place
Medical School Appoints
Dr. Timmes to Surgery Post
JERSEY CITY-Seton Hall
University College of Medicine
announced this week that Dr.
Joseph J. Timmes had been
appointed as professor of sur-
gery simultaneously with his
appointment of director of car-
diopulmonary surgery at B.S.
Poliak Hospital.
Dr. James E. McCormack,
dean of the medical school, an-
nounced that Dr. Timmes, who
has recently been serving as
chief of surgery at St. Albans
Naval Hospital in Long Island,
will serve under Dr. Kenneth
Judy, who is chairman of the
department of surgery at Set-
on Hall and surgeon-in-chief of
Poliak Hospital, a county in-
stitution.
It was also learned this week
that five research grants
have been received by the Col-
lege of Medicine from the Na-
tional Institute of Health,
Washington, D. <J. They in-
volve research in the fields of
hypertension, cancer detection
and treatment, epilepsy, white
blood cell activity and the ner-
vous system of the sight proc-
ess.
Dr. Paul H. Maurer, profes-
sor of microbiology at Seton
Hall, reported last week at
the International Congress of
Microbiology in Montreal, on
the work of a Seton Hall team
in the effort to find a synthetic
blood substitute. Seton Hall re-
search is concentrated on the
testing of a blood plasma “ex-
pander” and is being carried
on in 'cooperation with medical
teams in other American uni-
versities, as well a$ in Israel,
England and France.
Change Masses
At Mt. Carmel
JERSEY CITY —A change
in the Sunday Mass schedule
at Mt. Carmel Church has
been announced by Msgr.
Walter P. Artioli, pastor.
Starting Sept. 9, Masses
will be offered at 6:15 a.m.
and hourly thereafter to 12:15
p.m., with the children’s Mass
at 9:15 and High Mass at
11:15. Weekday Masses will
remain the same and Holy
Day Masses will be on the
hour from 6 a.m. to noon,
with an evening Mass at 8
p.m.
Msgr. Artioli also announced
that the perpetual novena to
Our Lady of Fatima will be
held each Monday at 8 p.m.
On the second Thursday of
each month, a parish social
will be held from 8 p.m. to
midnight.
Transfer Chaplain
NEW YORK - The Military
Ordinariate here has announ-
ced anew address for Rev.
Richard A. Greene, a chaplain
from the Newark Archdiocese.
It is: Chaplain, Hqs. 366th Tac-
tical Wing, APO 119, New
York, N. Y.
Editor Is Cited
By Stein Guild
NEW YORK (RNS) - Ger-
ard E. Sherry, managing edi-
tor of the Central California
Register, official organ of the
Monterey-Fresno Catholic Dio-
cese, was named to receive
the 1962 award of the Edith
Stein Guild here for his con-
tributions to the improvement
of Judaeo-Christian relations.
Sherry will accept the award
at a Communion breakfast
Oct. 13 following the guild’s
annual Mass to be celebrated
at New York’s Church of Our
Saviour.
Earlier this year, the Na-
tional Conference of Chris-
tians and Jews presented the
Catholic lay editor with a
Brotherhood Award.
Jersey City Priest
At Franciscan Talks
CRYSTAL LAKE, 111.—Rev.
Venance M. Darkness, O.F.M.
Conv., a native of Jersey City,
was one of 50 delegates at-
tending a meeting of the four
Conventual Franciscan Prov-
inces in the U. S., held here
last week.
Father Harkness, a member
of the faculty at St. Hyacinth
College and Seminary, Gran-
by, Mass., gave a paper de-
scribing an existential ap-
proach to psychiatry.
Growth Marks History of Seminary
DARLINGTON A hundred
years ago, Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary had a faculty
of two and a student body of
10 and functioned in a single
building on the campus
of Seton Hall College, South
Orange.
Today, as it prepares to
close its centennial year on
Sept. 15, it has a faculty of 19,
an enrollment of 315 and is
housed on its own 1,300-acre
campus here in the Ramapo
hills. It is actively engaged in
planning for the addition of a
$4 million house of philosophy,
which will raise its accom-
modations to 550 for students
and 30 for faculty.
The centennial year will be
brought to a close with the
celebration of a Solemn Pon-
tifical Mass on Sept. 15 at
Sacred Heart Cathedral. Arch-
bishop Egidio Vagnozzi, the
Apostolic Delegate, will offer
the Mass, with Archbishop Bol-
and presiding.
Other prelates present at the
Mass will be Bishop George W.
Ahr of Trenton, who will de-
liver the sermon: Archbishop
Celestine J. Damiano of Cam-
den; Bishop Walter W. Curtis
of Bridgeport, Conn., Auxiliary
Bishop Martin W. Stanton of
Newark, Auxiliary Bishop
James J. Hogan of Trenton,
Bishop Cuthbert O’Gara, C.P.,
exiled Bishop of Yuanling,
China, and Abbot Leo Rud-
loff, 0.5.8., of Weston, Vt.
WHILE THE FORMAL
founding of the seminary may
be dated Sept. 10, 1860, it had
been envisioned as early as
April 10, 1854, when Bishop
James Roosevelt Bayley, first
Bishop of Newark (1853-72)
and later Archbishop of Balti-
more (1872-77) purchased the
Chegaray estate at Madison,
with the intention of establish-
ing “a college in which the
young men of the diocese who
give signs of a vocation to the
priesthood will be trained.”
Two years passed before
Seton Hall College actually
opened at Madison on Sept. 1,
1856 with five students. One of
these, Leo G. Thebaud, was
ordained in 1867 but all during
the Madison period (1856-60),
Seton Hall functioned only as
a preparatory and collegiate in
stitution and did not offer pro-
fessional courses in theology.
On April 2, 1860 , 66 acres
were acquired at South Orange
and Seton Hall College was
transferred there on Sept. 10,
1860. Fifty collegians studied
in the college building, while
divinity students resided in the
Elphinstone mansion, now
termed the Seminary of the
Immaculate Conception. No
cne knows how many semin-
arians enrolled that day in
1860, but on Feb. 5, 1862,
Bishop Bayley reported that
there were 10 ecclesiastical
students in his seminary.
THE FIRST RECTOR of the
seminary was Rev. Bernard
J. McQuaid, later Bishop of
Rochester (1868-1909). He was
assisted in 1860-61 by Rev.
Prudentius Gehin as professor
of philosophy. The next year,
1861-62, Father Gehin was re-
placed by Rev. Januarius de
Concilio who served as the
first theology professor.
The intimate relationship be-
tween Immaculate Conception
Seminary and Seton Hall Col-
lege found expression in the
fact that Father McQuaid
served the first as rector and
the qjher as president as well
as the fact that from the ear-
liest years the seminary op-
erated as the college graduate
school. From 1866-1932, sem-
inary students annually took
the master of arts degree in
virtue of the Seton Hall charter
granted on March 8, 1861.
In 1863, the seminary was
provided with the graceful
Gothic chapel which still
adorns the Seton Hall campus
and in 1866-67, as a conse-
quence of the fire which de-
stroyed the original seminary
building on Jan. 27, 1866, with
the handsome brownstone
edifice, now known as Presi-
dents’ Hall. The first two
priests to complete their four
years of theology at the sem-
mary, Rev. Michael Kane and
Rev. James Dalton were or-
dained June 24, 1865. In Presi-
dents' Hall, the seminary
community lived and studied
from 1867-1927.
UNTIL RECENT times, the
seminary never had a faculty
of more than seven (and often,
not more than four). There
were 28 students in 1870, 22 in
1880, 32 again in 1900, and 59
in 1920.
Four of its nine rectors dur-
ing the South Orange period
were later consecrated
Bishops: Bernard J. McQuaid
became Bishop of Rochester
(1868-1909), Dr. Michael A.
Corrigan, rector from 1864-68.
became Bishop of Newark (18-
73-80) and Archbishop of New
York (1885-1902), Rev. John
J. O’Conner, rector from 1890-
95, became Bishop of Newark
(1901-27), and Msgr. Thomas
H. McLaughlin, rector from
1922-38, became Bishop of Pat-
erson (1938-47).
THE GROWTH of the in
stitution caused attention to be
drawn to its needs for the fu
ture.
In 1919, the Bishop of
Newark and the Seton Hall
trustees began discussion of
enlarged accomodations. In
1925 plans were authorized for
anew edifice for 140 students
on the South Orange campus.
However, on July 15, 1926,
the Bishop was able to pur-
chase the McMillin estate at
Darlington and there, on Oct.
12, 1926, in connection with
Bishop O'Connor’s episcopal
jubilee, tho new campus was
lormally dedicated. The actual
transfer of faculty and stu-
dents from Seton Hall was ef-
fectuated April 21, 1927. A
month later, Bishop O'Connor
died, leaving to his successor
the development of the new
property.
It was Archbishop Thomas
J. Walsh (1928-52), who made
this a reality. By 1933, there
were 112 students taxing all
the facilities of the McMillin
structures. A diocesan-wide
building campaign was
launched in 1936 in which $l.B
million was pledged. On April
23, 1937, ground was broken
for the Church of Christ the
King and the the 300-
room Walsh Residence hall to
the south of the original Dar-
lington mansion, now known
as O'Connor Hall.
On Sept. 24, 1938, 141 stu-
dents entered into residence
in the new complex which was
dedicated on Dec. 8, 1938,
in the presence of Amleto
Cardinal Cicognanl, now papal
Secretary of State.
IT WAS IN AUGUST, 1938,
that a 35-member committee
made its recommendations on
the seminary's academic
structure. In accord with this
report, the Seminary’s first
two years of study are in-
tegrated with the College of
Arts and Sciences of Seton Hall
University and lead to the de-
gree of bachelor of arts. On
Aug. 23, 1938, an affiliation
was entered into, which be-
came final on Dec. 23, 1947,
whereby the four years of the-
ology at Darlington are af-
filiated with the Faculty of
Theology of the Catholic Uni-
versity of America and lead to
the baccalaureate in theology.
Since the new buildings have
been erected, three of the six
rectors of the seminary have
been raised to the episcopate:
Bishop Griffin, rector from
1938-40, named Bishop of Tren-
ton (1940-50); Bishop Boland,
rector from 1940-47, named
Bishop of Paterson (1947-53)
and since 1953, Archbishop of
Newark; Bishop Ahr, rector
from 1947-50, and since 1950,
Bishop of Trenton.
The student increase has
been steady: 166 in 1940, 218
in 1950, 282 in 1960, and 315
for the academic year 1962-63.
IT WAS THIS growth which
caused Archbishop Boland to
authorize planning for a Phil-
osophy House at Darlington
May 19, 1960. Plans were pre-
pared by January, 1961, and
a fund drive was held for the
construction of the seminary
unit, eight high schools and
four homes for the aged. Over
$3l million were pledged, of
which (since the campaign
continues) almost 50% has
been redeemed.
Originally it had been hoped
that the seminary’s centennial
year, which opened officially
on Dec. 8, 1961, might be
marked by the breaking of
ground for the 250-room Phil-
osophy House. However, the
subsequent announcement by
the Governor's Passaic Valley
Flood Control Committee that
it proposes to make of the
upper Ramapo valley a water
detention area has caused the
seminary to defer construction
until a firm decision can be
obtained.
O'CONNOR HALL - This it a view of the original Darling-
ton estate mansion which now serves as Immaculate Con-
ception Seminary's O'Connor Hall. It houses classrooms.
a 40,000-volume library and other facilities. The struc-
ture was rated “one of the finest country houses of
America" when it was built in 1908.
Father Hoar to Mark
50 Years as Jesuit
JERSEY CITY Rev. Wil-
liam J. Hoar, S.J.,’ a mem-
ber of the Jesuit community
here since 1939, will observe
the 50th anniversary of his en-
trance into the Society of Jesus
with a Solemn High Mass Sept.
16 at St. Peter’s Church.
A native of Buffalo, Father
Hoar entered the society on
Aug, 13, 1912. After philoposh-
ical studies there. He taught
at Fordham University in 1927
and studied ascetical theology
at St. Andrew’s in 1928-29.
WHEN THE NEW novitiate
opened at Wernersville, Pa., in
1930, Father Hoar was ap-
pointed assistant - master of
novices, a post he held until
1935, when he was named
master of novices. He came
from Wernersville to St. Pe-
ter's College in 1939.
After 11 years as a philo-
sophy teacher at St. Peter's,
during which time he was also
moderator of the glee club.
Father Hoar was named as-
sistant pastor at St. Peter's
Church, a position he still
bolds.
In addition to his duties at
St. Peter’s, Father Hoar has
also been moderator for 22
years of the Ignatian Guild,
which will sponsor a dinner for
him on Sept. 16 at the Robert
Treat Hotel, Newark. He has
also served as moderator of
the “Funny Fathers," a group
of relatives and friends of
Jesuit priests, who annually
put on minstrel shows in the
metropolitan area.
Very Rev. Emmet A.
Norton, S.J., rector of the
Jesuit community at St. Pe-
ter’s Church, will give the ser-
mon at Father Hoar’s anniver-
sary Mass.
Very Rev. William T. Wood,
S.J., and John V. Kenny will
be principal speakers at the
dinner.
FATHER HOAR
Mark Anniversary
DOVER The 60th an-
niversary of the Association of
the Sons of Poland will be
celebrated with a banquet
Sept. 16 at the Sons of Poland
camp here. Chairman of the
Committee is Peter Nowosie-
lecki of Lodi.
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ADRIAN'S
84 Main Street
Downtown Paterson
has
New Jersey's
Largest Selection
of
Children's
Shoes
from
*6.95*9.50
(according fa alio)
PARKING CHARGES
REFUNDED
Ooon Thuradar * Friday to •
M^CItEVROLET
05cars&trucks
LOWEST RATES
ALL '63 CM, Ford Chrysler,
Rambler models available. ,
Phone us today. We will submit a proposal
for your leasing needs. No obligation.
%r§ 3085 HUDSON BLVD.JERSEY CITY • OL 6-8000
4 Blocks North of Journol Square
New Jersey's Highest on Insured Savings
YOUR SAVINGS EARN PER ANNUM
BJB
SAVE BV
MAIL
Po J poifag* both way*
WYCKOFF SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
- MAIN OFFICE -
392 Main St., Wyckoff TW 1-2200
SADDLE RIVER OFFICE MIDLAND PARK
5 Barnitable Court 207 Franklin Ave.
(Adjacent to Strawborry Barn) /*i A All A
DA 7-0004 W |
OFRN MONDAY . FRIDAY FRIDAY NIOMT 4 1
OAKLAND
Ramopo Valley Road
FE 7-7624
or ALL TAAVIL colt
OXbow 4-2555
1771 • *
FOR EMERGENCIES
And there’* nothing quite like having a little
lomething —in the hank. Open a savings account
at our bank, and build it up with regular deposits!
Co unty-Wlde Banking Service For Over 100 Yeart
HUDSON COUNTY NATIONAL BANK
Dapoaita Inaurad Up to $lO,OOO By Tha
Fadaral Dapoait Inauranca Corporation
The Finest Parochial
School Uniforms Made.
Excellent Fabrics • Finest Fit
Convenient Locations • Economy
Dependable Service
Complete line of uniforms and accessories
in stock throughout the school year.
hn/uire about our exclusive
"Direct to Parent Plan.”
Youth mm Centers
E. Paterson • VI. Now York • Paramut • Hockensack
BUY
Your
Noxt
Cor
from
BENNER
uuMLaft
Will • IMVKI
.
"!Wm« location since ia*r*
1« HMkwwck It. ■. Rutherford
Union At*.. 1 block west of
—
17.
C
orneil„
CASUAL SHOP
FOR SWEATERS
m
Louise Riccardo, a contestant In
Canal Shop’s Miss High School
Contest, shown trying on an en*
semble. Casual Shop Garden
State Plaxa, Paramos, and 214
Main Street, Paterson will award
a $25 wardrobe to each of three
winners in the contest Miss
High School, Miss College Gal,
and Miss Career GaL No par*
chase necessary to enter just
stop in, have your picture taken
free in any fall outfit. Louie lives
at 107 Arlington Ave., Paterson
and attends St. Mary’s H. 8.,
Paterson.
By Jonathan Logan
Chanel In double knit. This three-piece costume in
uncreasable 80% Orion Acryllc-20% Wool . . .
defined by contrasting trim. Short sleeved overblouse
cleverly echoes the jacket —then reverses at its own
jewel neckline. Size 5-15. Green, brown, gray—s29.9s
Where fashions are funl
561 BROAD ST., NEWARK, N. J. MA 3-2584
News From the Vatican
Pope Again Hails Contemplative Life
HOME (NC) - Pope John
XXIII has urged the Trappists
to preserve their order’s two
great principles prayer and
penance —and to continue
their ancient love for Our
Lady.
Pope John spoke at the mon-
astery of the Order of Cister-
cians of the Strict Observance
here where the Trappists are
holding a general chapter. He
■topped off at the monastery
on his way back to the Vatican
from his summer residence at
Castelgandolfo.
THE PONTIFF, as he had
done in a letter written In con-
nection with the fourth cen-
tenary of the Carmelite re-
form, again praised the con-
templative life. He told the
Trappists that the Church,
"while so greatly concerned
with the external apostolate
. . . attributes the greatest Im-
portance to contemplation.”
"The real apostolate," he
said, "consists very precisely,
in fact, in participating In the
work of the salvation of Christ.
Now this participation is im-
possible without an Intense
spirit of prayer and sacrifice."
HE DECLARED that con-
templativea in the Church rep-
resent "the living realization
of a very lofty ideal and one
which Is worthy of the esteem
of everyone . . . This Ideal is
summed up In the two words:
prayer and penance . . .
"Be faithful to prayer:
choral or private, vocal or
mental. May it always have
the first place.
"But be faithful also to your
traditional austerities. Let no
interpretation alien to the spir-
it of your order, let no com-
promise springing from a pre-
text of improperly understood
modernity, lead you to mini-
mize this spirit."
Pope John said he was con-
fident that the prayers and
sacrifices of the Trappists will
sustain the work of the ecu-
menical council and guar-
antee it supernatural success.
He added:
"We entrust them [the
council deliberations] by a
very special right to the pious
intercessions of the Trappist
monasteries of the whole
world.”
•
Homage to Creator
CASTELGANDOLFO, Italy
(NC)—Pope John XXIII told
specialists in pre-historic sci-
ence here that by investigat-
ing the most minute and frag-
mentary data from the most
distant past they "pay hom-
age to the Creator" Who made
man in His image and like-
ness.
The Pope spoke at his final
audience of the year at his
summer residence here.
He urged the specialists to
honor God by tracing the ear-
liest steps of pre-historic man.
He noted that past civiliza-
tions have shown splendid
triumphs of the spirit over
material obstacles.
The Pope told the scientists
he shared their interest be-
cause it leads the man of
faith "to the beginning of
time and to that time before
time, to that point of shining
arrival—Christ. This God
made Man Who says and re-
peats to all centuries which
precede Him and were to fol-
low Him: 'I am the Light of
the World. He who follows me
does not walk in darkness,
but will have the light of
life” (John 8, 12).
•
ISeiv Archbishops
VATICAN CITY (NC)-Pope
John has named six of the
Vatican’s top administrators to
the rank of Archbishop.
Named to titular Sees were:
Msgr. Giovanni Battista
Scarpinelli di Legulgno, asses-
sor of the Sacred Congrega-
tion of the Oriental Church.
Msgr. Cesare Zerba, secre-
tary of the Sacred Congrega-
tion of Sacramental Discipline.
Msgr. Pietro Palaxzini, sec-
retary of the Sacred Congre-
gation of the Council.
Rev. Paul Philippe, 0.P.,
secretary of the Sacred Con-
gregation of Religious.
Msgr. Enrico Dante, Secre-
tary of the Sacred Congrega-
tion of Rites.
Msgr. Beniamino Nardona,
secretary of the Sacred Con-
gregation of Ceremonial.
Pope John at the same time
promoted Msgr. Plo Paschini,
canon of the Basilica of Bt.
John Lateran and a noted
Church historian, to be titular
Bishop of Eudoxias.
Pops John said he will con-
secrate the sLx new Archbish-
ops Sept. 21 in the Basilica of
St. John Lateran.
•
To Train Diplomats
VATICAN CITY (NC) -
Pope John XXIII has named
Msgr. Gino Paro, 52, a for-
mer student at the Catholic
University of America, as
pro-president of the Pontifical
Ecclesiastical Academy, the
training school for papal dip-
lomats.
Msgr. Paro was also ap-
pointed titular Bishop of Dio-
caeaarea in Isauria.
A native of Ponte di Piave,
Italy, he was ordained in
1936 and later earned a de-
gree in canon law at Catho-
lic University. He entered the
academy on his return to Italy
and Joined the papal diplo-
matic service.
•
Pontiff*s Advice
CASTELGANDOLFO, Italy
(RNS) - Pope John XXIII,
addressing thousands of pil-
grims from various parts of
the world at the papal sum-
mer residence here, warned
Catholics against becoming
victims of their "instincts and
passions."
Noting that he was speaking
on the day the Church com-
memorates the martyrdom of
St. John the Baptist the Pope
emphasized the importance of
the saint’s teachings.
He Invited Catholics to "re-
flect upon the sorious nature of
life which is dominated by the
mysterious law of renunciation
and sacrifice."
This does not mean a "re-
jection of joy, but a limita-
tion so that we do not become
victims of our instincts and
passions," he added.
•
/Veto Stamp Issue
VATICAN CITY (NC)-Vatl-
can City will issue anew ser-
ies of postage stamps to com-
memorate the sixth Interna-
tional Congress of Christian
Archeology in Ravenna, Italy.
The new aeries, to he issued
Sept. 25, will Include four val-
ues In two designs.
Sunday Drive
Gets Opposition
In Hunterdon
FLEMINGTON—Strong con-
troversy has developed in
Hunterdon County over an at-
tempt to put the Sunday clos-
ing question on the ballot in
November.
Hunterdon is one of five
New Jersey counties which
has never voted on the ques-
tion ef local application of the
county-option law passed by
the New Jersey legislature in
1959.
A Save Our Sundays
Committee, headed by Ches-
ter A. Herder of Reading
Township, is now attempting
to get the 2,500 signatures
needed to force a referendum
on the question.
The move is being opposed
by r group headed by Joseph
Birnbaum and Joseph Benja-
min of this community, which
is the county seat. Floming-
ton is the site of several
large specialty shops which
do extensive business on Sun-
day.
O.L. Sorrows Plans
Information Classes
SOUTH ORANGE—Chriitian
unity will be the theme of a
series of Catholic Information
Classos to be conducted each
Friday evening at Our Lady of
Sorrows pariah auditoriim,
by Rev. John J. Kroszor.
Msgr. John H. Byrne, pas-
tor, announced that an intro-
ductory tour of the church will
be held Sept. 9 at 3 p.m. anil
that classes will start Sept. 14
at 8 p.m. and run each Friday
evening through Feb, 8.
Economic Crises
Seen Facing U.S.
CLEVELAND (NC) - The
American economy is facing a
crisis projected by automation,
the success of the European
Common Market, the expand-
ing labor force, and increased
longevity, Archbishop Edward
F. Hoban said here in his an-
nual Labor Day statement.
The Archbishop warned that
the necessity of settling this
growing economic problem is
inescapable and added:
"Depending on the answer
to this problem, we will have
in the future a society of work-
ing, progressive Americans; or
a society of the hopeless un-
employed. If this problem is
not solved, the entire nation
will become an economically
distressed area.”
HE CAUTIONED labor and
management to remember that
all America is profoundly in-
volved in the solution of this
problem and stated:
“Remember that It is short-
sighted for unions at this time
to resort to negative feather-
bedding tactics or to advo-
cate an incompetitive and in-
flationary shorter work-week
as their solution.”
Archbishop Hoban also point-
ed to management and added
that it "is equally short-
sighted for management to ex-
pect the union movement to
surrender its hard won gains
in the face of the current eco-
nomic problems."
JOSEF MOHR (1792-1848),
an Austrian priest-poet, com-
posed "Silent Night."
Fr. Szemborski
Moved to Mahwah
ELIZABETH - It has been
announced by the provincial
headquarters of the Salesian
Fathers that Rev. Chester
Szemborskl, 5.D.8., assistant
at St. Anthony’s Church, has
been transferred to Immacu-
late Heart of Mary parish,
Mahwah.
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For Flowort Call
ROCKY'S FLORIST INC.
WHiding 4 Funtral Otiloni
125 MADISON ST.
BOONTON
DIBRFIILD 1-0444
• THI MODERN AIR CONDITIONEDn
Vm
robert treat a KNOTT HOTBI
Invites your reservations
• COMMUNION IRIAKEASTI
• ORDINATION DINNERS
• WEODINO RECEPTIONS
• CONVENTIONS. SEMINARS and
SALES MEETING
13 PvMtUn Roomi Top Capacitl In Ono Room 1230
ITANUY l AKUI, Managor AIIIRT W. STENDER, Proildonl
SO PARK PLACI, NEWARK - MARKET 2*looo
DAILY TRIPS TO FLORIDA
. .
.
. . . COAST TO COAST MOVERS!
NO
MOVING SINCE 1885
CARE COMES FIRST
I'j diul lotfll, V' b'tov. '.mnmil rP >?rm
lliiabclh U l /800 l*lnml..M I'l S 7110
N-.w Yo'k WO IOOtO Mnniitou.n M » Mill)
Nivinrtf MA 7 1170 7nlr>tnn AP I Pnon
DIRECT SERVICE TO All 50 STATES
ENGEL BROTHERS, INC.
I
SETON HALL
UNIVERSITY
♦
PATERSON COLLEGE
ISI Ellison Street
PALL SEMESTER BEGINS
SEPTEMBER 13th
REGISTRATION STARTS
SEPTEMBER 4th
Coeducational
Undergraduate Curriculum!
Daytime and Evening Classes
In the
College of Arts and Sciences
School of Buslntss Administration
School of Education
For bulletin and further Information
wrfta tha Reglttrar.
Telephone Lambert 5-3425
Joseph H. Browne
Company
I*o4 OUR 58th YUR 1*42
Institutional
Cleaning Supplies
• ASM CANS • MATS • SOAR
• ROUSH • (ROOMS • (RUSHES
• WAX • SRONOES • RAILS
• TOILET PAPER
• MOPPING EQUIPMENT
PAPER • PAPER TOWELS • CUPS
278 Wayne Street
Jersey City, N. J.
HEndtnon 3-4471
REPEAT OF A SELLOUT!!
10 PIECE BUNK BED SET
COMPLETE FOR
WITH
• 2 MAPLE BUNK BEDS
• 2 MATTRESSES
• 2 PILLOWS
• 1 STURDY LADDER
• 1 GUARD RAIL
Ain
« ™ M DELIVER
■■i m ANYWHERE
! M IN NJ.
BAM Outfitters Furniture
57 SPEEDWELL AVE., MORRISTOWN
O Mn Wad. Mil t P.M. - Olh.r dir. till « r.M.
BONDS
r\ Insurance
MA 2-0300
Jerome J. Stanley
* CH U *
116 WASHIM-. ion .rf tl T
MA 2 SO7l NEW/dkf’, N.J.
BACK TO SCHOOL!
Headquarters for Men and Boy*
With Largest Selection ofi
• Ivyand Continental Wear
* Sport* Clothing
• Work Clothes
• Work Shoe*
WE GIVI
GRIIN STAMP!
Lari* Selection of
Luggage ’ Trunks - Steamer
Trunks - Mailing Case*
You SAVE BIG monew herel
SALMAN'S
Official Army & Navy Star*
201 Main St., Orange OR 3-74*4
MMMMWMMMMMMMtA Family Owned Store Since 1»1«
WIN A FREE GIFT
justfor visiting the new enlarged
offices ofHAYESat 9728r0adSt.
'
~
»
THURS. &FRI. SEPT. 13& 14
5
i
Many fabulous prizes to choose from if your
Magic Key Card opens the door of our Magic
Gift Vault.
Hundreds of these cards have been electronic-
ally treated and will actually open the door of
our Magic Gift Vault and entitle the bearer
to a valuable prize —achoice of many excit-
ing gifts. Come In Today. Get Your FREE
Magic Key Card.
'
•Vt'llf
FREE BONUS GIFTS FOR SAVERS
Just open an account for $250 or more or add $250 or more to your present account
COFFEE PERCOLATOR
Flame-prool glass, 22 Kt. trim,
Goldtone collar and cover,
matching plate warmer stand.
CHATHAM BLANKETS
Fit both single and double beds,
choice of colors, washable,
shrink resistant and guaranteed
against moth damage.
ACCOUNTS
&-V
! \ \ ■,
r -'w
:
u
rj* V.
■
■■
CANNON TOWELS
A Gift Set of CANNON "ROYAL
FAMILY" TOWELS. Consisting
of large bath towel, guest size
towel and wash cloth. Variety of
exciting colors.
UP TO $lO,OOO
PERSONALIZED
UMBRELLA
Stormproof. You
won't lose it. Your
name'sonit.Choic*
of colors. YOUR
NAME INCLUDED
on umbrella, FRE£.
HANES SAVINGS\%
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION • 972 BROAD ST. • NEWARK, N J lr
QUAIIU
Films on TV
Following la a list of films on
TV Sept. 8-14. There may bo
changes In tome due to cuts for TV
use, but generally the original
Legion of Decency ratings may be
accepted as correct.
FAMILY
Can of Stuttering Graf Spce
Bishop Quarterback
Checker* Rid* Man Down
Chump at Oxford Rodeo
Command Run Silent.
Decision Run Deep
Doctor's Diary Secrets of Monte
Ghost Town Carlo
Give Me a Sailor Straight. Place
Hong Kong & Show
It Happena Every Tartan Finds Son
„
Spring Them
Last Outpost Tom Sawyer.
Minesweeper Detective
Northwest Under Red Rob*
Stamped* You'r* Not So
Pursuit of Tough
ADULTS, ADOLESCENTS
Accused of No Tim* for
Murder Love '
Allas Gentleman Pin Up Girl
Between a Pit Fall
Women Snake Pit
Bwana Devil Sniper
Chad Hanna Sofia
China Gate Something for
Double Exposure Boys
Gentleman at State Department
Heart File <49
Goodbye My Texas. Brooklyn
Fancy It Heaven
Gun Fury 2 Mra. Carrolls
Island In Sky Valley of
Magnificent Decision
Fraud Vicious Year*
Major A Minor Weapon
Mr. Reckless White Orchid
Moon Over Burma You Can't Get
Murd*r. My Away With
Sweet Murder
ADULTS
Frankenstein, I PasMd t*r
1870 White
OBJECTIONABLE
Flamingo Road Payment on
King of Demand (
Burlesque Woman They
Louisiana Almost Lynched
Purchase
Select Newman Book
New YORK "Newman:
The PUlar of the Cloud," by
Meriol Trevor, is the Septem-
ber selection of the Catholic
Book Club.
Book Reviews
Primer of Power Politics
Jerry Costello
NOON ON THE THIRD
DAY, By James Hulbert. Holt,
Rinehart, Winston. 366 pages.
$4.95.
Alone in his office, Sen. John
Burnett "First Citizen of
Missouri,” a veteran of 35
years in political life was
faced with the most vital de-
cision of his career.
Surrounded by photos of
himself with other government
celebrities of the past two or
three decades (Bob Taft had
written “To a good man in the
wrong party” across a picture
of the two of them) John Bur-
nett weighed the alterna-
tives: a vote for a forthcom-
ing regulatory labor bill
would cost him much, if not
all, of the labor support he
had gained over the years; a
vote against it would have held
open the door for labor’s
seamy side to take over.
Pressured, cajoled from both
sides, Burnett could find justi-
fication for both views. Still,
a decision had to be made.
JAMES HULBERT takes
this central conflict, plays it
against an election-year
theme, and scores with a
diverting, fast-moving story of
present-day Washington.
His cast ifrcludcs a sensitive
government worker, rescued
from anonymity in the Labor
Department’s Wage and Hour
Division because Burnett
needs an administrative assis-
tant who is Jewish; a union
president who’s come a long
way from Fall River and
thinks he’s outgrown both his
old life and his old wife; a
smooth young lobbyist for
one of the country’s top cor-
porations, anxious to update its
"image."
The main story Is still Bur-
nett’s, however, and he’s rare-
ly off center stage for long.
The rigors of a general elec-
tion campaign on top of a
hard-fought primary baltlo
leave him weary, his vote
on the labor bill is continually
misinterpreted, and— at the
11th hour —a skeleton turns
up in his assistant's closet.
John Burnett, the old cam-
paigner who loves a good
fight, has one in spades —and
his handling of it makes for
an interesting climax.
THIS AND OTHER contem-
porary political novels, one
imagines, will be compared
for popular and literary suc-
cess with "Advise and Con-
sent” for some time to come.
In that race, "Noon on the
Third Day” (of January, when
Congressional terms expire)
will probably come off second
best.
It is not as ambitious a proj-
ect as "Advise and Consent,”
for one thing. And perhaps be-
cause of the limitation he
chose to put on his story, Hul-
bert seems less able to trans-
mit the Washington flavor
than did Allen Drury.
Still, Washingtonian Hulbert
knows his way around Senate
corridors and dusty campaign
trials back home. In "Noon on
the Third Day” he presents an
intriguing picture of pressure
and power politics; some
timely thoughts on the labor
movement from one who is ob-
viously not 'its enemy, and,
above all, a good and interest-
ing story.
Reds, Pro & Con
Ed Grant.
THE LITERATURE OF
COMMUNISM IN AMERICA,
A Selected Reference Guide by
Robert Finley Delaney. Catho-
lic University. 433 pages. $6.50.
For scholars who need a
handy guidebook to commu-
nist literature (pro and con),
this publication of the Catho-
lic University Press should
prove invaluable. It not only
lists the major publications in
the English language, but also
has a brief commentary on
each by Robert F. Delaney, a
foreign service officer and
specialist in unconventional
warfare.
For the general reading
public, the book provides a
reference guide from which
they can select their reading
in the field without falling into
the trap which has already
brought so much misery to the
world: that of reading, as a
neutral guide on a crucial sub-
ject (China, for instance), a
book which is outright com-
munist propaganda. Delaney
pinpoints the pinkish volumes
which helped lead to the en-
slavement of half the world.
The listings will also steer
the casual reader away from
the purely superficial anti-
communist works, issued pri-
marily for political purposes,
and towards such classics in
the field ns “Witness,” "Dark-
ness at Noon" and “The Red
Decade.”
Delaney’s evaluations will
not please every student of
world communism. He is, for
instance, somewhat scornful of
certain studies by former com-
munists of the liberal persua-
sion, who tend to excuse the
fellow-travelling of the 1920’s
and 1930’s as solely based on
misplaced idealism. Without
stating it in so many words,
he seems to ask for a more
honest appraisal of these trou-
blesome days.
Here’s How
Anne Mae Buckley
AMERICAN CATHOLIC ETI-
QUETTE, by Kay Toy Fenner.
Newman. 402 pages, $5.95.
If Mrs. Fenner had let things
go after making her suggestion
that those ugly plastic gnomes
dressed to simulate a bride
and groom be abolished from
the top tier of the wedding
cake, her book would have
served an admirable purpose.
BUT SHE DID more, and
much of it is quite valuable
especially where it provides
Uir lather unique- opportunitv
tu learn vs hat is proper in the
Catholic ceremonies of life as
it has been researched and re-
ported by a Catholic.
Mrs. Fenner suggests that
the plastic "bride and groom"
be replaced at the Catholic
wedding by some decoration
representing a liturgical sym-
bol. And this is symbolic of
the underlying theme of her
etiquette book for Catholics.
She not only describes, for ex-
ample, the proper conduct of
a "wake" but she outlines the
Catholic doctrinal basis for
our customs of burial.
In fact, she places the whole
system of good manners in the
context of Christian charity,
which is in truth etiquette’s
"raison d'etre” though the
snobbery soinclimrs oc-
casioned among people who
"know what is proper” be-
comes a travesty of charity.
MRS. FENNER does not
limit herself to strictly Catho-
lic ceremonies of life and their
customs, and because of this
there is much in her book that
repeats the standard etiquette
guides.
Fault can always be found
in such guides, and here the
chief one is occasional en-
dorsement of customs that are
regional rather than universal
An instance is the suggested
periods of wearing mourning
clothing (much more stringent
than custom in this area, for
example, decrees). And
there’s an occasional silly bit
of advice who, really, would
name a child Ima Ilogg?
However, these diminish the
value of the book but little.
Among the choice offerings, in
addition to such basics as
mode of address for clergy of
various ranks; outlines of
Catholic home life, guidance
and manners for sub-teens and
teenagers (including babysit-
ting etiquette) and the gem of
a ceremony of Canonical En-
gagement, wherein the
prospective bride and groom
make their promises before a
priest at the altar of the
Blessed Virgin whose help they
seek for a chaste courtship
period.
Guild Prepares
CCD Exhibit
PATERSON—An eight-poster
exhibit, descriptive of the goals
and activities of the Confra-
ternity of Christian Doctrine,
has been produced by St. An-
thony's Guild here in coopera-
tion with the National Center
of the CCD, Washington, D C.
Theme panel of the exhibit
deals with the overall CCD
goal "To Restore All Things in
Christ." A companion panel
shows the operation of the par-
ish confraternity board and the
six remaining posters cover
the various activities of a par-
ish CCD.
The exhibit is appropriate
for parish confraternities, for
seminary CCD programs, for
teaching Sisters and Brothers
and wherever the confraterni-
ty is in action, according to
the guild.
Lawrencian Club
Dance
NEW YORK The La«v-
rcncian Catholic Club, a social
club for single Catholics :i5
and over, widows and widow-
ers, will have its second an-
niversary dance Sept. 15 at St.
John's Hall, 211 West 30th St.,
New York City.
Information on the club '-an
be obtained from Vivian
Rooney, membership secre-
tary, 211 West 30th St., New
York, N. Y.
Television
SUNDAY, SIPT. f
7:45 a.m. (7) Christopher*
"Power of Newspapers.** Kevin
Kennedy.
B a.m. 15) Face of World.
9:30 a.m. (4) Talk About Cod.
10:30 a.m. (2) Look Up St Live:
"Tha Church and Social Action.’*
SATURDAY, SEPT. 15
9 a.m. HI) Christophers. "Your
Vote Counts.’* Lowell Thomas.
Radio
WNEW 1130. WNBC MO. WHOM
1480. WCBS 880. WOR 710. WMCA
570. WWRL 1600. WVNJ 620. WBNX
1380. WABC 770, WKRA 1390,
WFHA-FM 106.3, WFUV-FM 90.7,
WSOUFM 89.5
SUNDAY* SEPT. »
7 a.m. WPAT Christophers.
7 a m. WNEW Hour of Crucified.
7:15 a.m. WNBC—St. Francis Hour.
7:30 a.m. WHOM—Sacred Heart Hour.
7:30 a.m. WOR Marian Theater.
8:30 a.m. WMCA—Ava Marla Hour.
8:30 a.m. WWRL— Ave Marla Hour.
9:30 a.m. WVNJ. Living Rosary.
1030 a.m. WABC Christian in
Action. Richard Horchler. Common-
n it) A m V. MIA limn of Llui l
tied.
11:45 a.m. WFHA (FMV—News. Views
and Interviews.
Noon WFUV (FM) Mass From
Blue Chapel.
Noon WFHA (FM) Friendly Cor-
ner for Shut-ins. Mary Productions.
1215 pm. WFHA Our Spiritual
Mother.
12 45 pm. WFUV. (FM) Sacred
Heart
2:30 p m. WNBC Catholic Hour.
"Council of Trent." Rev. Colrnan
Barry. O S R
343 p m WFUV (FM) Sacred
Heart Program In Spanish.
3 pm. WFUV tFM)—Ave Marla
Hour.
3 30 pm. WFUV (FM) Ave Marla
6 pm. WFUV (FM)—Hour of Cruci-
fied.
« pm. WBNX—St Jude Novena.
7 pm. WWRL Hall Mary Hour
7.43 p m. WBNX Novena
9 pm WFUV (KM) Lltumcal
Music Concert.
MONDAY, SEPT. 10
343 pm W SOU (FM) Sacred
Heart.
« P m WFUV (KM) Sacred Heart.
7-43 pm WBNX No vena.
TUESDAY, SEPT. It
243 pm WSOU «FM> Arihdioccs-
an School Faculty Meeting
343 pm W’SOU «FM> Sacred
Heart
730 pm WSOU (KM» George-
town University Forum
7 13 pm WBNX Novena
WEDNESDAY. SEPT 17
343 pm WSOU (FM) Sacred
Heart
6pm WFUV *FM> Sacred Heart.
THURSDAY, SEPT 13
343 pm. WSOU <P M)
-
Sacred
Heart
6 pm WFUV <FM* - Sacred Heart.
730 pm W’SOU «FM> Ave Maria
Hour
FRIDAY. SEPT 14
343 pm. WSOU (FM) Sacred
Heart
6 p m WFUV (FM) - Sacred Heart.
700 p m WSOU (FM) Hour of
Crucified. Portrait of Ciod." Rev.
Silvan Rouse, CP
8 pm. WBNX Novena.
SATURDAY, SEPT. 15
6 pin WFUV (FM) Sacred Heart.
803 p m WOR Family Theater.
Drama Katinas
Following is a list of current or
recent plavs compiled by the Lesion
of Decency of the Newark Arch-
diocese.
Family
Mr.vo Giovanni Man (or Ail
Canielol Scaaona
Do Re Ml Miracle Worker
Music Man
Adults
B>e live Birdie Kauun iu the Sun
U’ n.vai' Subway* Are for
Critic* Choice Sleepinu
Fiorello Send Me No
Glass Menagerie Flowers
How to Succeed Take Her.
in Business she « Mine
Marv. Maiv Wildcat
Milk St Honey Mho Waa That
My Fair l.ady Lady
No Strlnaa Write Mr a
Uncc Upon Murder
a Matties’!
Recent Film Reviews
By WILLIAM H. MOORING
300 Spartans (Good; fam-
ily) Dealing with the legen-
dary defense of Greece by the
Spartans of Thermopylae, this
is costume action drama with
zip to it.
King Galahad (Good; adults,
adolescents) An impoverished
cx-GI consents to become a hu-
man punch-bag in a fight
training camp where he re-
forms the proprietor and wins
the kid sister for his bride.
Two Weeks in Another Town
(Fair; objectionable in part)
Instead of conveying insight
into current aspects of show
business and a comparative
study of characters, this adap-
tation of Irwin Shaw’s per-
ceptive novel about show peo-
ple becomes a muddled con-
centrate of rapaciousness and
moral rot without dramatic
purpose, and at times tedious
and obviously trumped up.
Sky Above Mud Below
(Good; separately classified)
Interesting and exciting docu-
mentary about a scientific ex-
pedition in the jungles of
Dutch New Guinea. Certain
native rituals and the custom
of nudity—though valid to the
record and not sensationally
exploited except in the adver-
tising-raise questions ns to
the propriety of the film for
exhibition in public theaters
and render it unfit for general
patronage.
Five Weeks in a Balloon
(Good; family) The el-
egant balloon sails through
tight mountain passes with
dizzy-dazzle effect, and the
narrative and dialogue are
quaintly dated and delivered
tongue-in-cheek. Those who
complain that the movies
aren’t what they used to he
should catch this and take
along the younger ones.
Pigeon That Took Rome
(Fair; adults) Wacky non-
sense about an American G.l.
in Rome lo aid the Italian re-
sistance who becomes involved
in misdelivery of military in-
formation by carrier pigeon.
Guns of Darkness (Weak;
adults, adolescents) Merely 10
prove he hates violence a man
risks his life and that of his
pregnant wife helping to smug-
gle to safety the rejected pres-
ident of an unidentified South
American republic.
MOVIES
Moral ratine by thj’N*w York oHIc, of (he
««rssmutski:
(utlon.l r*o,r.|i,n of C.tholic Alumna.,
For further information: MA 3-5700 or AD 2-6900
Morally Unobjectionable for Everyone
Air Patrol
Ben Hur
Best of Enemies
Big Circus
Rig Red
Lon Voyage
Clown it Kid
Coming Out
Parly
Damon it Pythias
Delicate
Delinquent
El Cld
3 W’eek* in
Balloon
Follow That
Dream
Hatarl
Hired Gun
Jack. Giant Killer
‘La Belle
Americalne’
Living Desert
Merrill’* Marauders
Mr Hobbs Takes
Vacation
Mothra
Music Man
Phantom of Opera
Purple Hills
Road to Hong
Kong
Sad Sack
Htory of Count
of Monte Cristo
Tarran Goes to
India
10 Who Dared
3 Stoogas in
Orbit
Underwater City
War of World*
Whistle Down
Wind
Wild Westernara
Windjammer
Wonderful World
of Bros. Grimm
Zotz
Unobjectionable for Adults, Adolescents
Blrdman of
Alcatraz
Broken Land
Counterfeit Plan
Day of Fury
Deadly Duo
Escape From
Zahraln
3 Finger Exercise
Guns of
Darkness
Gcronlmo
Hell Is for
Heroes
Incident In Alley
Judgment at
Nuremberg
Lisa
Ixmely Are Brava
Maalc Sword
Manster
Matter of Who
Midnight Story
Mighty Ursua
My Geisha
Night Creatures
Premature Burial
Raisin in Sun
Shake. Battle
it Roll
Spiral Road
Story of 3 Lovea
13 West Street
War Hunt
W’arlock
Weekend With
Lulu
Young Doctor*
Young Savages
Morally Unobjectionable for Adults
Adventures of
Young Man
AH Fine Young
Cannibals
Black Orpheus
Boys Night Out
Breakfast at
Tiffany’s
Children’s Hour
Diary of High
School Bride
Horror Chamber
of Dr. Faustus
Information
Received
Interna
Last Year at
Marienbad
Loss of Innocence
Monster on
Campus
Notorious
Landlady
Nun it Sergeant
Ocean’s 11
Only 2 Can Play
Pigeon That
Took Rome
Please Turn Over
Ride High Country
Sweet Bird of
Youth
Taste of Honey
Through Glass
Darkly
West Side Story
Young Lions
Morally Objectionable in Part for Everyone
But Stop
Cabinet of
Calif arl
Carry on Nurse
Concrete Jungle
Conquest of
Space
4 Guna to Border
Gentlemen
Prefer Blondes
Go Naked In
World
Guna of Black
Witch
Jessica
Let's Make Love
Payroll
Rhapsody
7 Year Itch
Shoot the
Plano Player
Love in Goldfish
Bowl
Mark
Splendor in Grass
Summerskln
Tartars
That Touch
of Mink
2 Weeks In
Another Town
World by Night
Separate Classification
A separate classification Is given to certain films which, whlla not
riotaliv eUrntMr n ihrm-r'vr. require snm» analysis and explanation as
conclusions.
Advise At Lolita Sky Above it Victim
Consent Mud Below
Condemned
Boccaccio 70 Vlrldlana
Plays in Brief
By JOAN T. NOURSE
A Funny Thing Happened on the
Way to the Forum Broad, bur-
lesque-type Roman antics* well sup-
plied with farcically sensual Jokes.
A Man fer All Seaton* Strong*
aeniltlve drama about the heroic
struggle of St. Thomas More not to
compromise hts principles in the
face of cruel threats by Henry VIII.
Highly recommended.
A Shot In the Dark Traahy,
off-color comedy that finds vast
amusement in the dissolute dalli-
ance of a housemaid.
A Thousand Clowns Willy, well-
acted topical comedy about a dis-
gruntled television writer who can
no longer put up with the medium’s
appalling madlocrlty. Strictly adult
fare.
Bravo Olovannl Pleasant, care-
free musical about a Roman res-
taurant owner who outwits a rival
by digging a fantastic tunnel. Gen-
eral patronage.
Camelot Handsomely staged,
richly melodic musical about the
havoc in King Arthur's realm
wrought by th* guilty love of Lanca-
lot and the queen. Teenager, and
adults.
Carnlvall Unusual and appeal-
Ing musical about a wistful orphan
girl who seeks her falry-tala won-
derland In a run-down traveling
show. One or two brief auggeaUvs
aaquences.
Come Blow Your Horn Jewish*
American comedy In which th*
black-eh*«p family playboy ftnaUy
Seta around to settling down. Amus-
ing. but does taka casual stUtud*
toward extramarital affairs.
How »o Succeed In >utln*it, etc. —
Mvely. slick, clever epoof of ruth-
less American business methods.
Cynical about both sharp tactics
and Illicit office romances.
I Can Oet If For You Whelestl*—
Half-cynical, half-sentimental ac-
count of a young man who claws
his way to the *op for a tlm* in th*
garment Industry. Adults.
Mary, Msry Plenty of wry Jean
Kerr comic Unes epark this adult
comedy about a young matron too
witty for her own good. Adultf.
Milk and Honay Tha rousing
songs and dances of young Israeli
pioneers add pep to this sedate,
mualcal romance of a mature pair.
Adulta.
My Fair Lady Tha atUl beguil-
ing long-run musical about th*
Cockney flower girt who learns to
talk like a ducheas. Adults.
No Strings Technically Inter-
esting mualcal with mellow ecora,
about the on-and-off Parisian love
affair of an American modal and a
moody writer. Moral valuta non*
too clear. Adulta.
Oh Dad, Poor Dad, ate. Maca-
bre, aometlmea funny off-Broadway
comedy that may be satirizing In-
coherent plays or may be Just in-
coherent on Its own. The burner
can get rather gruesome.
Take Her, She's Mine Easy-
going. good-natured comedy taking
a parent's tolerant view of a col-
lege-bound daughter's fads and
foibles. Adults.
The Blacks Bitter, almost mal-
evolent fantasy In which long-op-
pressed victims of prejudice act
ritually their hatred and contempt
for the race that enslaved them.
Powerful at times, but foul in its
language and ugly In gplrit.
Publishes List
Of Rental Film
NEW YORK (NC) - The
1962-63 film catalogue of the
National Council of Catholic
Men published here contains
150 titles, most of which are
film prints of programs pro-
duced by the NCCM in cooper-
ation with the three major
television networks—AßC, CBS
and NBC.
Four new series • include:
"America and Commu-
nism," "Prejudice-U.5.A.,"
"Landscape of the Soul,” and
“Catholic Television Interna-
tional.”
Among the new single sub-
jects are “A Portrait of Guar-
dini,” “Maryknoli: A Gift of
Freedom,” "The Death of
Judas,” and "The Saintmak-
ers’s Christmas Eve.”
All titles in the film cata-
logue are offered for purchase
as well as rental. The cata-
logue may be obtained from
Film Center, National Council
of Catholic Men, 50 E. 42nd
St., New York 17, it was an-
nounced.
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ATLANTIC CITY
ITOLMHURST
fl On Picturesque P«on»ylTim* Av»n«#
H«»«lIrHi • AtUatic (iff
m ■■ISA with Breakfastt Dinner
J3S Weekly (2 In room)
tir Conditioned
Dining loom
Free larking
Hu Cirapni Fla
wnrrn w. r. eriTznn 244-»m
ASBURY PARK
SHOREHAM*Sa~
Frt« Octan Bathlno from Hottl
Boot location. 1 block to beach. Honr.e-
Ilka atmosphere. Near restauranta and
chnrcbea. Room rates Weekly, slnile
•18 up. Double (12 per person. Also
private baths.
J. O’Connor J. Helmbecker. Owners
Brentwood
Seaview. *12.50 up wkly. per person
double. FREE OCEAN BATHINO
wkly. Nr. Dtnlna. Theatres, etc.
PR 4-2757.
SPRING LAKE
REA HOUSE
214 Monmouth Ave.
Spring Lake, N. J.
Rooms with or without bath. Also
2 room apts. $3 to $6 a day per
person. Perfectly located. GI
9-9738 Mario Merrick
CONNECTICUT
@ AUTUMN IS GLORIOUS AT A
|WAKE ROBIN INN g
IT In the beautiful Berkthiret. J
y For fun, fh«r« it tennis, boat- ®
W ing, lawn tporfi, lingt and
dancing. Crockling wood firet,
Pin* Paneled Taproom, Good
Food and Good Fellowship
•*• or* added plqaiure* Golf
neor b y . Folder. Catholic 2
y church adjoining. id
9 Moc A. Chombe ' n
lakeville, Conn. A
8
Hemlock 5«2000
FLORIDA
MIAMI
BEACH
. I Ht
atlawav*
On the Ocean •
at 163rd Street
“America's most/
FUNderful ttroM
RESORT* MOTH."'
Church & Mas* Information
To remember and be remembered
... I lie exquisite decor, our fitmoui
continental cuiftinr, llir miprrb French aervice. Every glam-
oroui detail arranged with impeccable tuntr. Select from 20
beautiful function room*, all fully air conditioned. Accom-
modating from 10 to l
r i()0 pertotu.
eJfjjtdimciKjom
BROAD STREET AT LINCOLN PARK. NEWARK. NF.W JERSEY
OUR ATTENDANI WILL PARK YOUR CAR
For Persons Over 21
9:00 P.M. to 12:30 AM.
DANCING
EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
CLUB ST. LEO
Market St., at the Boulevard, East Paterson, N.J.
All! COOLED AUDITORIUM
Featuring Alternating
ORCHESTRAS
Directions:
Driving South on Garden Stale Parkway, Exit 158
Driving North on Garden State Parkway, Exit 157
(One Minute from either Exit)
N. J. ONLY cinerama]THEATRE
AIR CONDITIONED
Clairidge
CANNOT AND WILL NOT BE SHOWN IN ANY OTHER N. I. THEATRE
R
I. J. PREMIERE, TUESDAY, SEPT. 11
puts YOU In the suspense-packed adventure
mHatWMY
INSPAIN
M/mn
WOOM
cinerama
CALL FOR GROUP RATES
TICKETS ON SALE FOR ALL PERFORMANCES
regular schedule NEWEST, NEVER-BEFORE
EVES. 8 00 SUN. 7.30 SHOWN ADVENTURE
FRI. SAT. 8:30 P.M. MATS. WED. STARRING: PETER-LORRE
SAT. 2,00 p.m. SUN. 2:30 P.M. PAUL LUKAS • DIANA DORS
LAST DAYS WSS3BHMSI
CHILDREN UNDLR 12 75c AT ALL TIMES
MAIL AND PHONE ONOERS ACCEPTED RESERVED SEATS ON SALE
492 BLOOMTIELD AVE MONTCLAIR N I PILGRIM 6-5564 AMPII PARKING
SAVE WITH SAFETY
AND BIG
mvumvos
• At founts insured up to SI(),()()()
C urrent Dividend
4yi
PER ANNUM
COMPOUNDED
/U QUARTERLY
Savings up to September IS
earn dividends from September 1
MONROE SAVINGS
AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
321 Washington St. at Bank St., Nowcrli 2, N, J. • MA 3-7090
Specialized Catering At Your Hall . . .
EXQUISITE CATERING TO:
• WEDDINGS • BANQUETS
• COMMUNION BREAKFASTS
• SHOWERS • SOCIALS
Complete Dinner* or Buffet
JOHN REARS CATERING
171 McWhorter st., Newark, n.j.
MA 4-9425 - ES 2-6234
the
AFTON
LUNCHEON
DINNER .
South Orange Ave.
FLORHAM PARK
Closed Monday FR 7-1871
WE
CHALLENGE
YOU
TO FIND
BETTER
FOOD
ANYWHERE!
FREE PARKING
AIR CONDITIONED
SMTlaliilnß I" HOME MADE
Ravioli Cavatelli
Manicotti
3 PRIVATE BANQUET
ROOMS
925-31 West Side Ave.
Under Pertonal Supervision
PETER ILVENTO
HE 3-8945Jersey City.
Whan Motoring VUIt the "St. Moritz/* Sparta, NJ.
FAMOUS FOR ITS FOOD
Graceful Country Dining at Moderate Price*
-o*-*
ON THE PLAZA
FULL COURSE
DINNERS
Ask
LAKF MOHAWK
CO CKTAIL LOUNGE
SPARTA, N.J. INCHEON
American • German O Swiss Cuisine
Open 7 Day* July & Aug. from 12 noon till closing ;
CLOSED THURSDAYS
Get Out of Your Shell at the
Gteh Ifrnak
a delightful change of pace for
DINNER and COCKTAILS
Catering to Parties & banquets
A merican-Contmental Cuisine
Your Host' 357 Northfield Av».
"Chet" Grabowski WEST ©RANGE, N. J.
REdwood 1-2942
Diner • Cluh end American Kxpreaa Credit Cards Accepted
THE ROUNDERS RESTAURANT
Invites you to enjoy its superb
Prime Ribs of Beef
For Reservation* Coll Colfax 1-4542 Routo 17, Paramu* NJ.
AULISE’S
ONI OP NEWARK'S RESTAURANTS
SERVINO THE ULTIMATE In Italian
Poade. All foode coaltad par order.
• ALSO PIZZERIA e
Located on cor. Bloomfield and Clifton Avet., Newark
Ono Block from Sacred Heart Cathedral
GOLDEN LANTERN
RESTAURANT AND COCKTAIL LOUNGE
DILIOHTPUL lARLY AMERICAN ATMOSPHIRI
Catering to: Wedding Reception*. Banquets. Parties A Luncheon*
LUNCHEONS AND DINNIRS SIRVID DAILY
1900 East Edgar Road, (Route 1)
LINDEN N. J.
"KINGSTON RESTAURANT"
DINING IN THE PINEST TRADITION
Two cocktail lounge.
UNEXCELLED FACILITIES POR
WEDDINGS - BANQUETS - COMMUNION BREAKFASTS
1181 MORRIS AVE., UNION MU 6-2537
Frank Nave* at the organ Wed.. Thur*., Fri., Sat. and Sun
As You'llLike
It For
Your Pleasure
JOHN j. MURPHY, Hoet
THE BRASS HORN
Banquet Rooms Available for
All Occasioni • Open Dally
Cherry t W. Grand Sic. Elliabetfi.N.i.
Home and School
Schools' have opened again amid
many sighs. Some are reluctant: those of
youngsters relinquishing their freedom.
Others are relieved: those of parents re-
gaining their freedom.
There is no question the last days
of August are hard days in many homes.
Children have run out of ideas of what
to do. Parents have run out of patience
with what to do with the children. This
is not alarming, even understandable.
The September change of pace gets
everyone back to sorts.
WHAT DOES CAUSE alarm is an
increasing parental abdication of all re-
•ponaibility to the school, the parish, the
community center, the clubs all year
long. Apparently greater number of
parents expect these agencies not only to
educate; but amuse, occupy, train, and
supervise their children 12 months of the
year.
These same parents are openly
critical when the city recreation depart-
ment or the parish CYO doesn’t have
something for the children to do all
hours of the day —and even night —-
when school is not in session. If ever
there was an inversion of right order,
this is it. The primary obligation of ed-
ucating, guiding, directing and forming
the child is with the parent—in the
home. The community or church sup-
Elies what, for lack of specific talent orecause of numbers, the home cannot do.
THERE ARE PROBABLY parents
reading this now who are infuriated.
They are not like that: negligent or in*
different. They want their children
around them. But what can they do,
when group pressure and neighborhood
practice is against them? There is no
single and simple solution to any
complex problem. This, however, is one
beginning: create a counter-pressure!
More and more schools, private and
public, have parent organizations:
PTA’s, Guilds, Dad’s Clubs, Home and
School Associations, They have no right
to exist merely as grievance commit-
tees. Nor should they function to enter-
tain their membership, They should be
units of parent education: means of par-
ents learning, at the various stages of
their child’s development, the why and
how of parents fulfilling their responsi-
bilities, as teachers in the home.
SUCH ORGANIZATIONS should
serve to correlate the effort of par-
ents and school teachers for the
greatest good of the child. They should
be levers of influence in the city, town,
or parish to help parents reach agree-
ment on the importance and measure
of children’s activities outside the
home. They should exist to aid parents
solve neighborhood problems that influ-
ence children’s behavior.
Enough of the sports, movies, crazy
hat party, flower-arranging type of pro-
gram in parents organization meetings.
Look at your town, your neighborhood,
your school, your children. What can be
improved to bring home and school clos-
er together in their common responsi-
bility to the child. Study it, talk about it,
act upon it!
Mary’s Birthday
Birthdays are for remembrance.
Birthdays are for recollection. Birth-
days, while they signal the passing years,
are also for renewal. As one succeeds an-
other, the tenderness and love of other
days is refreshed and revitalized. If this
is true of the birthdays of our parents es-
pecially, how much more it is true of the
birthday of Mary, the Mother of God.
IT WOULD be difficult to conceive
of an abatement of the love and the ten-
derness we give to Mary, for we merely re-
turn what we constantly receive from
her. It would be impossible to believe
that the feeling we have for Mary needs
a birthday reminder for its revitalization
... any more than her feeling for us
could ever demand revitalizing. But her
birthday can be the ideal occasion for a
renewed expression of our loyalty and
our fidelity.
In the world o£ profane history,
great heroes are remembered on their
birthdays. Their anniversaries are used
to awaken people to the possibility of imi-
tation. George Washington’s birthday be-
comes an occasion upon which children
and adults are reminded of the truthful-
ness and the dedication to public service
of this great man. The hope persists that
this kind of reminder will serve to inspire
not only respect but imitation as well.
On Feb. 12, Lincoln’s birthday recalls the
sad visage of sacrifice and death for a
cause. Again the hope persists for inspi-
ration and continued imitation in the
citizens who are the heirs of his great-
ness.
IT IS NO DIFFERENT with the
Birthday of Mary. A liturgical commem-
oration of this event serves as an expres-
sion of continued affection. It should do
more.
The joyous refrain of her Introit
from Psalm 44 should inspire a kindred
joy in the hearts of her children. The
wisdom which is hers in an especial way
finds description in tho Epistle caught
up from the Book of Proverbs.
But the pursuit of Wisdom, and the
worth of seeking It and finding, is the
best inspiration of the day. This is the
theme of the Nativity of .Mary: this is the
chord for her children to strike. “Happy
the man ... watching daily at my gates,
waiting at my doorposts: for he who finds
me finds life and wins favor from the
Lord.”
Vocationist Fathers
On Aug. 9, 1062, God the Holy Ghost
brought to the Newark Archdiocese, an
additional instrument for the sanctifi-
cation of souls. Through His episcopal
shepherd of souls, Archbishop Boland, He
dedicated anew house of religion to be
known as Our Lady of Perpetual Help
Centre, located in the North Ward of the
City of Newark. This house will be a resi-
dence and base of operations of anew re-
ligious community in the United States,
the Society of the Divine Vocations.
THIS COMMUNITY, founded in Italy
about 40 years ago by the saintly Rev.
Justin Rusolillo, as its name implies,
encourages, guides, and prepares young
men and women for the service of God
in the religious life. It seeks out recruits
for Christ, not only as members of the
Society of the Divine Vocations, but for
service in any approved order or com-
munity of the Church. They will pursue
this objective in this country.
But they will also have another mis-
sion in the Newark Archdiocese. Speak-
ing Italian, Spanishand Portugese, as well
as English, the priests of this society as-
signed here are extraordinarily well-
equipped to assist those Catholics now
moving into our midst, who do not speak
our language.
The Vocationist priests will enable
these members of the Mystical Body to
bridge the barriers of language and cus-
tom in a strange land. These ‘Catholics
from other lands will thus be able to
practice their holy Faith as they did in
their homeland, with familiarity, and with
a dignity and ease becoming their own
culture and background.
THAT SOULS will be saved in great
numbers goes without saying. This is why
God the Holy Ghost brought these priests
to the Newark Archdiocese. This is why
far-seeing Archbishop Boland plannedand
prepared a suitable place of residence
and base of operation, so that this “Oper-
ation Sanctification" would be established
on a sound and lastingbasis.
We extend a cordial welcome to Rev.
Mario Muccltelli, S.D.V., the superior,
and his brother priests who have come
to work in the vineyard of Newark. We
ask God to bless them and their work.
The FBI and Mr. Hoover
Recently, a violent attack was made
against J. Edgar Hoover. This is not un-
usual. Over the past 30 years, he has
been vilified, condemned and threatened
with dismissal, but in spite of all, he has
remained as director of the Federal Bu-
reau of Investigation.
It was reassuring when President
Kennedy reappointed him to that position
so that he could carry on the great work
he began in the FRI. No matter what the
political character of the President, each,
in turn, has kept J. Edgar Hoover in this
very vital position.
OFTIMES, A MAN is judged by his
enemies. In the case of Hoover (author of
the valuable book, ‘‘Masters of Deceit”) it
was expected that he would be buffeted
by the communists and the ‘‘pinks’’ of
America in a greater degree.
The most recent attack elicited from
Atty. Gen. Robert Kennedy a mastorful
defense of J. Edgar Hoover. In defending
Mr. Hoover, he was also, in a greater
sense, defending the country itself. Not
that any man is indispensable —but a
proven man is needed at this moment.
The attorney general’s statement set to
rest once again the talk of dismissal.
America as a nation has been, is and
will always be blessed by the services of
dedicated men. In the heart of every true
American there is a feeling of confidence
in our Federal Bureau of Investigation,
not only by reason of its great accomplish-
N
ments but by reason of the idealism and
devotion of its director. May God spare
him in the role he now fulfills. Even
though his enemies may try to encompass
him,, it is our hope that his services will
be ever used.
IT IS WELL for us Americans to re-
member that we are engaged in a Cold
War. The enemy has been and is still
recognizable. They develop missiles and
send astronauts into the sky, they still
have bombers and submarines. AH of
these are military weapons. In this Cold
War the enemy had used and is still using
the weapons of intrigue, espionage, sub-
version and corruption.
May the work of J. Edgar Hoover
continue and may his organization con-
tinue to protect our American way of life.
Apostolic Frontier
Galilee’s Countryside
Was Rich in History
By FRANK J. BHEED
In 40 words, St. Luke tell*
us all he has to say of the 18
yeare between the Finding of
Our Lord In the Temple and
the emergence of John the
Baptist from his desert.
Yet there are other thing*
we can know of Our Lord's
life in thoie year* from
looking at the countryside of
Galilee, from knowing what
event* In the great world
would have been talked ebout
there, and from occasional
things told us later in the Gos-
pels which must have had
their beginnings in these
years.
HOW DII) THE Boy spend
His day*? He would very ear-
ly have begun working hard,
helping Jo*eph with the car
pentry.
A* boy and young man. He
must have moved about over
Galilee. Very close, in the
West, was Mt. Carmel, sacred
to every Jew for its as
soclation with the prophet
Isaias. From its top. Jesus
could look up and down the
coast of Palestine
Fifteen miles or so to the
east was the great lake, called
variously the Sea of Galilee,
the Lake of Gcncsareth and
the Sea of Tiberias. He would
have gone out in the fishing
boats —a strong boy can al
way* make himself useful.
He would not have known of
the other boys, but He may
already have had His eye on
a boy called Simon, with a
Ipss impulsive elder brother
called Andrew, from the north-
ern end of the lake. If he
ever was out in Zebedee's
boat, He would have met
James and John.
SO MANY PLACES in Cali-
lee wsre rich in history. The
Boy might sometimes have
gone to the lake by way of
Endor, for instance, where
Saul, against his own law, vis-
ited the Witch and heard his
own destruction announced by
dead Samuel, who so long be-
fore had anointed him. But for
us, perhaps, the main interest
lies in His seeing places which
would be famous forever after
because of their connection
with Him.
Four miles away from Na-
zareth was Naim, where He
was to raise the widow’s son
to life, lie may have known
the widow; one cannot live 30
yctirs in so small an area
without knowing most of the
people in It.
On the way to the lake, He
would have had to pass north
or south of Mt. Thabor, where
one day He would be tram-
figured.
ON THE SHORES of the
lake, well to the north, wag
Capharnattm, where He would
preach the diacourie on the
Bleaicd Eucharist, which St.
John give* us in his sixth
chapter.
And further south, just
above the nearest point of the
lakende to Nazareth, wai
Magdala. Mary, out of whom
seven devils were to ba cast,
and who wa* the first of His
followera to ice Him on the
morning of liii reiurreetion,
lived there.
By the time He we* ap-
proaching the end of the hid-
den life, ahe may already have
acquired an evil reputation.
If Magdala was already buz-
zing with her line, Our Lord
would have cared profoundly;
Hia longing to heal ainnera did
not grow upon Him auddenly
after the public miniatry
itarted. Wa cannot imagine
Him ai ever being without it.
September Intentions
The Holy Father's general
Intention for September is
That the work of the ecu-
menical council may proceed
unhindered and he brought to
the desired conclusion.
The mission Intention sug-
gested for the Apostlcship of
Prayer by (he Pope is:
That all in missionary ter
rltory who arc suffering for
the Faith of Christ may un-
flinchingly endure pre ->cution.
Reds’ Scheme
To Split Allies
By LOUIS F. BUDENZ
Renewed "Berlin crises" are
logical accompaniments to the
latest Moscow Peking offens-
sivc, directed against the Eu-
ropean Community and its
Common Market
Khrushchev unfolded his
plans to disintegrate the eco-
nomics of the West by seeking
to get the same "favored-na-
tion" treatment in trade for
Soviet Russia from the U.S. as
we now think of giving Red
Poland and Red Yugoslavia.
IT HAS BEEN openly ad-
mitted by the Kremlin for
some time that the most astute
and staunch foes that It has
are Chancellor Adenauer and
President de Gaulle. If it
could detach the U.S. from
these shrewd allies, it feels
that it could easily Influence
American opinion in its own
way. It Is not surprising then
that the World Marxist Re-
view states:
"The alliance of the
clerical-militarydictatorship of
Adenauer with the author-
itarian regime of General de
Gaulle has become the back-
bone of the Common Market.
Neo-Fascist organizations are
raising their heads and rally-
ing under the ‘European’ ban-
ner
"
The Peking Review asserts
that "U S. supremacy in the
capitalist world is going down-
hill." before the growing power
of the West European coun-
tries.
Both of these allegations are
intended, when smuggled out
into our general press, to make
us inclined to draw hark from
allianee with West Germany
and France.
THE STRATEGY laid down
by Khrushchev In the World
Marxist Review is precisely
along llieso lines The
first thing that the Kremlin
and its followers are to do is
to incite British and American
opinion against Adenauer and
de Gaulle.
The next step is to bring
•bout "greater economic co-
operation between the socialist
world and the newly emerging
countries of Asia, Africa, and
Latin America." This make*
It clear that the more aid we
give In fund* or trade to Red
Poland and Red Yugoslavia,
the more are we unwittingly
giving the Kremlin a mean*
to extend fund* and trade in
the countries they wish to iake
away from us.
The third and perhaps big-
gest proposal that the com-
munists sre asked to push
calls for an international con-
ference on trade under United
Nations auspice*. This would
form an "international trade
organization" which would
fully wipe out the trade ad-
antages of the U.S. and the
Common Market by bringing
In the Soviet bloc on favorable
terms.
THERE WILL BE plenty of
people in America who are not
communist* who will look
kindly on Khrushchev's pro-
posal for "peaceful extension
of trade" with the Soviet bloc.
Soviet Union, the magazine
which come* here in English
translation, spends many
pages depicting the glories of
the Lenin Library of Moscow.
Many unthinking people will
consider this great display of
literature proof that Soviet
Russia cannot be guilty of the
callous barbarism at the Ber-
lin wall. They will forget that
the German people out of
which Hitlerism arose were
the most literate on the f*ce
of the globe.
Soviet authorities catch this
Idea, too, for In the same Is-
sue of Soviet Union they have
a finely presented article on
the "New Moral Code" in
Soviet Russia.
It Is supposod to he brought
about by the "new ethics"
which are created by social
Ism, "when the people did
away with the exploitation of
man by man." This might
sound very fine were It not
that three times during tho
past year Soviet Russia has
been compelled to extend the
crime* under which the death
penalty Is Imposed.
'Hie same critical Judgment
which seei through these de-
vices can he marshalled to halt
Khrushchev’s drive to weaken
our economic itructure.
The Question Box
Does Ignorance
Excuse Atheism?
Q- Ecumenism among Chris-
tlam seems to be the religious
topic of the dsy, but I have
a question about atheism and
those human beings who do
not even know the one true
God, much less love and serve
Him. Can atheism be totally
sincere, so that a person could
go through his whole life not
knowing anything about God
•t all, and still be without any
blame for this ignorance? Or
does Ignorance of God always
imply personal guilt?
A. Atheism is a general
term and admits a variety of
meanings. Our queationer ex-
plained in a lengthy letter that
she is referring to what theo-
logiani call "negative” athe-
ists, that is, persons who are
merely ignorant of God. They
have never affirmed His exis-
tence, but neither have they
ever denied It. They simply
have no views or convictions
on the matter. And our ques-
tioner believes that this situa-
tion exiats in some regions of
the world yet untouched by
missionary activity.
GRANTING THAT such un-
fortunates could exist, theolo-
gians agree upon the possibili-
ty, in some cases at least, of
personal moral fault as the
ultimate cause of their ignor-
ance. In other words, negative
atheism in some cases can be
traced back to the time or
times in a person's life when
he or she deliberately and
blamefully neglected or posi-
tively resisted the opportunity
to come to a knowledge of the
one true God. This situation
preaents no problem other
than that of grave sin and its
heinous consequences.
But could such a sorry plight
befall a human beings without
any personal fault whatso-
ever, even in the remote past?
Certain distinctions must be
made. We find no difficulty in
admitting that for a relatively
ahort time, e human being
could be blamelessly ignorant
of God (no mattor what he
might call Him) due to primi-
tive circumstances, lack of
human culture, an a-religlous
or heavily superstitious en-
viron, and the like. This would
be a temporary phase in a
person’s life.
We find great difficulty In
admitting this same total
blamelessness when negative
atheism prevails in a person's
life for a relatively long period
of time. In fact, most theolo-
gians absolutely deny such a
possibility. However, wa feel
that ultlmataly and tn a most
exceptional Instance, blameless
atheism could dominate a per-
son's thinking (or lack of
thinking) for a number of
years, even until the later
years of his life.
BUT WHEN WE pose the
same question in terms of a
whole life-time, we emphatic-
ally state that It is theological-
ly Impossible for a human be-
ing enjoying the use of reason
and without any moral blame
himself to live his whole life
through unto death without
any knowledge whatsoever of
God’s exiiteoce.
In brief, our reasoni for this
last statement are the follow-
ing. God wills the eternal aal-
vation of all men, not only in
the sense that He initltuted
and eitabllihed the means
necessary for salvation
(Church, sacraments, etc.)
and then left it to mankind's
own wiles to make these
means available to all, but
also in the sense that He per-
sonally calls each and every
human being to eternal salva-
tion by the Internal attraction
of Hia grace. Usually this In-
ternal grace accompanlei ex-
ternal grace (preaching, and
evangelization in general); but
when external graces are not
to be had, at least internal
grace truly sufficient for a
free response on the psrt ot
man is given. This free re-
sponse to God's call la the act
of faith.
NOW, PERSONS enjoying
the use of reason cannot be
saved without making a free
act of faith in God and His
salvation, no matter how unin-
formed or primitive the con-
tent of this free-response may
be. The Scriptures are to he
taken quite literally: ”, . ,
without faith it Is* impossible
to please God” (Hebrews U,
8). The basic minimum con-
tent of this salutary act of
faith il alio described: “He
who comes to God must be-
lieve that God exists and is
tho rewarder of those who
seek Him” (ibid.), But faith in
God necessarily preaupposei
at least the existence of God
as actually and already
known.
Hence, Our theological rea-
sons for denying the possibili-
ty of life-long negative atheism
are reducible to an incompati-
bility with the universal aalvi-
fic will of God. Every peraon
must have at least the remote
possibility of making an act of
supernatural faith, sines faith
is absolutely necessary for sal-
vation. But faith is impossible
to the negative atheist. There-
fore, a person cannot,
through no fault of his own,
remain ignorant of God'a exis-
tence for his entire life. For,
if negative atheism were veri-
fied in an entire life-span to
the very moment of death,
faith would he impossible, sal-
vation would be impossible,
and God's will to save all men
would be meaningless.
What about "positive''
atheists, persons who deliber-
ately and positively deny the
the existence of God? Can tiiay
be totally blameless under any
circumstances? We will have
to reserve discussion of this
point for another issue. '
For Vocations
Members of the Aposto-
late for Vocations can gain
a plenary indulgence under
the ordinary conditions on:
September 8, Feast of the
Nativity of our Lady
•September 12, Feast of the
Holy Name of Mary
September 14, Feast of the
Exaltation of the Holy Cross
September 15, Feast.of the
Seven Sorrow*
A partial indulgence of
100 days may be gained for
each act of charity or piety
performed for the intention
of fostering vocations to
the priesthood.
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Rank and File
Responsibility
By MSGR. GEORGE G. HIGGINS
Dirtdor, Social Action Department • NCVPC
Many American! seem to
think that'labor leaders ai a
■roup are not reiponslve to the
Beads and lntareiti of the
rank and file, or to thoie of the
faneral public. A reader from
the New England area gave ex*
preaiion to tbia opinion in a
recent letter which reads in
part aa follows:
“THE ARROGANT actions
and words of the labor chiefs
in the present economic situa-
tion makes one wonder if they
are really working for the best
interests of the rank and file.
“In my experience I found
that where the leadership was
closest to the rank and file in
the local, the leadership wan
both more Responsive to the
wishes of the rank and file
and more truly Christian in its
approach to the many prob-
lems which confront the aver-
age working man. Too often
national leaders have a poor
appreciation of public relations
because they are too far re-
moved from the people they
are supposed to serve and
from the grass roots opinion so
necessary for successful lead-
ership.”
This letter arrived in Wash-
ington on the very day that
labor writer Norman Walker
reported that fedaral medi-
atori are deeply concerned
about the lrreiponiibillty of
many rank and file union
members in current collective
bargaining negotiations.
WALKER REVEALED that
a rising tendency of union
members to reject labor con-
tract terms worked put by
their own negotiators is alarm-
ing federal officials charged
with maintaining industrial
peace.
According to Walker, they
feel it is bound to increase la-
bor-management distrust and
lead to more and longer
strikes. Increasingly, union
and management negotiators
will reach an agreement after
hard bargaining only to have
the affected workers repudiate
the pact and tend the union
negotiators back to employers
with orders to get more.
Walker cites several specific
cases to prove his point.
These “painful public exam-
ples” of rank and file rebel-
lion may have come as a
great surprise to those who
romanticize about the rank
and file at the expense of their
elected representatives. But it
came as no surprise at ail to
serious students of labor-man-
agement relations. They have
known for a long time that in
collective bargaining, as well
as in the area of union demo-
cracy, union members ere of-
ten less enlightened and less
responsible than their elected
representatives.
I DO NOT MEAN to imply
that labor leaders as a group
are always right, and that the
rank and file are always
wrong. But union officials are
frequently more sensitive than
the rank and file to individual
rights and more responsible in
their economic demands at the
bargaining table.
The moral of all this is that
while labor leaders must not
be permitted to ebuae their
power, they must have enough
authority to discipline irre-
sponsible factions of rank and
file union members at the local
level. To make fun of labor
leaders or to create the im-
pression that as a group they
are power hungry autocrats is
to do a disservice to the cause
of responsible trade unionism.
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Letters to the Editor
Tbt turn and address of the writer must he Included In a tetter
intended for publication, hut they will bt withheld if requested.
Are We Taking
SecondBest?
Name Withheld
Elizabeth
Editor:
The article “How Large or
Small Should a Class Be”
(Aug. 23) has me confused,
especially this: "Briefly io
73 studies, 39.7% were in fa-
vor of large classes ...; 38.4%
were In favor of neither and
21.9% in favor of small class-
ea ... This research was
based chiefly on how elasa
size affected achievement In
subject matter."
To make any sense out of
this quote we would have to
know 39.7 WHAT were in fa-
vor of large classes. Studies?
(If so, who and what were
asked?) Teachers? Students?
Parents? . . .
In large classes, says the
article, you will find people
who achieve. Of course, Bright
people always make out. What
about the slow? When in a
class of 50 will the teacher
ever get around to special
help for the slow learner? . . .
Homogeneous grouping helps
somewhat, but in classes this
large, the students won't be
very homogeneous . . .
The grammar school teach-
er must cope with control of
a large class, with the learn-
ing speeds, and also with dif-
ferent fields of subject mat-
ter. Add to that, the problem
of correcting papers.
Compositions, being even
slower to correct than arith-
metic and tests, were the first
to be 11 dropped in the two
Catholic schools I attended,
and in the two different Cath-
olic schools which are now
sending me, a ninth grade
teacher, their pupils. Even
very bright students (I.Q.’s
above 120) cannot write. The
public school student, having
had practice, does very well.
It’s too bad if Catholics can
be talked into accepting sec-
ond best. Pursuit of excellence
should be the goal of the
Catholic, in matters spiritual
and in mattera educational. If
he easily settles for the me-
diocre, what sort of Catholic
schools produced him?
Catholic parents would do
better to face realities (class-
es are too large) than to be
reassured that all is well
when all is not. At least if
you know the bad news, you
can take steps to correct the
situation someday.
Editor’* note: The studir*
referred to were made chief-
ly of public school classes.
Pupils In large and small
classes were tested on the
basis of achievement In sub-
ject matter. The statement
“39.7% were in favor of large
classes” means that J 9.7% of
the tests showed that pupils
in large classes showed a
higher achievement than those
In small classes.
Schwarz Faculty
Of All Religions
Joseph M. Billy
Passaic
Editor:
I would like to clarify some
misinformation presented in a
letter condemning Dr. Fred
Schwarz and his Anti-Com-
munism School. I have heard
Dr. Schwarz speak and, as a
Catholic, I am in complete
agreement with him.
To charge the recent achool
held in New York aa being
Proteatant is completely er-
roneous. The Greater New
York School of Anti-Commun-
ism, as it was called, had on
its faculty Protestants, Cath-
olics and Jews.
Its basic purposes were to
instruct citizens in the phil-
osophy, morality, organization,
deceitful technique* and ob-
jective! of communism, and
to encourage the students to
begin a continued program of
study and applied citizenship
to transform acquired knowl-
edge into local, national and in-
ternational programs which
will be effective in the main-
tenance of freedom.
Rev. Albert J. Nevins of the
Maryknoll Fathers gave a lec-
ture on “Communiit Infiltra-
tion of Latin American Stu-
dent*” as part of the school
program. At the rally held on
June 28 in Madison Square
Garden a statement of ap-
proval, from the office of
Cardinal Spellman, wai read.
How can any Catholic, who is
truly informed, condemn this
program?
Dr. Schwarz’s position on
foreign aid ii that any ma-
terial aid given to a country
must be accompanied by an
equal amount of spiritual aid
No sincere Catholic can op-
pose this position with justi-
fication.
The pieudo-aophisticatea who
smear Dr. Schwarz know as
little about him and his pro-
gram a* they do about com-
munism. . .
I wonder if those Catholics
who condemn Dr. Schwarz be-
cause he is a Protestant are
actively promoting Catholic
anti-communism programs
such aa the Cardinal Minda-
zenty study groups or
distributing Cardinal Cushing's
book* and pamphlet* on com-
munism. I venture to guesi
that they are not doing ao.
Letter Called
Un-ecumenical
Paul A. Connolly,
Glen Rock.
Editor:
The letter of Richard E. Fee
Jr. in your last issue demands
an articulate reply in defense
of Dr. Fred Schwarz. Criti-
cisms like Mr. Fee's tend to
give only one side of the etory
that surrounds the Christian
Anti-Communist Crusade ...
In these times it is especial-
ly sad to see Catholics chal-
lenging the spirit of the ecu-
menical movement that our
Holy Father is seeking to fos-
ter in the world today. Mr. Fee
states that since Dr. Schwarz'
crusade is "Protestant in spir-
it" it should be looked upon
with much distrust ...
Dr. Schwars la rightfully con-
cerned about the usage of so-
cial reforms and foreign aid as
the final solution to stopping
the continuing advance of
communism all over the
world. Indeed this is applying
the Marxian dialectic mater-
ialistic solution rather than a
concentrated effort to atorm
all of South America with
knowledge of communist slav-
ery that awaits each of those
countries as they lean closer
and closer to the Red line . ..
'... An Appeal
To Close Ranks’
Joseph V. Oebrick
Linden
Editor:
Many hundreds attended the
Greater New York Anti-com-
munlst School banquet last
week to see Dr. Fred Schwarz
and many other speakers in
this crusade.
I was surprised to read the
letter in The Advocate of Aug.
30. "Dissenting View on Dr.
Schwarz." Asa Catholic, 1
would recommend this school
as an excellent opportunity . . .
This is an appeal to tho
whole Christian and un-reli-
gious world to close ranks.
For too long we have avoided
studying communism; we re-
main in the kindergarten
talking about it.
I know you have performed
a Christian service by print-
ing the letter advocating Dr.
Schwar* .. ,
Appreciation
For Coverage
Anthony D. Yuknis
Chicago
Editor:
We of the Knights of
Lithuania wish to express our
gratitude for your coverage of
our recont 49th national con-
vention in Newark.
Lithuania la a captive, colo-
nial country which wai seized
by the Reds. Such a conven-
tion would never be permitted
by the communist masters
therein.
Do Most Oppose
MedicareBill?
Thomas McLaughlin,
Bayonne.
Editor:
A recent Gallup poll dis-
closed that the majority of the
voter* in the Midweit were op-
posed to the King-Anderson
bill.
This teems to indicate that
medical care for the aged
should be determined by the
individual states rather than
by the political move of a
President who was elected by
less than 1% of the popular
vote.
God Love You
High-Yield
Investment
By BISHOP FULTON J. SHEEN
The greatest miracles of
grace are seen in mission
lands. Take the case of a
Bishop In South Vietnam:
Eighty per cent of the 19,117
people confirmed by this Bish-
op in two of his dioceses were
converts. Not counting short
speeches on special occasions,
he preached 62 times!
In one small mission post,
there were 50 people taking in-
structions in 1957; this year
there were 7,000 converts. Six
years ago in one parish there
were 50 Catholics; today there
are 3,500. In s coal-mining
town there were 100 Catholics
four years ago; today there
are 4,000.
IF THIS COLUMN gave tips
on the stock market, and we
gave assurance that a given
stock would increase 1,000% in
three years the aame per-
centage as the converts in
many places who would re-
fuse to make the Investment?
And yet, when you hear what
a few of your dollars would do
In the way of spiritual Invest-
ment for the conversion of
souls, why are you not willing
to make the investment?
The Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Faith is the only
Society in the world that pays
such dividends on the spiritual
investment, and that Is be-
cause the Lord Is the Bestower
of Blessings.
When you think of the mis-
sions, always think first of the
Holy Father. . . then of the
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith, which is his
means for soliciting alms for
all of tiie missionaries of the
world.
GOD LOVE YOU to Mrs.
F.L. for $5: "Through
prayers to Our Lord and His
Blessed Mother, my husband
found work after months of un-
employment. This small of-
fering is in thanksgiving for
this blessing.” To F.V. for
$7B; "This donation is penance
for not keeping on my diet
thia past year. Each time I
violated my doctor's orders,
I donated 50 cents to the mis-
sions.” To L.V. for $5: “Our
small son was lost on a recent
shopping trip. We were all so
grateful to God when we found
him that we promised the en-
closed gift in gratitude. Per-
haps it will prevent another
child’s soul from being lost to
God for eternity." To Mr. and
Mra. A.N.L. for $5: "A sincere
thank-you to Our Blessed
Mother for several very dif-
ficult petitions that have been
granted.” To Mrs. MB. for
$5O: “I am 81 years old and
have just recovered from a
aerious operation. May the
missions share in my hap-
piness!”
Cut out this column, pin
your sacrifice to It and address
It to Bishop Fulton J. Sheen,
National Director, Society for
the Propagation of the Faith,
366 Fifth Ave., New York, or
to your diocesan director:
Bishop Martin W. Stanton, 31
Mulberry St., Newark, or
Msgr. William F. Louis, 24
DeGrasse St., Paterson.
Promoting Early Dating
Can Lead to Tragedy
By REV. JOHN L. THOMAS, S.J.
Assistant Professor of Sociology, St. Louis University
My sister’s 15-year-old daughter is allowed to go steady with a 17-year-old high
school junior. When I suggested this wasn’t right, my lister quoted you a« saying that
some types of steady dating were all right, as long as' the couple were properly super-
vised and knew how to behave. I feel there’s more to the problem than that, especially
when the couple are so young.
As long as our present social
system is maintained, and as
long as we have the problem
of parental promotion or toler-
ation of early dating, we will
have steady dating. I have
maintained this before, and it
is probably this manner of
stating the problem which has
caused your sister some con-
fusion.
At one time “going steady”
or "steady dating” waa con-
fined to the courtship period.
This exclusive, intimate asso-
ciation of a couple mature
enough to think seriously about
marriage still constitutes one
form of steady dating.
Later, the term steady dat-
ing was used to designate a
temporary agreement between
a given couple. It was taken
for granted by themselves and
others that they would go out
together if they were to attend
couple-centered affairs.
BUT ACCORDING to a cur-
rent fad among teen-agers,
"steady dating” has come to
mean more than “going
steady.” For them it seems to
designate the exclusive, affec-
tionate, intimate association of
a couple on all social occa-
sions, thus differing neither in
practices or privileges from
steady dating among engaged
couples.
It is the pattern similar to
the last type I have described
that has justly aroused con-
cern and criticiam. Such coup-
les are not ready for mar-
riage. Yet they insiat on an as-
sociation that ignores both the
fact that they are sexually
mature, and their need to ap-
ply their major interest, time,
and energy to the serious
study and training required to
prepare them for adequate
participation in contemporary
adult society.
SOME OF THESE girls -
and their mothers—are appar-
ently ao short-sighted and im-
plicitly biologically motivated
that they make every effort to
capture a mate long before
there can be any reasonable
expectation of starting a fam-
ily-
There is need to speak
frankly here. Modern Christian
mothers —and their daugh-
ters have serious need to
analyze their real motive* in
this regard. Many are willing
to ignore the moral laws relat-
ing to chastity in order to se-
cure a mate.
I know that mother* will
claim that they only want
their children to be popular
and enjoy themselves.
DOES THIS EXPLAIN the
current eager promotion or
thoughtless toleration of early,
frequent, unsupervised cross-
sex associations?
The widespread rise ol fem-
inine social and sexual aggrea-
sivencss from gradt school
on?
The marked rise of pregnant
brides and illegitimacy?
The startled look on the
faces of high school girls when
informed that a boy is not only
not obliged to marry them but
should be dissuaded from do-
ing so should pregnancy re-
sult from their irrational as-
sociation?
I hope I have made my po-
sition clear this time. I quite
agree that the situation your
sister is permitting la wrong
and reprehensible. However,
since she allowed her daugh-
ter to date three or four times
a week, I don't think that any-
thing you or I can say will
prove of much avail.
Mass Calendar
Sept. 8 Sunday. 13th Sunday
• (ter Pentecoat. 2nd Cl*M. On*n.
GL Cr. Prof. of Trinity.
Sept, to Monday. St. Nichols*
ot Tolentlno. Confewor. 3rd Clou.
White. Gl. 2nd CoU. C (P). Common
Pref.
Sept. 11 Tuesday. Man of Pre-
vtou* Sunday. 4th Clau. Green. No
01. or Cr. 2nd CoU. SS. Frotuo and
Hyacinth. Common Prof.
Sept. 13 Wednesday. Mott Holy
Name of Bleated Vlrfin Miry. 3rd
Cist*. White. Gl. 2nd CoU. C (P>.
No Cr. Pref. of Bleued Virgin.
Sept. 13 Thurgdiy. Mas* of pre-
vious Sunday. 4th Cl*u. Croon. No
Gl. or Cr. Common Prof.
Sept. 14 Friday. Exaltation of
tha Holy Croat. 2nd CUM. Had. GL
Cr. Pref. of the Crou.
Sept. IS Saturday. Soven Sor-
row* of Bleued Virgin Mary. 2nd
Clau. Whit* 01. 2nd CoU. SL Nlc-
omedea. Cr. Pref. of Bloated Virgin.
Sept. IS Sundgy. 14th Sunday
after Pentecoat. 2nd CUm. Green.
Gl Cr. Prof, of Trinity.
Kay: 01. Oloriai Cr. Cieodi C from
the Votive Mau of Holy Ghost; N
Archdioceae of Newark; P Dloceae
of Patartonj CoU. Collaeti Prof.
Preface.
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Prepare for
a College
Education
Open a Carteret
Savings Account
NOW!
IT'S TRUE. Saved coins quickly mount Into ssvsd
dollars. This happens even faster when you save at
CARTERET where the full dividend of 4% per annum
compounded on all balances of $5O or more makea
your money grow at a great rate.
So open a savings account at the CARTERET office
nearest you and see for yourself how small change
can make a BIG CHANGE In your future. Remember
—at Carteret.savings start to earn from
actual day of deposit and dividends are
compounded & credited quarterly.
Each member's account Is Insured up
to $lO,OOO by the Federal Savings &
Loan Insurance Corporation. Conve-
nient Save-By-Mall service is available
With all postage paid by Carteret. Ml ANNUM
ll change
.
4
ALANOIST IN New JERSEY
Larteret savings and Loan Association
866 BROAD STREET, NEWARK
and ihete additional EIGHT ojjicti:
NEWARK: 500 Bloemfleld Avsnus 744 Broad Street
Springllsld-Bergen: 350 Springfield Av«. Roseville: 417 Orange Strut
Commutir: Finn Railroad Station City lint: 712 Springfield Avenue
lAST ORANGEi AO* Central Art. SOUTH ORANGIt 159South Orange Avs.
Hi
The first look (from the lit piece collection) BIMPATIC6
»» heritage
•• a new concept in contemporary design with old Spanish luxury*
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COPYRIGHT 196 I ROU I » 'i. NI W JfRSE V • HU <9-0232
"Th« only Restaurant In Patereon
recommended by Duncan Hines."
U0
yj RESTAURANT
20 Hamilton St. - MU 4-4198
“Open T Dare * Week"
Luncheon served 11-1
Cocktails our specialty
ST ANNIVERSARY
PARTY and SALE!
SEPT. 10th to 14th
BIG SPECIALS...
ON OUR MERCHANDISE
On our Flrit Birthday we find that we have grown
FASTER and BIGGER than we expected we would ...
Thanki to our many friendi. So please come and h«lp
us celebrate . . . Every one welcomel
★ REFRESHMENTS SERVED ★
V3IP
1032 So. Orange Ave., Newark
(Near Sacred Heart Church)
phone ES 4-4086
immEtMETOiamnwMuiUßii^iiiirniEmTinaiinnznnini^im.’ir
THE HHOIJDEST
SWOOLWYS
WEAK THE
clothing
Be assured
of good
taste and
fine quality
at Gruber’N.
We have all
that’s needed
in school
clothing. FREE
ALTERATIONS.
Vnioy the convert-
ience nl a Gruber'i
tbarge account . . .
never a carrying
tbarge.
8*joP
rr.
H
GRUBCR'S
IRVINGTON CENTER
WEST ORANGE
(Pst ex Green Plate)
UNION CENTER
Mission Schools Fight
Against Red Advances
The mission school is an ur-
gent need of these times and
requirement ot our missionary
position. Requests for schools
come to the missionaries in
ever increasing numbers from
their people.
As the Gospel goes to the
East, the Church is persecuted
by the active barbarism of
communism.
A missionary tn China was
asked by a Communist judge:
“What is the most powerful
weapon which the Western
world possesses against com-
munism?" The missionary an-
swered: “I suppose it is the
atomic bomb.” The communist
judge answered: "It is not. “It
la you you missionaries."
Mission schools are placing
all their resources and activi-
ties in the service of God and
humanity. It is in the mis-
sion schools that the battle is
being waged for intellectual
leadership away from com-
munism.
You can help In this battle
by contributing toward the
support of mission schools.
Send your offerings to the So-
ciety for the Propagation of
the Faith, 31 Mulberry St„
Newark, 2, N. J.
Bishop Stanton
In Livingston
Bishop Stanton will make
an appeal on behalf of the
Society for the Propagation
of the Faith on Sept. 9 at
St. Philomena's, Livingston,
Rev. William A. McCann,
pastor.
Bishop Stanton wishes to
express his deep gratitude
to Father McCann and to
the other pastors of the
archdiocese for their co-
operation in making these
appeals possible.
Society for the Propagation
of theFaith
Archdiocese of Newark:
Most Rev. Martin W. Stanton, S.T.D., Ph. D., LL.D.
31 Mulberry St., Newark 2, N. J. Phone MArket 2-2803
Hours: Daily, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Diocese of Paterson:
Rt. Rev. Msgr. William F. Louis
24 DeGrasse St., Paterson 1. N. J. Phone ARmory 4-0404
Hours: Dally, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.m. to 12.
Donations to the Society for the Propagation of the
Faith are income tax deductible.
Algiers Moslems
Pray Before Mary
Begun in 1858, the magnifi-
cent Cathedral of Algiers was
completed in 1872, and among
the many firsts that have
transpired there was the bap-
tism of the first Moslems and
the birth of the Society of the
White Fathers of Africa.
That Catholics should go
from far and wide to pay
homage to their heavenly
mother is to be expected, out
it is surprising to witness “the
number of Moslems who come
to the basilica to pray to ‘Lalla
Meriem’," the White Fathers
report.
“On Sundays,” they ex-
plain, "Moslems can be seen
mingling with the Christians.
“Women with veiled faces
place candles before the shrine
of ‘Lalla Meriem,' and men in
the costume of the Sahara ad
mit to the chaplain that they
have come to obtain the ces-
sation of a famine.
“ ‘Are you a Catholic?,’ the
chaplain asked a woman who
one day was kneeling before
the shrine.
“ No, I am a Mos-
lem,’ she said. Asked why she
came there she replied that
she was ’praying to Meriem so
that she will send me a good
husband.’
"From her unique position
overlooking the city, Our Lady
of Africa beckons all to come
to her in a spirit of humility
and trust. In this troubled
period she stands as a link
between man and God, invit-
ing all to 'Come and pray
Come and pray for Africa.’
"We ask that you come in
spirit to Our Lady’s shrine and
pray for our beloved Africa
and the world. Please remem-
ber us also with your charit-
able alms."
Old Seminary
Almost in Ruins
Almost in ruins as a result
of an earthquake two years
ago, the seminary at Salta,
Argentina, "is very dangerous
to live in,” according to Arch-
bishop Robert J. Tavella.
"For this reason,” he writes,
“■I take the liberty of asking a
great favor.
"I am erecting anew build-
ing for more than 100
seminarians. I can’t get to an
end with the construction be-
cause I can’t get the money
for it.
“Couldn’t you help me in
some way? The old building is
almost falling down and it is
endangering the lives of the
students. It is essential that
we train native students here
for the priesthood, as you must
know of the inroads of com-
munism in Latin America.
Should foreign missionaries be
banished from the countries,
native priests could then take
their places and the work of
God would continue.”
'A Great Burden
Placed on Us ...’
The Mbulu Diocese in Tan-
ganyika is one of the most
backward areas in Africa.
There the bush tribes still live
in their primitive way.
Through the new policy of
Propaganda Fidel, the mis-
sions here in the central prov-
ince of Tanganyika have been
handed over to the native
clergy.
Because of the new pro-
gram, new bush stations must
be undertaken and developed
into missions. Bishop Patrick
Winters of Mbulu, explains
that "Previously these bush
stations were helped by cate-
chists and were really only
Mass centers. Priests have
now to start anew and build
new missions.
"This is a very great burden
placed so suddenly upon us
and we are in great need of
help. How the Church will
progress under the new native
government is anyone's guess.
More and more is demanded
of us. The need of higher edu-
cation, better buildings, quali-
fied teachers, and so forth is
now demanded of us. The pres-
sure is great and to save face
we arc forced to undertake
commitments far beyond our
slender means.”
Press Is Advised on Coverage of Vatican
Following is a translation of an address to newspaper edi-
tors by Pope John XXIII at the Vatican on May 28, 1962.
Gentlemen: The representa-
tives of the press can be cer-
tain of a cordial welcome on
our part. We are well awaia
of the importance of your duty
in the formation of public
opinion. We
[have pro-
claimed this
so many
times. And
among other
things we ap-
preciate the
services you
can render
in the rcli-
Igious field
througn me seriousness and
objectivity of the information
which you give to your
readers.
And when it is a question,
as it is today, no longer only
of simple journalists but of
those people who bear the
principal responsibility for the
elements of the press, the edi-
tors-in-chief, who are gathered
together in Rome for an in-
ternational congress, our sat-
isfaction in being able to wel-
come them is still greater.
WE PLACE our trust in
you, illustrious gentlemen, and
in a very special manner in
view of the approach of the
Second Vatican Ecumenical
This is an important
Council.
event which one hopes will
have a beneficial influence
even beyond the frontiers of
the Catholic Church, on men
of good will.
Yet, in order to achieve this
aim, and bearing in mind the
conditions of the world today,
the cooperation of the press
seems to be not only useful
but, in certain ways, indeed
indispensable.
IT IS OUR intention to give
new and greater development
to the press office which we
have instituted with the Cen-
tral Preparatory Commission
of the council, in order that
public opinion may be suitably
informed.
It is in fact our great wish
that journalists may not be
obliged, because of lack of suf-
ficient information, to make
guesses which are more or
less true and to publish ideas,
opinions and hopes which later
may prove to be unfounded or
erroneous.
Information, limited certain-
ly because of the demands of
discretion, but positive and
adequately plentiful, will en-
able you to practice your no-
ble profession here under con-
ditions which we hope will be
satisfactory both to you and
to your readers.
WE HAVE ALLUDED to the
demands of discretion and this
is an element which one must
take into account when rela-
tions between souls and God
and of the life of the Church
are concerned. We are cer-
tain that you will understand
this, but, since the opportunity
presents itself, allow us to
outline our thoughts In this re-
spect.
You know, as we know, that
for certain journalists that
which seems to count most in
the life of the Church is that
which attracts the eye and the
imagination: exterior manifes-
tations, local color, the chron-
icle of events, particularly of
the more spectacular ones.
They want to write features
at the Vatican, to explore,
take photographs, make films
. . . and, since it is not al-
ways possible to satisfy simi-
lar requests which are re-
ceived constantly, there is the
risk of creating a certain feel-
ing of discontent, a kind of
disappointment or reproach to
the effect that the Church docs
not lend itself willingly to the
requirements of publicity.
BEFORE A distinguished
audience such as yours, long
discourses are unnecessary to
demonstrate that such reac-
tions are the result of an in-
complete knowledge of the na-
ture and of the mission of the
Church.
What counts most of all in
the Church, that which must
impose itself on the attention
(of all), is the substantial part
of its message, the life of faith
which it communicates to
souls throughout the ages; the
testimony it renders today as
in the first centuries, the
truths it teaches or recalls to
men of every generation.
The journalist who does not
stop at exterior appearances,
but who knows how to observe
this profound life of the
Church, notices that, side by
side, there is the speaking
Church and the Church which
remains silent.
Like a wise mother of a
family, it resorts to words and
exhortations, but on other oc-
casions it also knows how to
make use of discretion and of
silence—discretion and silence
which have their reason for
being observed and which an
attentive and sensitive son
knows how to interpret.
These thoughts which we
confide to you, illustrious gen-
tlemen, will meet, we are cer-
tain, with your understanding
and agreement. And we like
to believe that the vast sec-
tors of public opinion, which
it is your duty to enlighten
and direct, will profit from be-
ing informed of them, in a
more restained manner, per-
haps, and yet more precisely
and with more profit.
FINALLY allow us to tell
you the great satisfaction we
had in learning of the theme
of your Congress: "Honest in-
formation in the service of the
free aspirations of nations."
This is a whole program of
which we wish to stress only
one concept: "Honest informa-
tion.”
Honest information is In fact
the honor of your profession,
thanks to which it can earn
the esteem and the respect of
all.
With this quality it can also
perform a beneficial duty and
contribute toward the general
good because there is nothing
more harmful to society than
lies and errors which foster
distrust and misunderstanding
among men and nations.
This is why, for example, a
consciencious editor knows
how to measure the weight of
words in the choice of a head-
line and he knows how to sub-
mit to what could be called
the "discipline of expectation"
when he feels that a hasty
presentation of news in his
possession could engender
serious harm to society and
still greater harm to interna-
tional relations.
YOU UNDERSTAND us.
Nothing disturbs more, nothing
twists public opinion more,
nothing is more capable of
making good sentiments
sterile than an avalanche of
indiscriminate reports placed
at the service of this or that
opposing Interest.
It is sometimes said that
journalists are not always in
the habit of rectifying an er-
ror or an exaggeration accord-
ing to the requirements of
complete honesty. It is up to
your professional conscience to
deprive this allegation of all
foundation.
Kindly welcome, dear gen-
tlemen, these few words of ex-
hortation, words of paternal
encouragement to pursue the'
ideal that many among you,
we are certain, set for your-
selves when you chose the
career of journalism; namely
to raise this profession to the
dignity of a mission which ia
really educational and highly
beneficial to society.
We pray that your congress
may be crowned with the
greatest success, and that the
Lord may assist you with His
graces in your daily work. In
token of our good will, we im-
part to you, to your families
and to all those whom you are
representing here, an abun-
dant apostolic blessing.
Rutherford Priest
Arrives in Korea
SEOUL Rev. Daniel
Schneider, M.M., of Ruther-
ford is among seven Maryknoil
priests who arrived here re-
cently to study the Korean
language in preparation for
mission work.
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Monuments made of granite from the Rock of Ages
Quarry E. L. Smith Quarry Barre Guild Monuments.
BARRE
GUILD
Thi BARRE GUILD Certificate of
Quality it a binding guarantee to
tha purchaser and hit heirs for*
ever and for all times. No stronger
guarantee can be written.
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VISITORS WELCOME
Our manufacturing plant and
showroom ot 329 Ridge Road,
North Arlington, is open seven
days a week.
f Guarantood by**
Good Housekeeping
**4emntt»
ALBERT H. HOPPER, Inc.
MONUMENTS • MAUSOLEUMS
329-341 RIDGE ROAD
WY 1-2266-67
NO. ARLINGTON. N.J.
Oppotit. Holy Cron C.m.l.ry
WEEK-END RETREATS
FOR THE LAITY
SPEND A WEEKEND WITH COD
For; MEN, WOMEN,
HUSBAND and WIFE
Conducted by tho monks of
Soint Paul's Abbey
Please make reservations early
Write for Information toi
DIRECTOR OF RETREATS
Queen of Peace Retreat House
St. Paul's Abbey, Newton, NJ.
Help Students to Become Priests
$7 00 WILL MAINTAIN A STUDENT FOR ONE WEEK
WILL YOU HELP HIM ALONG?
In our Divine Word Seminories in India, Philippines
and Japan, we have a number of students preparing
for the priesthood. MANY ARE VERY POOR and need
financiql help to continue their studies.
Dear Falhen
Enclosed find $
to the priesthood for
t\eV. FATHER RALPH, natl dir.
S.V.D. Catholic Universities
316 N. MICHIGAN CHICAGO 1
As Long
As YouLive
yoa will recalra a
DEPENDABLE 111
(iOOD INCOME 11
rou Invest your uv
oci Id abr
s.vTd. annuity
PLAN.
Tow oil# shire In the
(rsat work of the Missions
and help In educatinx
Priests and Brothers for
(bn Missions.
a Certain tax sdvanuiss.
a A Lastlns Memorial and.
remembrances In many '
Masses and prayers.
w*m fo» ran infoimation.
SOCIETY OF
THE DIVINE WORD
Annnlty Dept. GIRARD, PA.
INDIA: RICE IN THE BASKET SUNDAY
st <A
c-
Tbt Hot) Fmhrr'i Mutton Aid
far ibt OnmUtl Church
THE AMERICAN WHO VISITS XAVIUR, IN SOUTHERN
INDIA, GETS THERE BY FOOT —alone a baked, dual;, toe*
paw—or by cart along a rutted road.
The vlllate, be finds, is a cluster ol
bamboo huta, crowded tightly tosether
along narrow, ugzagged "streets.” He
sees women wauling vegetables and
clothes in a small, shallow pond—-
while livestock drink the water . ,
.
The village has more than 1,000 peo-
ple—yet It has no sewer system, no
running water, no electric lights. Its
one- room Catholic church Is worn-
out. completely delapldatcd . . . Small
farmers, the villagers are desperately
poor. In good weather they raise
enough food to feed their families—hut they find It impossible
to save. Money they seldom see. That’s why, on Sunday, the
collection contains—lnstead of money—rice, fruit, coconuts, and
seeds . . . Our priest In XAVIUR is FATHER MATTHEW
KIDANGAN. He has to build another church . . . The present
church 1s much too amall for the Catholics who come to Mass.
It Is rrowdrd every Sunday—and hundreds stand outside In
the heat and In the monsoon rain. To build the new church
FATHER MATTHEW needs *4.700 ... Anew church, he
writes, will be large enough to enable his ISO Catholic families
to worship God properly. It will also be an Incentive to otlirri
to Join the Cathollo Church. Plain and functional, FATHER
MATTHEW’S church will be a decent place to house the
Blessed Sacrament . . . Will you help? The *1 you can do
without will work wonders In XAVIUR . . . Perhaps this mission
church Is the lifetime mission gift you’d like to make In memory
of your parents, your favorite priest or sister, or your loved
ones, If so write to us ... Or perhaps you’d like, as a memorial,
to give the superstructure ($2,500), the roof ($1,2001, the baptis-
mal font ($250), a Mass Kit ($100), or the alUr ($75). Whatever
you give, your gift will be a Godsend in XAVIUR! . . The
cost of labor will be minimal, because the men of the parish—-
free-of-charge—will clear the ground, dig the foundation, do
most of the construction work themselves. FATHER MATTHEW
needs money now, however, to purchase the building materials
.. . What can you give—*l, *3. *5, *l5, *25. *5O? Please send
H now.' With your help. FATHER MATTHEW will build a
church!
FOR 41c—ONE MORE SISTER!
WHO CAN ESTIMATE THE GOOD OUR SISTERS 007-
In INDIA, for Instance, they teach the ABCs, care for lepers,
shelter the aged, give orphans a home. In SYRIA, JORDAN,
IRAQ, and ETHIOPIA, they Instruct converts, teach youngsters
the catechism, staff hospitals, cllncs, dispensaries . , . Unsung
heroines, our Sisters do Just about everything. Without them
our work would fade . . In the Near East mission world
more than 500 young women would like to become Sisters—-
but they haven’t the money to pay for their training. What
does It cost? Only 41c a day! . . . Would you like to ’adopt’
a Sister of your own? We’ll send you her name—and you may
write to her. She'll write to you, and keep you Informed about
her progress . . Her training last two years—and you may pav
her expenses weekly ($2.88), monthly ($12.50), once a year
($150), or all-at-once ($300). Simply write to us. God will
reward you generouslyl
Dear Monslgnor;
Enclosed Is $ toward the $3OO It takes to train a
Sister.
I'll pay ’m.v’ Sister's expenses □ monthly ($l2 50)
O once a year ($150), □ right now ($300).
Name
Street
. . Zone State
MAKE A WILL? REMEMBER THE MISSIONS!—OUR LEGAL
TITLE: THE CATHOLIC NEAR EAST WELFARE
ASSOCIATION
r&l2earfisto)isstonsi&i
FRANCIS CARDINAL SPILLMAN, President (
Ms*r. Jetepk T. Ryaa. Natl See'y
*««d eeameeUetleas tei
iI( ,
c * THOUC nsar iast wilfari association
480 Lexington Av«. at 46th St. N*w York 17, N. Y.
Ladies Catholic Benevolent Association
Legal Reserve Life Insurance for the Whole Family
Ilf#*! Ml
SUPREME TRUSTEE
MRS. SARAH J. FELLER,
140 ROSCVIUI AVI., NEWARK 7. N.J.
BRANCH OFPICIRSi
REC. 13S MISS KATHLEEN HARNEY,
IS MARSHALL ST., APT. iP, IRVINGTON If, N.J.
P. S. 201 MRS. REOINA BREMSETH.
284 FRANKUN ST., BLOOMFIELD, NJ.
REC. 3*4 MARGUERITE BONNEU,
24 HUnON AVI., W. ORANOE. NJ.
PRES. 1334 MISS WINIFRED McENEANEY,
3227 BOULEVARD, JERSEY CITY. NJ.
InTime of Need
Consult Your Catholic Funeral Director
Whose careful andunderstanding service is inaccord with
the traditions of Holy Mother Church
BERGEN COUNTY
TRINKA FUNERAL SERVICE
MAYWOOD . BOGOTA
LITTLE FERRY
HUbbard 7-3050
VOLK FUNERAL HOMES
TEANECK: TE 6-0202
BOGOTA: HU 9-2202
JOHN J. FEENEY A SONS
232 FRANKLIN AVENUE
RIDGEWOOD, N. J.
Gilbert 4-7650
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
335 UNION STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ.
HUbbard 7-1010
CLIFFORD H. PEINECKE
1321 TEANECK ROAD
WEST ENGLEWOOD, N. J.
FRANCIS X. FAHEY,
Manager
TE 7-2332
THOMAS J. DIFFILY
41 AMES AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, N. J.
WEbster 9-0098
HENNESSEY
FUNERAL HOME
232 KIPP AVENUE
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, N. J.
ATlas 8-1362
ESSEX COUNTY
FLOOD FUNERAL HOME
Andrew W. Flood, Mgr.
112 So. Munn Ave.
East Orange, N. J.
ORange 4-4445
MArket 2-2530
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
69 HIGH STREET
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 4-7554
HUELSENBECK
MEMORIAL HOME
1108 So. Orange Ave.
Newark 6, N. J.
Karl W. Huelienbeck
Director
ES»ex 2-1600
CODEY'S FUNERAL SERVICE
77 PARK STREET
MONTCLAIR, N. J.
Pilgrim 4-0005
DECAPUA FUNERAL HOME
269 MT. PROSPECT AVE.
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldf 2-3333
GEORGE AHR & SON
700 NYE AVENUE
IRVINGTON, N. J.
ESsex 3-1020
REZEM FUNERAL HOME
579 Grove Street
Irvington, N. J.
ESsex 2-8700
STANTON FUNERAL HOME
661 FRANKLIN AVENUE
NUTLEY, N. J.
NOrth 7-3131
MURPHY MEMORIAL HOME
102 FLEMING AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0514
JOHN F. MURPHY
480 SANFORD AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
ESiex 3-6053
JOHN J. QUINN
FUNERAL HOME
323-329 PARK AVENUE
ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 3 6348
KIERNAN FUNERAL HOME
101 UNION AVENUE
BELLEVILLE, N. J.
Plymouth 9-3503
FRANK McGEE
525 SUMMER AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 2-2222
MURRAY
FUNERAL SERVICE
MICHAEL J. MURRAY,
Director
206 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, NJ.
PI 3-2527
MURPHY FUNERAL HOME
GRACE MURPHY, Director
301 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, N. J.
HUmboldt 3-2600
WOZNIAK
MEMORIAL HOME
320-22 Myrtle Avenue
Irvington, N. J.
Conrad & Ray Woznlak,
Directors
ESsex 3-0606
GORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
303 MAIN STREET
EAST ORANGE, N. J.
ORange 2-2414
L. V. MULLIN A SON
976 BROAD STREET
NEWARK, N. J.
MArket 3-0660
PETER J. QUINN
Funeral Director
320 BELLEVILLE AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 8-1260
GORNY A GORNY
MORTUARY
399 HOOVER AVE.
BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
Pilgrim 3-8400
HUDSON COUNTY
NECKER-SHARPE
FUNERAL HOME
525 45th STREET
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-0820
UNIon 7-0120
RIEMAN FUNERAL HOME
1914 NEW YORK AVENUE
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 7-6767
LEBER FUNERAL HOME
20th ST. & HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
UNIon 3-1100
HOWARD J. BRENNAN
6414 BERGENLINE AVE.
WtST NEW YORK, N. J.
UNIon 7-0373
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
2200 HUDSON BLVD.
UNION CITY, N. J.
WILLIAM SCHLEMM,
MANAGER
UNIon 7-1000
james a. McLaughlin
591 JERSEY AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
OLdfield 3-2266
WILLIAM SCHLEMM, INC.
539 BERGEN AVE.
JERSEY CITY, N. J.
JOHN J. CARTY,
MANAGER
HEnderson 4-0411
EARL F. BOSWORTH
311 WILLOW AVENUE
HOBOKEN, N. J.
OLdfield 9-1455
OLdfield 9-1456
BUNNELL FUNERAL HOME
41 Highland Ave.
Jersey City, N. J.
Charles A. Stevens,
Manager
DElaware 3-6446
MORRIS COUNTY
BIRMINGHAM
FUNERAL HOME
249 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WHARTON, N. J.
FOxcroft 6-0520
SCANLAN
FUNERAL HOMES
781 Newark Pompton Tpk.
Pompton Plains, N. J.
TE 5-4156
SH 2-6433
PASSAIC COUNTY
GORMLEY FUNERAL HOME
154 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 9-3183
QUINLAN FUNERAL HOME
27-29 HARDING AVENUE
CLIFTON, N. J.
PRescott 7-3002
HENNESSEY FUNERAL HOME
171 WASHINGTON PLACE
PASSAIC, N. J.
PRescott 7-0141
GORNY & GORNY
MORTUARY
519 MARSHALL STREET
PATERSON, N. J.
MUlberry 4-5400
UNION COUNTY
MILLER-BANNWORTH
FUNERAL HOME
1055 EAST JERSEY ST.
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELlzabeth 2-6664
GORNY l GORNY
MORTUARY
330 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, N. J.
ELlzabeth 2-1415
For listing In this section call The Advocate, MArket 4-0700
“I’ll Try Herd”
Off to the Missions—at 67
By JERRY COSTELLO
CLOSTER - ••There’s a
buoyant step about him that
was missing before," one par-
ishioner said.
"We’re tremendously proud
of him,” said another.
"He’s always willing to try
something new,” a third ob-
served. “This is just the kind
of thing we might have ex-
pected.”
THE PARISHIONERS were
all from St. Mary’s here and
the. subject of their conversa-
tion was their pastor Rev.
Kevin Cahill, O.Carm., who
steps down as pastor Sept. 17
to begin a career in the mis-
sions at the age of 67.
With an extensive building
program completed, a comfor-
table and well-to-do suburban
parish to serve, and a career
of 43 years in the priesthood,
what makes a man volunteer
for the rigors of mission life?
"Well, now, jt'a not that
much, you know," 'Father
Kevin replied. He speaks
softly, and there’s more than
a trace of brogue left In his
voice. "After all, everything
we do In life is a mission of
one sort or another.
"Oh, I'll miss St. Mary’s,
I grant you. But I’ve been at
other places, too, and missed
them when I went away. You
can’t let yourself get wedded
to one.
"I felt I could do something
to help provide priests for
Peru, and so I’m going lo try
to do it. That’s all there is to
it."
FATHER KEVIN’S first as-
signment as a missioner will
be in his native Ireland, where
he will attempt to secure
priests for the Sicuani Dio-
cese in Peru. The Diocese is
administered by Bishop Nevin
Hayes, 0. Carm., a former stu-
dent of Father Kevin. The two
priests corresponded over the
years, and this past July
Father Kevin accepted the
Bishop’s invitation to visit
Sicuani.
The diocese ranges out over
8,500 square miles, a rugged
land with four-mile-high moun-
tains. The 300,000 people in-
clude more than 200,000 In-
dians, most of them illiterate.
"All Bishop Hayes’ efforts
have barely scratched the
surface," Father Kevin says
sadly. "There are nine na-
tive priests, and five Ameri-
cans. There's so much land
for each one to cover, and the
topography makes it that much
more difficult.
"YOU CAN’T imagine how
wild the land is. Roads? Yes,
you could call them roads, I
suppose, but don't try to drive
a car on them. You start out
with a Jeep, but if you're going
any distance the odds are
you'll end up on a horse.”
Father Kevin says that
Americans can never accus-
tom themselves to the rare-
fied atmosphere of the moun-
tainous land. Those who do,
he added, have to return to the
lowlands for a few days every
month or two is a restorative
measure.
Did the thin air bother
Father Kevin?
"No. it didn't." be said with'
a smile, "but l was behaving
myself. I wasn’t going around
shadow-boxing or anything.”
PARISHIONERS listening to
Father Kevin’s sermon at
Masses Aug. 5, heard him
describe the Peruvian trip he
had completed the week before
—and then, completely sur-
prised, heard him announce
that he was leaving St. Mary's
lo be a mission worker.
”1 have spent the past 11
years as pastor of St. Mary's,”
he said in his message to
them that day, "and if the
truth were told I will exper-
ience the pangs of an up-
rooting.
"Bishop Hayes asked me to
help him to get some priests
for his dinoose, and 1 promised
1 would. Helpers are his dally
care. I am sure I can assis*
him in securing laborers for
his vineyard. I am going to try
hard.”
The parishioners of St,
Mary's will honor their pastor
Sunday, Sept, 16, at a buffet
supper and reception following
a formal departure ceremony,
THEY’LL MISS the way he
has of organizing the parish's
resources and his interest in
the Parents’ Guild and the par-
ish library. They will miss, as
well, his ability to see "the
big picture” without getting
himself bogged down in trival
details.
"Most of all, though, we’ll
miss him period,” a parish-
ioner said as she summed up
her feelings on the matter.
"You must write that lie’s a
beloved priest,”
That sentence, it seemed,
told the whole story.
MISSION VOLUNTEER - Rev. Kevin Cahill, O. OCarm., pastor of St. Mary's, Closter, stands
in front of the church he'll leave Sept. 17. Father Kevin, 67, has volunteered for Peru-
vian mission work. His first task will be to recruit Irish priests for duty in Peru.
Why Translate
The Mass?
By JOSEPH A. BREIG
It occurs to me that never
in my Hfo I handed a
foreign-language Catholic pub-
lication to a friend who was
not a Catholic, with the cheer-
fully idiotic comment that ne
might find an article in it help-
ful to him in understanding
some Catholic belief or prac-
tice.
I can’t read foreign lan-
guages, and neither can tny
friends.
Yet I have often invited folks
who weren’t Catholics to come
along to Mass with me. And at
no other time do I feel so
acutely the need for English
In the worship.
the MARS in Latin, of
course, is not as meaningless,
even to the casual visitor, as
a newspaper or magazine
which he can’t read.
Not long ago, I read a dis-
patch written by N.R, Howard,
an American editor, after he
attended Mass offered by Pope
John in St. Peter's Basilica.
How movingly he wrote
about it can be indicated by
just one sentence from his
article:
"SOME OF IT (the Mass)
is almost unbearably beautiful,
such as the special anthems
by the huge antiphons! choirs
of men’s and boy-soprano
voices.”
The ritual doos have its own
way of speaking to us without
words—although sometimes, I
am aware, those who are not
Catholics find it pointlessly
pretentious and elaborate.
In any case, the Latin Mass
cannot possibly have the at-
traction for our neighbors that
it would have if the meaning
of the words—and therefore of
the ceremonies—came through
clearly.
IT IS ONE THING, for in
stance—a puzzling and per-
plexing thing to see priest
and people bending low, strik-
ing their breasts, and saying,
"Confiteor Deo omnipotenti
. . . quia peccavi nimis cog-
itatione, verbo, et opera” and
so on.
It is a very different thing
—a touching and enlightening
thing—to see Catholics making
the same gestures and hear
them praying, "1 confess to
Almighty (Jod. . . that 1
have sinned exceedingly in
thought, word and deed.”
TO TAKE another example,
"Quia tu cs, Deus, fortitude
mea. . . emitte lueem tuam”
seems to me rather certain to
bewilder, and perhaps to bore,
the visitor.
He would be neither be-
wildered nor bored, though—-
he would he uplifted—lf what
he heard was the same thing
in English:
“For thou, 0 God, art my
•trength. . .0 send out Thy
llcbt and Thv truth ”
li is sii with the I’ater Nosti-r
—that is, the Our Father, the
Lord’s Prayer.
IT IS so with everything in
the Mass. The Mass is not
only the central act of wor-
ship, praise and thanksgiving
in our Faith; it is also a liberal
education in the Scriptures, in
theology, in religion, in knowl-
edge and love of God, in love
of fellowmcn, in Jewish and
Christian history, and so on.
The liturgical year is a vast
flowing stream of all those
things and much more, carry-
ing us along in adoration and
petition, enlightening and in-
structing ua, and tilling our
minds with noble thoughts and
with ever deeper understand-
ing of the tremendous religious
realities which underline our
culture, our law, our art and
music and literature, and our
civilization.
THE MASS magnificently
joins the past with the pres-
ent; it is impossible for one
who is frequently at Mass, and
reads it in his own tongue, to
be other than a cultivated per-
son.
To know and love the
Mass is not only to be brought
closer to God; it is also to
see the vast sweep and scape
of human history unfolding be-
fore one’s eyes.
The Mass, indeed, is the
greatest educational force on
earth—or it would be if it were
in the language we understand.
Presently, we make do (when
we are not struggling with
Latin responses) by reading
the Mass in our translated
missals. But surely the time
has come to have the Mass in
our mother tongue.
Begin Training in the Arts
'At the Altar,' Sister Urges
0 FALLON, Mo. (NC) One reason for the shortage
of good Church art has been the failure of teachers to chan-
nel student ability, a nun-artist said here.
Sister Mary Leo of the liturgical center at the Sisters of
the Most Precious Blood motherhousc here said artists need
to function through the Church and primarily through her
sacred liturgy.
“THE 19TII century, in the long shadow of which we are
still living, witnessed the final secularization of the arts,”
she said.
"1 would suggest that we begin action at the altar,”
Sister Leo said.
"LET THE sodality groups, teams, youth organizations,
take the lead in this participation sing the chants, join
in the procession, offer their gifts as a unit, feel their im-
portance as a corporate, brotherly group in a unified wor-
ship. -
"Then they could translate the ‘|te mlssa cat' as their
command, 'Go, you are now sent out on a mission to car-
ry the rich inspiration you have received at the altar into
the creativity of . . , the arts.!’’
Teacher Heads New Brotherhood
By ANNE MAE BUCKLEY
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS
The priest in Powers Lake,
N. D.— population about 2,-
000, Catholic families about
25 has in the past few years
launched a school that covers
pre-kindergarten through jun-
ior college, a home for the
aged, a hotel that boards visi-
tors and lay apostles, an order
of Sisters, a program of cul-
tural activities for the com-
munity, and tangible plans for
a newspaper (a quonset hut
and a press) and a radio sta-
tion.
The newest feature of Cath-
olic life in Powers Lake will
be an order of Brothers whose
first superior will be a former
teacher at Bergen Catholic
High School, Oradcll. Said
Lawrence Rehill, 34, the day
before he left his home here lo
go to Powers Lake: "I enjoyed
teaching very much but I
wanted to dedicate myself
more completely."
REHILL, WHO will hence-
forth be known as Brother M.
Francis Vianncy, learned
about Rev. Frederick Nelson,
39, of Our Lady of the Prair-
ies, Powers Lake, through an
ad in a Catholic Newspaper.
"Help” wrote Father Nelson.
He went on to explain some-
thing of the situation in the
half-century old community,
where Catholics are viewed
with suspicion.
Father Nelson wanted
volunteers to aid him in his
ambitious works; he even
called for Catholic families to
simply move to Powers Lake
to help make an impact on the
area. Father Nelson Is a Cali-
fornia-born convert of Scan-
danavlan descent laboring in
an area where most of the
people are Scandanavian Prot-
estants.
Out of his correspondence
with Lawrence Rehill, and the
latter’s visit io Powers Lake
last June, grew the plans for
the formation of the Brothers
of the Third Order of St.
Francis of Our Lady of the
Prairies. With Brother
Vlanney when he set out last
week were three other men
he’s recruited (he’s advised
several others to visit Powers
Lake before making their de-
cision to join).
They will make a two-year
novitiate under the spiritual
direction of Father Nelson
while working in their aposto-
late. Brother Vlanney, who has
taught in elementary school
(Corpus Christi, here) second-
ary school (Bergen Catholic)
and who recently earned his
master’s degree in personnel
and guidance at Seton Hall
University, will be superinten-
dent of the school.
After the two years, they will
petition Bishop Hilary B.
Hacker of Bismarck, N.D., for
status as a diocesan Brother-
hood, so styled because their
apostolate will be to assist dio-
cesan priests.
NOBODY EXPECTS the
work in Powers Lake to be
easy, least of all soft-spoken
Brother Vianney. The winters,
he said, are fierce on the wind-
swept prairie around Powers
Lake, which lies about 40
miles south of the Canadian
border.
And to illustrate the hard-
feeling toward Catholics thero,
it was only at the opening'
of the old folks home, St.
Olaf'a Retreat, that one towns-
man spoke to Father Nelson
for the first time in 10 years
to say it was about time some-
one did something for the
senior citizens of the area.
Brother Vianney adds that
Catholic lay people wishing to
go into business must choose
an enterprise that does not
yet exist in Powers Lake, lest
further ill-feeling result from
an attempt to compete.
"There’s a pioneer spirit
in this work," Brother Francis
grim, obierving that two of
the original aettiera of the
town juat died thia year in
their 90a. "It's alao a little
like the early Chriatian com-
munity, trying to get atarted
in apite of opposition," he aaid.
THERE ARE INDEED
many almilaritlea between the
prairie parish and the cata-
comb The people are
active participants in the
liturgy and Father Nelson has
composed a congregational
“Mass of the People” using
music of popular hymns
to make it easy. About 15 lay
men and women, members of
the Third Order of St. Francis,
work full time without salary
in the various parish projects.
And then there are the two
Infant religious communities
the Sister* of Our Lady of the
Prairie*, begun two years ago
by two women in their mid-30s
and now ready to take their
first postulants; and the
Brotherhood just bom.
The Brother* will take four
vowt, as do the Sisters:
poverty, chastity, obedience
and devotion to the Blessed
Virgin. Brother Vianney and
Father Nelson have designed
a navy blue Franciscanstyle
habit whose cord is knotted in
four places to signify the vows.
Their requirements for can-
didates will be broad no age
limit (one of the initial can-
didates is a man in his mid-
50s who had cared for his
aged mother until her recent
death), and men who have
studied for a while In other,
orders will be accepted, pro-
vided their qualifications are
suitable.
The initial group in-
cludes two teachers, a prac-
tical nurse, and a foundry-
worker. (Brother Vlanney’»
friend, Alexander Bott of Has-
brouck Heights, will be the
Brothers’ liaison man in this
area.)
BROTHER VIANNEY, who
had just shipped a trunk and
17 cartons of books to North
Dakota, and was atill packing
his personal library,- couldn’t
be happier about the work that
faces him. "I feel very strongly
that the hand of God has been
in this all along," he said.
He himself was once
studying with a religious
order, and he feels this ex-
perience will be helpful
In launching the new Brother-
hood.
Step-by-step, he tracea
his preparation for his present
vocation, which was then un-
thought-of. His experience as a
lay teacher in Catholic schools,
his brief association with the
Association for International
Development (AID) in Pater-
son, his selection of guldance>
as his graduate field, his mem-
bership in the Third Order of
St. Francis at Assumption,
Wood Ridge, even his browsing
through the unfamiliar nsws*
paper which carried Father
Nelson’s ad for help.
M I didn't know why things
were happening the way thoy
did," Brother Vianney smiled,
"but now I know. God has
been preparing the way for
this."
Christmas Stamp
SYDNEY, Australia (NC)—
A Spanish wood carving of
the Madonna and Child will
be used on this year's Aus-
tralian Christmas postal
stamp.
OFF TO THE PRAIRIE - Lawrence Rehill, formerly a teacher
at Bergen Catholic High, packs his books before leaving
for North Dakota, where he will be known as Brother
M. Francis Vianney, first superior of anew Franciscan
community dedicated to Our Lady of the Prairies.
Cuban Children
Write of Home
rtvQI'AW'OCK - ’flu-re were several remarkable things
about tlie compositions the class wrote on the subject ot
"My Home.” They were Cuban refugee children being given
summer English instruction by two volunteers at Holy Spirit
parish here in a program begun by Rev, John Dericks, pastor,
First of all, it was heartening to their teachers, Mrs.
Jerry Costello and Frieda Wiseman, to see the progress the
youngsters had made in just three months of exposure to the
new language.
A good percentage of them rated a handsome red-pen-
cilled "Excellent” or "Very Good." All of them rated a star
for courage—for leaving the beloved homes that had given
security and joy to their childhood and being able to remem-
ber it all without tears. (Well, mostly without tears—one
little girl, the newest arrival, has done much weeping and
the best "composition” she could manage was her signature
below a clear rendition of her new address with foster
parents here.
ALMOST ALL the compositions contained lists of pets
and possessions left behind in Cuba. Samples: "I have B
rabbits, 2 horses. 3 canaries. 1 dog, 1 cat, 1 lamh, many
pigeons . . . My dog and cat are friends. They sleep to-
gether ...”
"
... I have six friends
...
We have three swings, one
ice-saw and a broken slide.”
"... In the back of the house we had orange and lemon
trees. We also had beautiful flowers ...”
THEY ALSO contained reminiscences of favorite pas-
timos of tlie old life
"
... In Cuba there is a beach (where) you can walk
aut very far with water to your waist ...”
"
... I rode my horse every weekend ..."
”... In Cuba we had much fun ..."
Then there were recollections not so pleasant: “
...
I
did not go to school for a long time in Cuba because Castro
is a bad man and my mother did not like him ..."
AM) FINALLY, poignant dreams of the future: "... My
hope is in God for my mother to come from Cuba ...”
One boy seemed to sum up the feelings of the children
brought here through Associated Catholic Charities of the
Paterson Diocese and placed with volunteer families of tho
area. He wrote, "I have very happy memories of Cuba, and
•Iso very sad ones.”
HERO TO MISSIONS - Rev.
Joseph W. Munro, first priest
from Arkansas to volunteer
for Latin America with So-
ciety of St. Jamei, is shown
above as he flew 75 World
War II missions, at right
blessing a baby in his rural
parish In Russellville, 60
miles from little Rock. With
the RAF and the U.S. Army
Air Force, he won five ma-
jor decorations.
ym. H . ‘ -A
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FRANCISCAN PILGRIMAGES
TO
SHRINES OF OUR LADY
CANADA: Six (oil days
Pric» include! 12 maals, first clan hotel accommodation!, transportation,
gratuities, and all taxes.
VI• Iti Montreal, Cap-de-la-Madeleine, St. Anno do Seaupre.
Leave i Return: J
September 10 September 15 $lO5
September 17 September 22 )
WASHINGTON:
P'lce include. 3 m.ali. Hi
gratuitie. and all laxei.
Thele pilgr imago. leave
Sunday, al about 9 P M.
Leave:
Octobor 5
October 19
October 26
Novembor 2
November 9
class hotel accommodations, transportation
>w York on Fridays at 6 30 PM. Returi
Return:
October 7
Octobor 21
October 28
November 4
November 11
$45
VISIT. The National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception, Famou. Fran-
cl.can Holy land Mana.tary and Catacomb., The Capitol, White Hou.e,
Tomb of Unknown Soldier, Mt. Vernon and other light, of National
Inlere.t,
A (hand. can Prleit U Chaplain on all pilgrimage..
Write or telephone for our complete folder
FRANCISCAN FAMILY CIRCLE
123 Wed 3lit Street - New York 1, N.Y.
PENNSYLVANIA 6-4685
BEHIND THE NAME..
[M
!} v. ✓ V
IL
v-
Jtational state Jatik
OF NEWARK
SPECIALIZED KNOWLEDGE OF
NEW JERSEY SINCE 1812
A bank Is part of the community, part of the community’s
affairs, its asplratious, and its oconomio growth. It must
know Intimately, and respond promptly to thebanking and
financial noods of ovory segment of Its community•»»fac-
tories, stores, homos, Institutions,and Individuals.
That Is National State’s concept of banking service
a coucopt that was Inaugurated 150 years ago by thegroilp
of businessmen, professional mon, and clvio leadore that
established tho bank to fostor the economic growth of
Essex Couuty.
22 bankingoffices serving New Jersey
The
NATIONAL STATE BANK
OF NEWARK
Irvington • Ornngq • Millburn-ShortHills
West Esscx-Caldwoll
Member Federal Deposit Iniururtce Corporatism
1812-1062
Our
Reception, Profession Held
For 18 Immaculata Candidates
PATERSON Eighteen
women advanced as Mission-
ary Sisters of the Immacu-
late Conception (Immaculata
Slaters) in ceremonies at the
motherhouse here.
The novices who professed
first vows are shown in the
top photo left to right: sitting,
Sister Patrice Marie Doherty,
Arlington, Mass.; Sister Mary
Karl Schmidt, Short Hills;
Sister Mary John Federle,
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Sister
Marie Olivet Cejka, Milwau-
kee, Wis.;
Standing, Sister Maria Ber-
nadette Collins, Philadelphia,
Pa.; Sister Mary Martha
Marsh, Litchfield, Conn.; Sis-
ter Jude Marie Morgan, West-
port, Conn.; Sister M. Peter
Damian, Woodside, N.Y.; Sis-
ter Mary Paul Abeln, Dallas,
Tex., and Sister Mary Louise
Ryan, Floral Park, N.Y.
POSTULANTS who re-
ceived the community habit
and new names are, in the
bottom photo, in usual order:
sitting, Mary Kay Amore,
Solon Mills, HI., now Sister
M. Jean Vianney; Marie Ne-
gri, Clifton, now Sister M.
Francis Damian, and Nancy
Tremblay, Springfield, Mass.,
now Sister M. Paula Theresa;
Standing are, Mary Con-
cede Carrafiello, Bridgeport,
Conn., now Sister M. Francis
Anthony; Mary Theresa
Kress, 'Rochester, N.Y., now
Sister Mary Michael; Mary
Kay Syon, Houston, Tex.,
now Sister Miriam Joseph;
Also, Janyne Johnston, Kal-
amazoo, Mich., now Sister
M. John Catherine, and Kath-
erine Blank, Hamden, Conn.,
now Sister M. Joseph Tbe-
rese.
NEW SISTERS - The ten Miiiionary Sisters of the Immaculate Conception above posed following profession of their
first vows.
THE HABIT - The eight new novices above received their religious names when they
received the habit of the Immaculate Sisters.
Roseland Sister
Off to Missions
PHILADELPHIA
- Sister
Imelda Marie, S.C.M.M., the
former Marilyn De Coster of
Roseland, has been assigned to
Our Lady of Coromoto Hospi-
tal, Maracaibo, Venezuela. She
will join the staff next month
as an accountant.
The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Francis T. DeCoster, Sis-
ter Imelda Marie attended Mt.
St. Dominic’s Academy, Cald-
well, before entering the Medi-
cal Mission Sisters here. A sis-
ter, Sister M. Lenore, is a
Caldwell Dominican and a
brother, Francis, is a Mary-
knoll seminarian.
SISTER IMELDA MARIE
Old English Churches
And How They Grew
ARCHES AND SPIRES, by
Alfred Duggan. Pantheon. 87
pages. $2.95
This is a book about old
churches and cathedrals in
England and how they came
to be built. It will have special
appeal for grade school chil-
dren with leanings toward his-
tory and art.
Beginning with Anglo-Saxon
times it traces the style of
churches up to the present
century. This is done in a
most delightful way as the au-
thor takes his reader on an
imaginary tour through the
dim, candle-lit churches of An-
glo-Saxon times, the monks’
cells in medieval churches,
and graceful basilicas that at-
test to the genius of the medi-
eval architects.
THE ORIGIN of church vo-
cabulary is explained. For ex-
ample, the word “nave” is de-
rived from the Latin meaning
“ship." The Anglo-Saxons
thought the body of a church
resembled the size of a ship.
Charcoal sketches and dia-
grams are visual assets and
explain many of the author’s
points. His literary style docs
not lack for enthusiasm or
elariry.
It will be a happy addition
to any youngster’s library.
Antoinette Tomanelli
Have You Read...?
Tbi following questions are based on articles in this
week s issue of The Advocate. The answers also indicate the
page on which the story can be found.
1. Immaculate Conception Seminary, Darlington, is observing
the close of a special anniversary. The seminary is
(a) 50 years old
(b) 100 years old
(c) 75 years old
2. When Brother Vianney arrives at Our Lady of the Prairies
Powers Lake, N.D., he will be faced with
(a) rugged winters
(b) non-Catholic resentment
(c) pioneer conditions
3. For the first time in the history of ecumenical councils
the U. S. will represent a church
(a) fully come of age
(b) still classed as mission territory
(c) just coming to age
4. Father Cahill of St. Mary’s, Closter, is leaving to serve
as a recruiter for the missions in
(a) Brazil
(b) Argentina
(c) Peru
•(I afsd ‘(a)-j, !i aSrd
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2 Jerseyans
Celebrate
Anniversary
NEW BRITAIN, Conn.-Two
former parishioners of Our
Lady of Czestochowa, Harri-
son, celebrated silver jubilees
as Daughters of Mary of the
Immaculate Conception at the
motherhouse here. They are
Sister Mary Roberta and Sis-
ter Mary Thomas. The occa-
sion was marked with a Mass
of Thanksgiving.
Sister Mary Roberta, daugh-
ter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Kluccwicz of Harrison,
has taught in elementary
schools staffed by the commu-
nity in Connecticut, Massachu-
setts and New Jersey. She is
currently stationed at St. Hed-
wig’s, Elizabeth.
Recipient of a bachelor’s de-
gree from Fordham Universi-
ty, Sister Mary Roberta is
working on her master’s at Sc-
ton Hal] University.
SISTER MARY Thomas, the
daughter of Mrs. Mary Osin-
ski and the late Joseph Osinski
of Kearny, is on the faculty of
Mary Immaculate Academy,
New Britain, Conn. The acad-
emy librarian, she also
teaches social studies and bus-
iness.
Sister Mary Thomas receiv-
a B.S. degree from St. Joseph
College, West Hartford, Conn.,
an M.A. from Boston College
and an M.L.S. from St. John's
University.
The 1962 graduating class of
Mary Immaculate Academy
dedicated the yearbook, “The
Laudmarian,” to Sister Mary
Thomas in recognition of her
work at the school.
A LITTLE WARM - Martha, whose sense of humor belies her
shyness, made her mom, Mrs. Ambrose Cunningham, try
on the parka she bought for wear in the Alaska mission.
Receive Religious Habit
HARRIMAN, N. Y.—Eleven
alumnae of Holy Rosary Acad-
emy, Union City, were among
the 19 young women who re-
ceived the habit of the Sisters
of the Catholic Apostolate here
Sept. 1.
The North Jersey girls arc:
Grace Berbcrich, North Ber-
gen, now Sister M. Do Chan-
tal; Charlene Bolcik, Fort Lee,
now Sister M. Benedict; Cath-
erine Butler, Cliffside Park,
now Sister Ritamary; Lynda
Dudas, Cliffside Park, now Sis-
ter M. David;
ALSO, Sharon Durkee, Union
City, now Sister M. Imelda;
Adeline Ferrara, Brooklyn,
now Sister Peter Ann; Mari-
anne Greening. Bcrgenficld,
now Sister M. Daniel; Francos
Margiotta, West New York,
now Sisfor M. Charlene;
Also, Mary Monahan, Union
City, now Sister Thomas Ann;
Grace O'Brien, Long Island,
now Sister Gabrielle Marie;
and Dorothy Pinglora. Saddle
Brook, now Sister M. Ray-
mond.
The new novices will contin-
ue studies at Queen of the
Apostles College, Harriman,
N. Y.
School, Hackensack, Alaska and YourDreams
By JUNE DWYER
That old school bell has rung
again and the parade lms
started back to the classroom.
For the first few days at least
the conversation will center on
what you have been doing
during the summer and what
you plan to do during the new
school year. ,
We’d like to get in on that
conversation. We met someone
on our travels this summer
whom we think ytm would like
to meet too. She is someone
who is doing something very
exciting during the new school
year.
Our conversation-piece lives
in Hackensack. Her name is
Martha Cunningham and she
says that she is “completely
normal.”
Perky, young Martha Cun-
ningham said she had al-
ways been shy and was just
coming out of her shell. Her
first big step in that direction
was taken last week when she
boarded a plane for Alaska to
give one year of her life to
the missions.
Martha is 20 but she looks
more like a high school stu-
dent. She has worked in the
personnel section of the Ber-
gen County Road Department
for two years in a job that
she loves.
“I can walk to work in 17
minutes,” Martha said, “and
the people in the office are
wonderful. I've taken a leave
of absence and plan to return.
I always wanted to do office
office work so I took
business courses in school.”
MARTHA went to Holy Trin-
ity Grade School and High
School. She had to transfer to
Hackensack High when Trin-
ity closed. In high school she
was on the library council
and worked in the Hacken-
sack Library, but mostly kept
to herself.
“I wits just plain shy," she
said. “I don’t know what I
kept busy doing, but I was al-
ways busy.”
Family life took a great deal
of time. Martha is the oldest
of five girls. The others are
Mary Anne 17, Liz 14, Vir-
ginia 10 and Margaret 8.
“Home was always fun," Mar-
tha added.
ONE DAY Martha picked
up Extension magazine and
read about the need for young
women to work in Alaska with
the Jesuit Fathers. She made
her decision to volunteer
quickly and was accepted al-
most as fast.
Martha volunteered for one
school year to work in the
office. She flew to Anchorage
where she will be met and
taken to the Copper Valley
School, Glennallen, which is
about 189 miles away from
Anchorage.
There are 10 young women
going this year to assist the
Sisters and the priests. Mar-
tha doesn’t really know many
of the details. She knows there
were 13 students in last year’s
first graduating class and that
she will receive $4 a month
salary.
“They also told us they will
provide anything at all we
need," the slim freckle-faced
missionary said. "And we
have been promised four
weekends a year in Anchor-
age so we will be able to keep
in touch with civilization.”
GLENNALLEN Is located
on one of the five Alaskan
highways and the school has
its own plane and an emer-
gency landing field. Martha
was told to bring normal win-
ter clothing—she naturally
bought a parka—and was as-
sured she would not freeze.
The reaction of friends has
varied from “What, are you
crazy?” to “Wonderful, I wish
1 could go with you."
Martha's reasons for going
are simple: “I can spare a
year—l’m going to be doing
something for someone.”
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SAINT PETER'S COLLEGE
THE CO-EDUCATIONAL EVENING PROGRAM
in LIBERAL ARTS
in BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
APPLY NOW for FALL 1962 SEMESTER
TO BE SURE OF A PLACE IN THE PROGRAM
. . . Applications accepted now through
September 14 as long as space permits
. . . Write for Catalogue or stop at McDermott Hall
• _ Monday through Thursday, 6100 to 8:30 P.M.
HUDSON BOULEVARD JERSEY CITY 6, N. J.
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... with purchase of $3.98 or more in school supplies. Offer good
from August 23rd to September 30th.
Loose Leaf Note Books
School Bags
Attache Cases
School Fillers
Spiral Note Books
Globes
Pencil Sharpeners
Pens, Pencils, Ballpoints
Drawing Supplies
Pencil Boxes
Filing Supplies
Smith Corona Typewriters
MORAN'S
"CONTINUOUSLY SINCE 1913"
28 BROAD ST. BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
SUMMER HOURS (through Sept. 30th.)
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PARENTS'
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wonderful
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Young America's Finoit Fitting Shoot
Jumping Jacks’ flexible yet sturdy construction,
exclusive size grading and snug-hug heel mean a world
of comfort and good fit for active, growingfeet. I
You’ll know a world of confidence when your child
Is wearing “Young America’s Finest Fitting Shoes.”
Sensibly priced and §6.95 to §8.95
Expertly fitted at:
Atcort,nf to ““ .
W. havo uniform shoot to moot rtquir.m.nti of mail parochial schools.
• Doctor'! Protcriptilont Flll.d •r
77 Year's Experience in Correct Shot Fitting
Children's Shosland
ORANGE
232 MAIN STREET
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Saturday 'til 6
• Free Parking Rear of Both. Stores • Air Conditioned
(AST ORANGE
616 CENTRAL AVE.
Open Thun. Eva.
Saturday 'til 6
SETON HALL
UN IVERSITY
COURSES IN
SOUTH ORANGE
Leading
To The Master's Degree
Late Afternoon,
Evening A Saturday Claseee
•
PALL SEMESTER BEGINS
SEPTEMBER 13
REGISTRATION STARTS
SEPTEMBER 4
Co*ptflrt» Schoolof Bahai
And r
~
Asian Stahl
Cbemfcty
School of Maoaßoa
Administration and Supeniska
Becnentary Education
General Profession! ShoAoa
Personnel aod GnMaoce
Rehabilitation Bnwnwfcy
Secondary Edocation
SpedaJ Education
Spoedi Pathology aod Addfchar
OOoaof Qradnto
BETON HALL UNMBMMY
South Orangey N. J.
Tctephoo* SO 30000
North Jersey Date Book
&bU.?|yj&ja ™. l> ,£• lnvltad to make u» of thl.•arvlco. Wa wIU noed tha nama of tha apeaker (If any)and topic* and tha nama of tha chairman.
Information racaivad by 10 a.m. on Monday of tha
publication will ba includad in tha Data Book
SEPT. 5
Bt. Thomas the Apoitle Rosary, Bloomfield
Meeting, 8:30; League of Women Voters panel
on: “Does New Jersey Need a Broad-base
tax?”
St. Theresa’s Rotary, Kenilworth Meeting, 8
p.m., church auditorium; election of con-
vention delegates.
SEPT. «
St. Mlchael’i, St. Ann’s Society, Paterson
Meeting, 8 p.m.
SEPT. •
Court Fleming, CDA Author’s tea, 3-5 p.m.,
St John’s, Orange; Mary C. Kanane, author
of “Come Along With Me,” and national CDA
secretary; Allan Bradley, circulation manager
of Hie Advocate will speak.
SEPT. 10
St Joseph’s Home for the Blind Women’s Aur-
Diary, Jersey City - Meeting, Home, 8 p.m.
Sacred Heart Rosary, Vallaburg -Meeting.
8:30 p.m., school hall.
SEPT. 11
St. Elizabeth’s College, Morris Alumnae
Dinner-meeting, Stouffer’s, - Short Hills; Julia
Read, college personnel director, speaker.
Greenville Council Columbiettes Meeting,
club chambers, 8 p.m.
' SEPT. 12
Holy Name Hospital, Central Auxiliary, Teaneck
Executive meeting, l p.m.; regular meet-
ing, 1:45.
Rev. Hilary J. Stephan Post No. 412, C.W.V.
auxiliary Meeting, Hibernians Hall, Eliz-
abeth, 8:30 p.m.
SEPT 15
Court Loyola, CDA -Day of recollection,
Queen of Peace Retreat House, Newton, 8:30-
4:30 p.m.; Mrs. Elizabeth Maloney, South Or-
ange, chairman.
SEPT. 16
Marians of Kearny Hawaiian luau, Towers
Restaurant, Cedar Grove.
1 SEPT. 17
Good Counsel Rosary, Washington Township
Meeting, 8:30.
All Souls Gives
22 Diplomas
MORRISTOWN Twenty,
two students nurses from All
Souls Hospital School of Nurs-
ing will graduate Sept 8 at 8
P.m. in Assumption Church
here. Rev. Walter P. Alger,
0.P., hospital chaplain, will
present the graduates to Bish-
op McNulty..who will confer
the diplomas.
Rev. Edward Lodge Curran
of St. Joseph’s, Brooklyn, will
speak. The schola cantorum of
Villa Walsh, Morristown, will
sing,
The graduates will attend 8
a.m. Mass in the hospital
chapel Sept. 6 followed by a
breakfast in the dining room.
Rev, Martin Rauscher, 0.5.8.,
of SL Paul’s Abbey, Newton,
will celebrate the Mass.
AFTER GRADUATION, WHAT? - Five June graduates of
St. Aloysius Academy, Jersey City, pictured above with
Sister Mary Canice, principal, have the answer. The
girls from left, Phyllis, Lepre, Evelyn Foley, Patricia
Conroy, Joyce Muskin and Barbara Karaway togetherwith a sixth, Geraldine Swiney (not pictured) are enter-
ing religious life this month.
Kansas Charities
Accept Union Girl
XAVIER, Kan.—Anne Tem-
ple of Sacred Heart, Rochelle
Park, was received in the no-
vitiate of the Sisters of Charity
of Leavenworth here.
Ten Felicians Profess
Final Vows in Lodi
LODI Ten Felician Sisters
made final profession of vows
at the Immaculate Conception
motherhouse chapel here.
Principals at the occasion,
above left to right, are:
sitting. Sister Mary Victima,
Our Lady of Mt. Carmel,
Bayonne; Mother Mary
Virginette, provincial superior;
Rev. Joseph Landowski,
0.F.M., chaplain and speaker;
Rev. Joseph J. Przczdziecki of
Immaculate Conception Semi-
nary, Darlington, celebrant of
the Mass; Sister Mary Aniela,
novice mistress, and Sister
Mary Antonelle, Our Lady of
Czestochowa, Jersey City;
STANDING, Sister Mary
Josetta, St. Hcdwig’s, Trenton,
Sister Mary Loren, Holy Ro-
sary, Passaic; Sister Mary
Cynthia, Queen of Peace, May-
wood; Sister Mary Alexine,
Holy Rosary, Baltimore, Md.;
Also Sister Mary Regis, Holy
Rosary; Sister Mary
Michaelita, Mt. Carmel, Bay-
onne; Sister Mary Teresita,
Dunellcn, and Sister Mary
Eugenette, Sacred Heart Irv-
ington.
REUNION - Ten Felician Sisters gathered at the Im-
maculate Conception Motherhouse, Lodi, to make pro-
fession of their final vows.
At Sister Formation:
Urges More Training
NORMANDY, Mo. (NC)
Sisters must be well trained in-
tellectually and spiritually to
be effective in bringing the
world to Christ, Joseph Cardi-
nal Ritter told a Sister Forma-
tion graduation class here.
The Archbishop of St. Louis
cited the Sister Formation
movement as a “providential
thing” as 57 Sisters represent-
ing eight religious communi-
nities were graduated from
Marillac College, the nation’s
first Sister Formation college.
SISTER FORMATION is a
movement to improve the spir-
itual and professional training
of Religious. Marrillac College
is conducted by the Daughters
of Charity of St. Vincent de
Paul, with a faculty Including
nun-professors from other re-
ligious communities. '
Cardinal Ritter described the
modern world as “doting on
excellence” and told the Sis-
ters "that is the world you
have to win for Christ."
“We’re net dealing with the
world of long ago, and it will
not be brought to Christ by
mere pious exhortations,” he
said. "But if you show appre-
ciation for the intellectual life
the things worldly minded
people also consider of value
... they will gain a different
concept of Religious."
MSGR. JAMES T. Curtin, St.
Louis archdiocpsan school su-
perintendent, remarked that
the Sister’s apostolate today is
that of the mind.
"She must bring to her work
a well-organized spiritual life,
a well-organized intellectual
life. Our Sisters must equal or
surpass those in the secular
order. A second-rate prepara-
tion and a second-rate per-
formance are not sufficient to-
day. The work of the aposto-
late, if It is to be effective, is
to be found in the spiritual life
of the Religious," he said.
SISTER M. STEPHEN, O.S.F.
Oradell Sister
To Recite Vows
SPRINGFIELD, 111. _ Sister
M. Stephen, 0.5.F., the former
Anne Marie Carlino of Oradell,
will pronounce perpetual vows
as a Hospital Sister of the
Third Order of St. Francis at
St.- Francis of Assisi Church
here Sept. 8.
18 Filippinis Receive Habit
MORRISTOWN Eighteen
postulants received the habit
of the Pontifical Institute of
the Religious Teachers
Filippini in the motherhouse
chapel here Sept. 2. Archbish-
op Boland presented the habits
to the new novices.
Principals in the occasion
above, left to right, are: seat-
ed, Sister Barbara
ton; Sister Erma Cusma,
Tuckahoe, N.Y.; Sister Anna
Marie Alonzi, Paterson; Sister
Katherine Jonata, general
counsellor; Mother Ninetta
lonata, superior general;
Archbishop Boland, Mother
Carolina Jonata, provincial;
Also Sister Vanda Emillani,
novice mistress; Sister Linda
Enzor, Hartford, Conn.; Sister
Joanne Laurenza, Wallingford,
Conn., and Sister Sylvia
Feliciano, Elizabeth;
STANDING, Sister Gene-
vieve Augostine, Newcastle,
Pa.; Sister Marilyn Parmelee,
North Bergen; Sister Joanne
Bocchino, Belleville; Sister
Gail Jogeese, Maywood; Sis-
ter Iris Ann Micatrotto, Cleve-
land, Ohio; Sister Louise
Masserini, Trenton;
Also, Sister Judith Renzo,
Long Branch; Sister Mary
Louise Scalise, New Britain,
Conn.; Sister Claire Tromba,
Torrington, Conn.; Sister Ann*
Menditto, New Britain; Sister
Mary Ann Lucarelli, Cleve-
land, and Sister Patrid*
Burke, Maywood.
NEW JERSEY’S first Cath-
olic school was founded in
1799 in Trenton.
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attache' case
This Is a must for
every businessman
and very useful for
everybody as an over-
night bag. Choice of
black or brown plas-
tic trimmed with
attractive hardware.
DAWN'S LIGHT BLANKET
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SETON HALL UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
ANNOUNCES
REMEDIAL READING AND
READING IMPROVEMENT
FOR:
Children and High School Students
College Students and Adults
FALL SESSION 1962
Selon Hall University offers remedial and developmental
reading programs during the late afternoon for ele-
mentary and high school students. An evening course,
RD-1, Reading improvement, will bo hold for college
students and adults.
Applications will be accepted until September 10, 1962.
Testing, Interviews, and dassos will be held at the read-
ing Center located In McQuaid Hall on the South Or-
ange Campus.
For application and further information, contact:
Mr. Anthony B. Suraci
Director of Reading Center
Seton Hall University
South Orange, New Jersey
Telephone: SO 2-9000. EXT. 171
o
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Mandatory Protector
Is Key Rules Change
NEWARK A number of
changes in rules governing
scholastic football will go into
effect when the North Jersey
Cathdlic schools start play in
a couple of weeks.
The one which has caused
the most interest and which
requires the most preparation,
is that which makes wearing
of a mouth and tooth protector
mandatory.
IN PREVIOUS years, some
players wore mouthpieces, but
the practice wasn’t too com-
mon. Studies in recent years
have indicated that injuries to
the dental area can be reduced
and practically eliminated, ac-
cording to Dr. John G. Carr,
D.D.S., secretary of the New
Jersey State Dental Society.
A report by Dr. Carr says
that 53% of all football injuries
are in the face and dental
area. Of this 53%, more than
one-half involve the dental
area, he adds.
There are three types from
which schools can select for
the players. They include
stock,' a “U”-shaped rim with a
trough into which the teeth
rest; mouth-formed, a “U”-
shaped plastic or rubber rim
with a trough filled with a soft
plastic material that, when
formed over the teeth,
contains their imprint, and
custom-fitted, which is made
on a model of the individual’s
mouth.
IN RELATION to this area
of injury, officials have been
advised to enforce more strict-
ly the rule regarding grasping
a face mask. Equipment man-
facturers also plan to make
the face masks closer to the
face, giving less room for
grabbing.
Regarding the game itself,
anew rule will go into effect
prohibiting the swinging of
the arms faster than the body
while blocking. This is to elim-
inate some of the flying elbows
which often inflict facial injur-
ies.
Marist Names
Campanelli
To Cage Post
BAYONNE Louis Cam-
panelli of Kenilworth has been
appointed head basketball
coach at Marist High School,
it was announced this week by
Brother Victor, F.M.S., prin-
cipal.
A graduate of Springfield
Regional High School, Cam-
panelli has been freshman
football and basketball coach
at Hillside High School the
past two years. He will suc-
ceed Jim Deveney as Marist
basketball coach.
Campanelli received his phy-
sical education degree from
Montclair State College and is
presently taking graduate
studies there. He will teach
this subject at Marist in addi-
tion to his coaching duties.
Queensmen
Add 2 Foes
NORTH ARLINGTON-Two
newcomers appear on Queen
of Peace High School’s 1962
football schedule. The Queens-
men, who will open with their
traditional night game at Har-
rison Sept. 21, have Marist and
Cardinal, Spellman of New
York listed this season.
The new schools replace St.
Luke’s and Our Lady of the
Valley, 1961 opponents of
Queen of Peace. Besides the
Harrison contest, a second
night game is planned, Oct. 12
with St. Joseph’s.
The complete schedule is as
follows:
Sept. 21. at Harrison (8 p.m.); 30.
Immaculate.
Oct. 7. at St. Cecilia's •; 12. St. Jo-
•eph'a (WNY) (8 p.m.)j 2h Maristj
28. at Eton Bosco •.
Nov. 4. Cardinal Spellman; 11. at
Bergen Catholic •; 22. at Pope Plus •
(10:30 ajn.).
• Tri-County Catholic Conference
Form Savings Unit
MANILA (NC) A savings
and loan association has been
launched here by the Catholic
Teachers Guild of the Philip-
pines.
Essex Catholic, Seton Hall to Clash
In Eagles’ Initial Football Campaign
NEWARK—One of the high-
lights on a rugged first-year
schedule planned by Essex
Catholic High School's football
team will be a battle with
Seton Hall Oct. 21 at Schools
Stadium.
The Eagles, who played the
sport for the first time on a
junior varsity level last year,
will start with Bergen Catholic
Sept. 30 and finish with Our
Lady of the Valley Thanksgiv-
ing Day.
Essex Catholic is the only
one of 21 North Jersey Catholic
varsity teams with an all-
Catholic schedule.
SETON HALL, which will be-
gin the previous week at
Bloomfield, has another
change besides the addition of
Essex Catholic. The Pony
Pirates, who will play nine
games this year instead of
eight as they did in 1961, have
taken on Red Bank Catholic
in place of Hackensack.
The South Orange school will
conclude its slate, as usual,
with its big traditional contest
with St. Benedict’s Nov. 18 at
Schools Stadium.
The Essex Catholic schedule
follows:
aJjUI- , Btrifn Cthollc atSchool* Stadium.
7* * l St. Benedict’*; 13. at
gHSSi.SeUm Hall at
C Con«pUoSUdiUmi
No. 4 Si. Cecilia's] 11, at Car-dlnal Spellman IN. Y.li 18. at St.
Mary a. 23. at Our Lady of tha Val-
ley <ll a.nv).
The Seton Hall schedule
follows:
S 1 Sept. 22. at Bloomfield: 28. at Eait
Oct. e. at Red Bank CattaoUc: 13,
at Bergen Catholic; 21. at Essex
Catholic; 28, at Pope Plui.
Nov - 4. Immaculate Conception;
'rvlntton: is. va. St. Bene-
dict a at Schoola stadium.
Track Conference
Plans Election
JERSEY CITY - Represen-
tatives of the 24 member par-
ishes of the North Jersey Cath-
olic Elementary Track Confer-
ence will elect a president and
other officers Sept. 12 at 8
p.m. at St. Paul of the Cross
auditorium.
The conference will begin its
initial year of operation with a
cross country relay carnival
Oct. 7. Plans for this and three
other fall meets will also be
discussed.
sports spot
Straying Off Course
by ed woodward
Mens sana in corpore sano.
Translated that means: A
sound mind in a sound body.
That philosophy gives athletics
a place in education and,
therefore, In our schools.
WHEN ONE IS neglected
for the other, the philosophy
strays from course and a re-
appraisal is needed. Such may
be the case with high school
football.
Football more than any
other scholastic sport Is in-
creasingly dominated by a
"must win” policy, almost to
Ihe exclusion of any other ob-
jective. Of course, this is a
general statement which can
not be applied in all cases, but
where the shoe fits. . .
Tha tragic death of Edward
Lucas, a 15-year-old St.
Cecilia's (E) student, at an
illegal football training camp
last week has brought mixed
reaction.
Examples arc:
• The New Jersey State In-
terscholastic Athletic Associa-
tion should hand.down a stiff
punishment, i.e., probation or
suspension.
• Everybody else is doing
it, so why pick on St. Cecilia’s.
• There should be strict
policing and enforcement of
the rule.
• Either permit training In
late August or delay the start
of the season until Oct. 1
to provide better conditioning.
In all probability, the NJS-
IAA will put St. Cecilia's on
probation when it meets next
week to discuss the case.
Thus, the school will be un-
able to participate in any state
championship event and none
ot its athletes or teams will
eligible for any state
championships for the period
of the probation (usually one
year).
Is the punishment suitable?
Last season, St. Cedilla’s had
one of its finest football teams,-
and still did not take a state
championship. Even a repeat
of that performance, on or off
probation, would leave the
Saints without a championship.
But, with a probation, the
basketball team couldn’t play
in the state tournament,
wrestlers couldn’t enter the
state tournament, the track
team couldn’t enter the state
tournament and the baseball
team couldn’t enter the state
tournament.
IN EFFECT, the team re-
sponsible for the probation be-
ing inflicted would feel its re-
sults least, and most likely not
at all. It would seem more
logical to impose some penalty
which would be directed pri-
marily at the sport involved
in the violation.
What prompted Coach Ralph
Cavaluccl to ask for and school
authorities to allow the start
of a training camp one week
before the established date?
They felt that three weeks
wasn’t enough time in which
to prepare the players for tho
coming season.
In that opinion, they have
much company —some of it
medical. The end then is a
good one— get the players in
top condition so they can with-
stand this tough, body-contact
sport. However, the means
violating a rule is wrong.
The sound body may be pro-
moted by the extra practice,
but can the sound mind be en-
couraged by leading impres-
sionable youths to believe a
good end can justify a bad
means?
IF YOU can believe some
of the "off the record”
comments, many schools vio-
late this rule regarding prac-
tice. This would indicate that
they believe more practice is
needed, or they want an edge
on the honest coach.
The NJSIAA isn’t some
body foreign to the schools
which sets down its own rules
and regulations. It is just a
composite of its members
the schools. If the majority
want something, they can
vote it into law.
If so many are against the
limited practice period, let
them propose legislation to
change the by-laws. Other-
wise let them abide by the
law. What is at stake is the
education of young men.
REV. JUNIPER Serra,
0.F.M., spent 35 years in the
Mexican and Californian mis-
sion fields before his death in
1784.
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NEW YORK
Dining At Its Best
GILHULY'S
RESTAURANT and BAR
<Twt 1803)
Delldona Lunch eonj md Dinner*
•erred In Homelike Atmoapbere
Dali* end SUNDAY. Air Cond.
Convenient to Collmam A Theater*
Choice Wlnee and Liquor*. Muaak
SPECIAL FACILITIES FOR
PRIVATE PARTIES
ACCOMMODATINO IS to M
m Rlehth Ay*., at 4Sth St.
NEW YORK CITY
STATION WAGON
HEADQUARTERS
MITAL BODIES FROM )298
All Makes
and Models
PACE MOTORS
47 CENTRAL AVE.
EAST ORANGE
IST. 1»1|
VOLVO
nowin *62
New B-18 Power Series
o
Test Drive A Volvo This Weekl
New engine... lots more
economy... still the same
fabulous Swedish quality!
A product of sopor*
twodlsh on* Inoorln*
PAUL'S
MOTOR SALES
R». 208 A Goffle Road
Hawthorn* > HA 7-2530
The BLOOMFIELD
BOWL-O-MAT
NOW OPEN
FEATURING
40 BRUNSWICK GOLD CROWN LANES
96 Arlington Avenue - Bloomfield, N.J,
For Ino. Call GEO,. KAZIMIER, Mgr.
PI 8-6080
NOW BOOKING FOR 1962-63 SEASON
Saint Peter's Institute
144 GRAND STREET, JERSEY CITY, N. J.
of Industrial Relations
HEnderson 4-4400 • DElaware 2-9245
MONDAY NIGHT COURSES
FIRST PERIOD—8:00 to 8:55 P.M.
THE DYNAMICS OF "DOING"
Thi* course coven the field of potential leader-
ship, personal Initiative, motivation, method,
obstacles, aids, specif- wlll|am w oonoyaß ,ic targets, a bit of
philosophy, the mean-
ing of "doing."
Aniitant Director
The Institute
Rev. William J. Smith, SJ.
Director,
The Institute
The LANDRUM-GRIFFIN LAW
Authentic Analysis and
Interpretation.
Thomas A. Oilmartin
Compliance Officer
U. S. Dept, of Labor
Newark Area
SECOND PERIOD—9:OS to 10:00 P.M.
7. CASE HISTORIES IN LEADERSHIP
Guest Instructors:
Joseph L. Rhodes DPaul Jennings
Diet. #4, lUE. AFI-CIO
Andrew W. Kmec
United Steelworkers
William Martin
Ind. Relations Consultant
Gerald P. Mische
Assn. Inti. Development
Marine Fabricating
Neil S. Sullivan
Whippony, N. J.
Chris P. Sutich
Legion of Mary
Aloysius Whalen
Union Official
8. PROTECTING YOUR PENSION
An important subject handled
by an expert. vinctn , F o'Horo
Vice-President
Martin E. Segal & Cos.
New York City
9. ARBITRATION IN ACTION
"MORE" about WORKING CONDITIONS
(Day-to-day role of Shop Steward
and Supervisor)
Joseph Puxo
Field Representative
lUE, AFL-CIO
LEARN TO TALK THROUGH THE
"LISTENING" METHOD
Facts-How to Get Them
How to Use Them
John C. Damico (*•)
i New York Telephone Cos.
New York City
William Martin (# )
Industrial Relations Consultant
Bayonne, N. J.
ALL about UNFAIR LABOR PRACTICES
under THE TAFT-HARTLEY LAW
William B. Morley (*)
Port of New York Authority
Legal Staff
EFFECTIVE THINKING
Timed Thinking Tests to improve
your Mental Alertness
James Ward
Vice-President,
Valois Guild
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Principles and Practice
in the Art of Arbitration.
George M. Duggan (*)
Attorney
Newark, N. J.
10. THE UNION-MANAGEMENT CONTRACT -
YOU MUST LIVE WITH IT
11.
Make It A Good One—
Here's How.
Frank J. Doyle
Relations Manager
Curtiss-Wright
East Paterson, N. J.
John Tomlinson
Personnel Director
Continental Baking Cos.
Paterson, N. J.
EVERYDAY LAW FOR THE LAYMAN
Practical points on laws that
pertain to the average citizen
in his daily life, John p Wol , h
Attorney
Herrigel, Bolan & Herrigel
Millburn, N. J
12. CHRISTIAN LIVING (+ )
(Personality and Public life of
Christ the Carpenter)
Do You Know Christ?
What Does He Mean to You?
(f)R.quir.d courll to quality for Rev. Henry Hotfen, J J.
the Rev. Daniel F. X. Hart, 5.J., St. Peter’s Prep
Memorial Medal. Jersey City
rtie lingl, ail.fill, (‘) denotes o lacully member who hoi rendered five /.on or more
ol lailhlul service. A doub/e asterisk (“) indicoles Itiol ihe Imhuctor bos served lor
fen
years or more.
WEDNESDAY EVENING SESSIONS (Note the new time) 8:00 to 9:15 P.M.
"IN THE COURT OF PUBLIC OPINION"
Rev. William J. Smith, S.J
Sept. 26 "TV ON TRIAL"
For the Prosecution:
••n Kubosik
£ ntertainment Editor
NEWSDAY - long Island
For the Defense:
W Edmund Cramer
Director, Public Affairs
C B S
New York City
Oct. 3 "LANDRUM-GRIFFIN LAW ON TRIAL"
For the Prosecution:
Thomas Parsonnot
Union Attorney
Newark, N. J.
For the Defense:
William O'loughlln
Aroa Dlroctor. N Y C.
U. S. Dopt. of labor
Oct. 10 "BUILDING TRADES UNIONS ON TRIAL"
For the Prosecution:
Vincent J. Apruiztse
Attorney
NJ. Contractors' Ann.
For the Defames
Jamas McHugh
Vice-President
Inti. Bro. Bricklayers
Oct. 17 "THIRTY-FIVE HOUR WEEK ON TRIAL"
For the Prosecution:
Donald Orabowskl
Industrial Relation! Specialist
NJ. Manufacturars Assn.
For the Defames
Joal Jacobson
Vico-Prasident
Naw Jersey AFI-CIO
Courses open to all regord/eis e
qutred to form a class 15 A
•' who fulfill the requirements
Presiding
Oct. 24 "THE JFK NEW LABOR FRONTIER
ON TRIAL"
For the Prosecution:
Edward J. Dannabarg
Vlca-Praildanl
Tung Sol Elactrlc Cos.
Nawork, N. J.
For the Defense:
Sam Di Übaldi
Daputy Commltlionar of lobor
Slata of tfaw Jaraay
Oct. 31 "MR. X ON TRIAL"
For the Prosecution:
Thomas Gallagher
labor Columnist
Nawork Stor ledger
For the Defense:
Jamas lamb
Director
Assn, for International Development
Peterson, N. J.
Nov. 7 "SUPREME COURT JUSTICE BLACK
ON TRIAL"
For the Prosecution:
John J. Bracken (•)
Attorney
Newark, N. J.
For the Defense:
Richard f. long
Attorney
New York City
Nov. 14 "COLLECTIVE BARGAINING ON TRIAL"
For the Prosecution:
Alfred Brent
The Pall Corporation
Glen Cove, N. Y.
For the Defensei
Prank J. Doyle
Industrial Relations Manager
Curtiss>Wright
Past Paterson, N. J.
creed or color. Minimum numbor of ifudenfs re-
vpltlion rdtd each year fo those
Classes Begin: Monday, September 24th and Wednesday , September 26th • Register NOW • TOTAL COST: SIX DOLLARS
In Papal Letter
Stouts Goal: Faithful to Duty
VATICAN CITY (NC) - The
Holy See hat urged Italy’* ex-
plorer scouts to cultivate "ab-
solute faithfulness to duty.”
The message was sent to the
sixth National Encampment of
the Explorer Scouts of Italy in
a letter written by the Papal
Secretary of State, Amleto
Cardinal Cicognanl.
The scouts were called upon
to cultivate “with untiring ap-
plication the great duty of re-
ciprocal loyalty, of absolute
faithfulness to duty and es-
pecially of brotherly love
which daily seeks to concretise
itself in good actions.”
THE LETTER accompanied
the following prayer composed
for the scouts by Pope John
XXIII:
“Oh Mary! May your name
be on my lips and in my heart
from the beginning of my life.
From my infancy I have
learned to love you as a
mother, to invoke you in times
of danger, to trust in your in-
tercession.
"You read in my heart the
desire which I have to search
for truth, to practice virtue,
to be prudent and Just, strong
and patient and to be a
brother to all. Oh Mary! Sus-
tain me in my determination
to live as a faithful follower
of Jesus for the edification of
Christian society and for the
rejoicing of the Holy Catholic
Church.
”1 salute you, Mother, in the
morning and at night. I in-
voke you along the road (of
life). and from you T await
the inspiration and comfort to
crown the sacred duties of my
earthly vocation, to give glory
to God, to achieve eternal sal-
vation.
"Oh MaryI Like you at
Bethlehem and Oolgotha, I
too wish to remain always at
the side of Jesus.
"He Is the Immortal King
of the centuries and of peo-
ples. Amen.”
A partial indulgence of 500
days each time It Is recited
has been attached to the
prayer if it Is said daily for
a month under the usual con-
ditions.
News of
Catholic
Youth
SixCatholic Corps
Aim for Legion Title
WILDWOOD Six Catholic units from North Jersey will be
among 12 drum and bugle corps trying for the American Legion
state championship here Sept. 8. Blessed Sacrament (Newark)
will be looking for its third straight crown in this annual event.
The Newarkers posted their third straight triumph in the
Distelfink Invitation competition at Emmaus, Pa., Sept. 1. Rain
cancelled their scheduled contest the following day at Pittsburgh.
AT EMMAUS, the Golden Knights scored 88.41 points to top
the runner-up Garfield Cadets, who had 86.85. -
In the American Legion competition, Blessed Sacrament will
be challenged by St. Lucy's (Newark), St. Patrick’s (Jersey
City), St. Vincent’s (Madison), Our Lady of Lourdes (Paterson)
and St. Rose of Lima (Newark), among others.
CRUSADE LEADERS - The new executive board of the Catholic Student Mission Cru-
sade, elected at the final session of the CSMC 20th national convention at the Univer-
sity of Notre Dame, is shown with Msgr. Edward A. Freking, executive board chair-
man (standing) and Msgr. Henry J. Klocker, seated, national secretary. New board
members are, left to right (seated) Joseph Nirschl, Toledo, and Donna Benincasa, Buffalo;
rear row; DanielTanguy, Bloomingdale, Ohio, Thomas Murphy St. Meinrad, Ind.; and
Rosemary lepinski, Milwaukee. Kenneth Gallagher of Dubuque, the sixth student member
of board was not presented when photo was taken.
With Teens
Weekend Retreats Win Favor
MINNEAPOLIS (NC)
"A weekend retreat for teen-
agers? They’ll never come,”
friends told Rev. Joseph Bag-
lio 10 years ago.
But thousands since then
have given up weekends to
spend two days at Fiat House
here, called the first young
peoples' retreat house in the
United States.
FIAT HOUSE was dedi-
cated to the Blessed Virgin
on the feast of her Nativity
in 1932.
On Aug. 5 this year, retreat
secretary Lucille O’Donnell
closed books on the first dec-
ade of operation, with regis-
trations totalling 10,241.
"We saw a need for deeper
spiritual training of youth,”
Father Baglio declared. This
is what prompted him to es-
tablish the house, he said.
DURING THE FIRST years
the Fiat schedule consisted of
traditional weekends of con-
ference, prayer and medita-
tion in silence for high school-
ers and young adults.
An awareness of a need for
new kinds of spiritual train-
ing led to Fiat House’s most
drastic change In program-
ming. In Feb., 1959, 40 stu-
dents were Invited to a three-
day weekend “seminar,” with
time for prayer, discussion,
work and play. Its purpose:
to create a situation where
the central theme of Chris-
tianity, love, could be learned
by doing.
The experiment involved
discussing the meaning of
love and experiencing it in
the liturgy. There was a di-
rect carry-over into family
life, according to "seminar
grads,” who went home to
try “really loving” mothers,
fathers, sisters and brothers.
Discussions at the seminar
also were designed to orient
students toward the social
needs of the time.
“WE FEEL THERE is a
need for both retreats and
seminars,” said Father Bag-
lio. “The seminar gives an
opportunity for exchange of
ideas on a deep level. It’s a
chance we don’t often have
in our mechanized society.
Students need to talk about
important things. Discussion
lays problems in the open.
Once the problems are ob-
vious, students work out their
own solutions.”
Retreat masters have come
to Fiat House from seven
states and nine religious or-
ders, as well as from through-
out the St. Paul Archdiocese.
“We know that retreats
and seminars have influenced
important decisions in the
lives of many," said Father
Bagllo. "Not only decisions to
enter the religious life, but
many ‘conversions' from sur-
face Catholicism to a deep
level of Christian living have
been made here."
Bless Building
At Lacordaire
MONTCLAIR Archbishop
Boland blessed the new Lacor-
dalrv High School building
here Sept. 3, hours after the
students had attended elass for
the first time in the two-story
structure.
Delayed by a zoning contro-
versy, construction on the
building began July 21, 1961. It
will accommodate 200 students
and was built at the cost of
$350,000.
There arc eight regular
classrooms, as well as special
rooms for lectures, art and
science. A gymnasium-audi-
torium is also contained in the
structure, as well as a stu-
dent's lounge, offices for prin-
cipal, secretary and nurse, a
teachers’ room and a confer-
ence room.
CYO Joins Up
In Atlantic City
ATLANTIC CITY (RNS) -
The Catholic Youth Organlza-
tion here has become an agen-
cy helped by the Community
Chest of Atlantic City.
CYO affiliation brings to 15
the number of welfare and
youth agencies now serving
the community and receiving
aid through funds collected by
the Community Chest.
CYO'S CHOICE - Bobby Richardson, New York Yankee
second baseman, is shown as he was honored by the
CYO of the New York Archdiocese. More than 250,000
Catholic children participated in a poll which resulted in
the naming of Richardson as "the most popular Yankee."
Making the award, at right, is Msgr. Philip J. Murphy,
executive director of the CYO, while CYO sandlot stars
look on.
Bishop a Godfather
In Peruvian Slum
CHIMBOTE, Peru (NC) -
Bishop John J. Wright of Pitts-
burgh baptized two children
here and was godfather to five
others during a one-day visit
to this booming yet impover-
ished Peruvian city.
The Bishop came here to vis-
it a priest of the Pittsburgh
Diocese, Rov. James Shana-
han of the missionary Society
of St. James the Apostle.
When he arrived he heard
that four-year-old Aurora Men-
endez of Father Shanahan's
parish had been killed by a
truck.
lie insisted on going to
the wake and learned that the
little girl was one of a family
of nine, flvo of whom had not
been baptized.
DESCRIBING THE wake of
little Aurora, Bishop Wright
said: \
“A crude white coffin sat on
the kitchen table in the two-
room house The mother and
father were disconsolate.
”1 asked the parents if all
their children were baptized
and they told me that five
were not because they could
not find godparents.
“I told them that 1 would be
the godfather of the five on
condition that they look out
for other families whose chil-
dren were not baptized and
bring them to the priest.”
A few hours later the par-
ents left the coffin of their
dead child on the kitchen
table and attended the Bap-
tism of five of their other chil-
dren in the crude chapel of.
the slum area with Bishop
Wright as godfather. Bishop
Wright himself baptized two
other children.
When the father returned to
bury his daughter he promised
the Bishop: "I will bring a
thousand children here to be
baptized."
CYO to Meet
LINDEN The first gener-
al meeting of the St. Eliza-
beth’s Junior CYO will be held
Sept. 10 at 7:30 p.m. in the
CYO hall.
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00
"FRANCISCAN
Prhit or Brotkor
CHRIST'S work in Parishes, School*,
Homo and Foreign Minion*.
Lack of fund* no obstacle.
WftHi VOCATION director
FRANCISCAN FATHERS
. „ , ..
Sf. Ttiomai Mora Clarleafe
St. UfMfWW* Monaiftry .. 7th S Jaekipn St*.. N. I.
••* ,177. Hollidayibtirg, Fa. Waihington 17. D. C.
PROVE YOUR LOVE FOR CHRIST
Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother
(A Franciscan Community)
Aettvitlaa Hospitals: nursing, pharmacy,
laboratory. X-ray nffico. library, and domestic
work. Schools: catechetical. elementary, ar.d
secondary schools: professional and practical
schools of nursing Homes for the aged the
convalescent, and homeless children. For sign
missions Age: 14 to SO.
Writs to Vocational Directress.
SO fitorrl s Avenue. Denvllle, New Jerseyp Ht vinp. nti
tTaiaphanai OA T HM)
im ii smarm n i mrw luitniirtiiit'.mri urn nan mu rimn m i nim 11mtmm t
THE
TBIHITARIAN FATHERS
offer an opportunity to young men and boye of Grammar
School and High School to btcomp a prleit or a Brother
In the Trinitarian Order. Lack of fund* no Impediment
Write toi
VOCATION DIRICTOR,O.S.S.T.
Box 5742, Baltimore I, Maryland
net mi hi uii iuiiin in 11mini in n hum iimiiiii mi itm in ui HMM nun 11ui i
Tie art hnftsd S owl •raised oa
Leatherette bound ecrtfteit* l
customary orraiMi
PERPETUAL INDIVIDUAL I
FRANCISCAN MISSIONARY INIBI
135 WEST Silt SHOT, MW VOIR L MS TORN
LOngacct 50077. N m mm, a* ft 8224S
The Christian Invite you to devote yourself to the
Brothers
* Brv ' CB °f Christ in the classroom.
Brothers are educator* and leader* of
of Ireland youth throughout North America.
For details, write: Rev. Br. E. C. O'Connor,
21 Pryer Terrace, New Rochelle, N.Y.
GEORGIAN COURT COLLEGE
A fully accredited liberal Arte College
Conducted by the Sisters of Mercy
Apply: Director of Admissions, Lakewood, N.J.
CALDWELL COLLEGE FOR WOMEN
CALDWELL, NEW JERSFY
CONDUCTED BY THE SISTERS OF ST. DOMINIC
Fully Accredited - Offering A.B. and B.S. Degrees
Founded In 1899 by the Sitter* of Charity
College of Saint Elizabeth
Convent Station, New Jersey
1
SETON HALL
UNIVERSITY
COLLEGE
81 Clinton Street, Newark, N. J.
FALL SEMESTER BEGINS
SEPTEMBER 13
REGISTRATION STARTS
SEPTEMBER 4
CO-EDUCATIONAL
UNDERGRADUATE
DEGREE PROGRAMS
•
Late Afternoon, Evening and Saturday
Classes In the
College of Arts and Sciences
School of Business Administration
(M.B.A. Degree)
School of Education
School of Nursing
Daytime Classes In the
School of Education
School of Nursing
Non-Credit Programs In t
Secretarial Training
For additional Information write the
Registrar or telephone Ml 2-8500
1937-1962
IWLNIY five YEARS OF SERVICE
TO CHURCH AND COMMUNITY
JESUIT BROTHERS
101 Belt Pordham Road LUdlow 40300 New York SI, N. Y.
PLEASE SEND ME FREE BOOKLET ON JESUIT BROTHER LIFE.
My Name AfO
Address
City Zona fitato
New Study Method Approved by
Leading Catholic Educator!
HOW TO PRtPARt FOR
HIGH SCHOOL ENTRANCE
& SCHOLARSHIP EXAMS
lor aludanta Ukmj CoftplMlivl A/CfldlOCllln
U»ti. Trtii and ft ether rtvltwa In Math.,
Scitnci. Enfllih, Social Studies, Religion-
all I for lIO.YBS BOOKS Checki only.
Dipt. NAI
4 Rillriid Way lirchmont, N. Y.
!
INTEREST
from day of deposit on
ONE YEAR CERTIFICATES
OF DEPOSIT
$l,OOO to $25,000
Commercial trust Cos.
of New Jersey
MAIN OFFICEi 15 Exchange Placo, Jersey City
11 Contenlttil Ollicn
JERSEY CITY - BAYONNE - UNION CITY
OPIN MONDAY EVENINGS (Except Main Office)
JERSEY CITY and BAYONNE 7 lo 8 - UNION CITY 4 la 1
SAPI DEPOSIT VAULTS
Mambar Federal Reserve Byetem end Federal Depoell Ineurenoe Core.
The PROMISE
QUALITY
has beenkept
for 46 years by
WEBCOR
- |
1
STEREO PHONOShi*fi
TAM RECORDERS
Now Webcor Quality
b Even Better Ei«?J!i«
than Ever Before
ATMBEST DtALUS IN TOWM
For Naaratt Authorized Dealer,
Cell WA 34900
MI-STATE DHtrlhutog K. 1.
Saint Jtimes
A tmill KAMI tor M Ctthtlli bdtrdlnd
••Vi in* • tow dty itudtfltt. Climm
•r* «m*ll and lh» irMrin It wMd tnd
thtrduth in tctdd. On# toddMT tor
W.tklv
iiiii tiMntiwtiv*. aii mi itodiMto*
nttrtd MllMtt •* thalr eh tie*.
•tin* Jtmtt *«h»ol Btrlln I. Ctnn.
parents.
RECESS!
ENJOY...
it
"
* *
iscan
MILK j
THIS WEEK'S
SPECIALS
B
•WcVinyi Acfl*fl
Ktysiisii uiu w>
USOW-WMIfl
PLASTIC VINYL
• Covin any Interior lurfat*
• 24 Postal Colors
• Drys In 20 mlnutas
• No order nnd scrubblo
• Thins fnslly with Water
439
THINNER
IN YOUR
CONTAINER
qal.
YOUR CHOICE
• LATEX or OIL
BASE PAINT
• EXTERIOR
HOUSE PAINT
• INTERIOR
White Enamel
298
Lilt 4.95
DROP IN AT ANY BRESLOW STORE
Addroil -
IF THIS IS THI SHICTID COUPON BRESLOW PAINT CEN.
TERI WILL PRESENT A 11000 00 U S. GOVERNMENT BOND
ON SEPTIMBIR 11. 1943 TO THE (Fill In Church of your
Cholco.)
Church City
rZWMMWWMfflfflXWflPXliiifl MWWW
BRESLOW PAINT
NEW JERSEY'S MOST RESPECTED NAME IN
PAINT & WALLPAPER SALES
WITH 9 STORES TO SERVE YOU
BLOOMFIELD
•II •Ippmflpld Avo.
CALDWELL
435 Bloomfield Av«.
DENVILLE
Or*nd Union
(hspplni Cintpr
DOVER
II N. lulitx It.
FAIR LAWN
Oil Alvor Rd,
HACKENSACK
111 Miln It.
MORRISTOWN
II Ipoodwill Avp,
PASSAIC
117 PltMll It.
WESTWOOD
111 Woitwood A»».
Pray for Them
Father Kristoff Dies,
St. Anthony Promoter
EAST RUTHERFORD -
Rev. Ronan Kristoff, 0.F.M.,
68, who for many years pro-
moted the devotion to St. An-
thony in North Jersey, died
Aug. 29 after a long illness at
St. Clare’s Hospital, New York
City. A Solemn Requiem Mass
was offered Sept. 1 at St. Jo-
seph’s Church here.
Born in Pittsburgh, Father
Kristoff received his theology
at Christ the King Seminary,
Olean, N. Y., and was or-
dained for a Western diocese
in 1922. After five years of
service in New Mexico, he en-
tered the Order of St. Francis.
For some years, Father
Kristoff taught English at St.
Bonaventure College and he
was later stationed at St. Bon-
aventure Monastery, Paterson,
before coming to St. Joseph’s.
AT ST. JOSEPH’S, Father
Kristoff spent a good deal of
time visiting the Franciscan
missions in nearby communi-
ties. He became well-known
as a~ promoter of St. Anthony
in all of the churches where
he spent weekends preaching,
hearing confessions and saying
Mass.
During 1936-37, Father Kris-
toff served as moderator of the
St. Joseph’s players. Veteran
members of that group, recall-
ing him last week, said, “He
will always be affectionately
remembered for the willing
and kindly way he entered into
the spirit of the organization
by personally designing and
building all of the scenery for
the plays.’’
About a decade ago, Father
Kristoff became ill and his
health failed steadily since
then. He was hospitalized a
year ago for a long term, re-
turned to St. Joseph’s once,
and then returned to the hos-
pital a month ago.
Surviving are a brother, An-
thony, and two sisters, Anna
and Margaret Kristoff, all of
Lorraine, Ohio, and a third
sister, Mrs. Charles Largh-
baum of Portsmouth, Va.
Other Deaths...
Mrs. William Newman of
Bayonne, aunt of Sister Mary
Charles, 0.5.8., of Kingston,
N.Y., died Aug. 29.
Mrs. Andrew Falanga of
Lyndhurst, sister of Sister
Rose, F.M.A., died Aug. 27.
John Wright, 81. father of
Bishop John J. Wright of Pitts-
burgh, died in Mattapan,
Mass.
Msgr. James A. Bulfin, 74,
rector of Immaculate Concep-
tion Cathedral in Camden, died
Sept. 3 at Our Lady of Lourdes
Hospital.
Rev. Stephen I. Buividas,
51, pastor of St. Bonaventure
Church, Lavallette, died Sept.
3 at his rectory.
Mrs. Delia E. Pettit, 88, of
Newark, mother of Sister
Eleanor Maria of St. Eliza-
beth’s College, died Sept. 2 at
All Souls Hospital, Morristown.
In your prayers arso remem-
ber these, your deceased
priests:
ISeivark
.. .
Rev. Aloysius Maahs, 0.5.8.,
Sept. 8, 1961
Rev. Matthias J. McDonald,
Sept. 8, 1914
Rev. Michael J. McGlue, Sept.
8, 1937
Rev. Kevin Mahoney, 0.5.8.,
Sept. 0, 1952
Very Rev. Msgr. Ignatius
Starkus, Sept. 10, 1956
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Joseph C.
Lenihan, Sept. 10, 1961
Rev. John B. Kayscr, Sept. 11
1903
Rev. Clarence A. Heavey,
Sept. 11,1951
Rev. John F. McCadden, 0.P.,
Sept. 11, 1959
Rev. Francis J. Cahill, M.M.
Sept. 12, 1961
Rev. Peter E. Reilly, Sept. 12,
1919
Rev. Cornelius J. Ahern, Sept.
13, 1945
Rev. William A. Maguire, Sept.
13, 1953
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Joseph M.
Pcrotti, Sept. 14, 1933
Rev. Cornelius J. Mclnerney,
Sept. 14, 1946
Rt. Rev. Msgr. John P. Leni-
han, Sept. 14, 1958
Paterson
...
Rev. Wcndelin Heath, 0.F.M.,
Sept. 9, 1961
Rev. Bernard E. McKenna,
Sept. 14, 1958
Rev. William E. Thompson,
Sept. 10, 1951
Rt. Rev. Msgr. Richard A.
Mahoney, Sept. 10, 1954
FREEDOM AWARD - The first annual Freedom Award of the Catholic Council on Civil
Liberties was presented to a Catholic educational film company of St. Paul, Minn., for
Its movie "Autopsy on Operation Abolition." Left to rights Rev. Louis J. Twomey,
S.J., of St. Louis; Thamas Francis Ritt of Lawndale, Cal., president of the council;
Rev. Louis A. Gales, president of the Catechetical Guild of St. Paul, sponsor of the film,
and Fred Barnes, the film's producer and director.
Bazaar Planned
For Villa Maria
NORTH PLAINFIELD
The fifth annual bazaar for
the benefit of the Villa Maria
Home for the Aged will be
held Sept. 14 from 6 to 10 p.m.
and Sept. 15 from 1 to 10 p.m.
on the grounds of the villa.
Cooperating in the venture
are the Auxiliary of Villa
Maria, the Watchung Council,
K. of C., the Laurel League of
Plainfield and the Catholic
Women's Club of Plainfield.
George Rickert of the auxi-
liary is general chairman.
The auxiliary, formed in
1958, has raised almost $30,-
000 for the villa, which cares
for 75 patients.
Family Life
PRE-CANA POR THE ENOAOED
Sept. 16-23 St. Thom** th« Apo*-
tle. Bloomfield. OK 2 128.1.
Sept. 23-30 St. Anthony**. Eliza-
beth. EL 3-3397.
Sept. 23-30 - Holy Family, Union
City. HE 3 0361
Oct, 21-2 H Assumption, lloaella
Park EL 3 3397.
Oct. 21-26 St. Michael’s. Jersey
City. HE 3 0361.
Oct. 21-28 —■ St. Cecilia's, Engle-
wood. WII 3-0120
Oct. 21-28 St. Joseph's, West Or-
ange. OH 2-1283.
Holy Name
Mt. Carmel, Ridgewood
Msgr. George W. Shea, rector
of Immaculate Conception
Seminary, will report on "Op-
eration Kidnap" at the Sept.
11 meeting of the Holy Name
Society. The subject is an an-
alysis of the manner in which
the First Amendment to the
constitution has been inter-
preted in respect to various
phases of the operation of
parochial schools and the
treatment of religion in the
public schools.
Bergen County Federation
The annual dinner honoring
the spiritual directors of par-
ish societies will be held Sept.
24 at the Casa Mana Restau-
rant, Tcaneck. Louis A.
D’Agosto is general chairman,
assisted by Alexander A. Ben-
nett and John J. Mahady.
Queen of Peace, North Arl-
ington The first meeting of
the new year will be held Sept.
11 with Guy W. Calissi, Bergen
County prosecutor, as guest
speaker.
3rd Order to Meet
TEANECK - Monthly serv-
ices of the Third Order of Our
Lady of Mt. Carmel will be
held Sept. 10 in St. Anastasia’a
Church at 8 p.m., A chapter
room meeting will follow.
To Bless Center at GoodCounsel
NEWARK The new Cath-
olic Social Action Center of
Our Lady of Good Counsel will
be solemnly dedicated Sept. 13
at 4:30 p.m. by Archbishop
Boland. Msgr. John A. Weis-
brod is pastor.
In addition to the center, the
Archbishop will also bless the
school addition, consisting of
six classrooms, and a convent
addition, which will accommo-
date 10 Sisters. Total cost of
the project was $750,000.
The center has an audi-
torium seating 850, a cafeteria
seating 650 and a gymnasium.
In its lobby is a statue of Our
Lady of Good Counsel.
Affiliation has been obtained
by Msgr. Weisbrod with the
Basilica of Our Lady of Good
Counsel in Gennassono, Italy,
so that a visit to the shrine
here will be equivalent to a
pilgrimage to the shrine in
Italy.
BALTIMORE is the mother
See'of the U. S.
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CLASSIFIED MARKET PLACE
EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
WE HAVE OPENINGS FOR
FEMALE-STENO
TYPIST.
SECRETARY
MALE - SALES •
ENGINEERS
EXECUTIVE
"MANY OTHERS"
BURNS
EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
Broad * Market MA 3-7103
NEWARK
HELP WANTED FEMALE
AIRLINE training an a placement for
Hoateea and around poaltlone. Muet
be 13-38 yrs. H. S. Grads. For Inter-
elew send address and phone No. to
Boa 434. X. Orante. N. J. or call
OHanaa 4-1441,
MAKE EXTRA MONEY
SELL CHRISTMAS CARDS
FREE CATALOGUES UPON REQUEST
14 DIM. Box A istms Ind. Madonna
Also Wrappings Ribbons. Stationery
To 100 K Profit. Phono BEekman 3-7034
8. H. GREETING CARDS
17 Park Place Now York. N. Y.
Widower, desires housekeeper. Clifton
area. 3 children 7. S A A All modern
conveniences. Plain cooklns. Must sleep
in. Call UN 3-0234 or GR 3-0672.
COOK for rectory In Elizabeth. N. J.
Bleep In. References required. Write
Box 133. The Adeocate, 31 Clinton St..
Newark J. N. J.
Mature woman dealrea position as
school librarian or teacher's assistant.
Elisabeth vicinity. Excellent personal
Call 354-7767.
HELP WANTED MALE
GUARDS
Bealdsnts Vicinity of
Dover. Whlppany.
Paterson. Bergen
and turroundlna areas
Full and Part Tima -
Aaas 3045. minimum s‘6‘*.
Unlforma furnished.
Paid vacations, company benefits, must
have dear record. WE WILL TRAIN
YOU. STEADY WORK. Telephone
MA 3-3724 for appointment.
EXECUTIVE SALES CAREER
Century old Maryland firm haa around
floor opportunity available In New
Jonty; must hast sales, collate, or
business backtround and be presently
employed; substantial salary plus
bonus; write In confidence. Jerry
Yaros. 24 Commerce St., Newark, N. J.
BUSINESS OPOtTUNITY
Well equipped Delicatessen. 372 21st
Ave., Paterson. *1,00041.200 weekly,
can be Increased with little effort,
•8.000. morttaie available. L Cohn.
LA 0-3410.
BUSINESS DIRECTORY
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
BUICK
Authorized Bulck • Opol Dealer
SALES - SERVICE - PARTS
West Hudson Bulck Cos.
Ou of Hudson County's Oldest
Bulck Dealers • Eat. 1018
WY 1-3800
CADILLAC
SALES A SERVICE
CENTRAL CADILLAC INC.
Fine Selection of Used Cara
ISO Centra] Are. Newark
Phons MA 4-2255
CHEVROLET
CORVAIR - CORVETTE
KONNER CHEVROLET
"One of America's Larseit
Chevrolet Dealers”
473 Bloomfield Ave. Caldwell
CA 6-6666
FETTE FORD
Authorized Sales • Service - Parts
Falcon - Thunderblrd - Ford Trucks
"famous for Penny Plnchin' Deals
177 Bloomfield Ave. Clifton. N. J.
at AUwood Circle
PRascott 9-7000
FORD
FALCON ■ THUNDKRBIRD
rono trucks
Guaranteed Used Cars
FOREST MOTORS INC.
I7S Central Ave. Oranie, N. J.
OR 3-2917
PONTIAC
New Car Sales • Service . Parts
Guaranteed Used Cars
Finest Body Work A Itepslr Service
TROPHY PONTIAC
MS B'way, Cor. 4Mh St. Bayonne. N.J.
HE 7-4900
RAMBLER
See Jerry Manors
ELM AUTO SALES
SALES . SERVICE • PARTTS
H Kearny Ave. Kearny, N. J.
WYman ,8-7311
AUTO DEALERS - NEW CARS
RAMBLER
"Service Unexcelled In ill It'* Phases"
SCHIFTER RAMBLER INC.
FRANK SUTER. M*r.
Sales. Service. Parts. Towlnf
Road Service - Body Work
NOrth 7-2233
89 Waihlnxton Ave. Nutley. N. J.
VOLKSWAGEN
~~
Authorized Factory
SALES - SERVICE • PARTS
Aircooled Automotive Corp.
"Essex County'* Oldest De.ler"
164 Valley St. South Or.nce
Phone: SO 3-4567
BANKS
FIRST NATIONAL
BANK ft TRUST CO.
OF
KEARNY
Member F.D.I.C.
SBJ KEARNY AVE.. KEARNY
AUTO SERVICE ft REPAIRS
WAYNE TRANSMISSION
SERVICE
Repaln on all automatic
tranamlaaloni
Leo Whlttr Ray Nyhul.
21 Sherman St.. Wayne. N. J.
OXbow 4-3586
G. M. Transmission Service
Plymouth. Ford. Chevrolet. Buick. Olds-
mobtle. Cadillac, any make auto, we
will Install a rebuilt transmission, guar*
anteed 0 months; 1 price quoted, no
ups; E-Z terms. 1-day service. 331 Hal*
sey St.. Newark. For prices call Ml
34334. 8i A. M.. 6 P. M
HOME IMPROVEMENTS
GUTTER PROBLEMS?
Alcoa Aluminum cutter, tnitalled tor
le.a than wood cutter, (ciuranleed
work by expert.). Since 1948. Call W.
MILFORD, JR. RE 1-9119. We.t Or-
ance Anytime.
FUEL OIL ■ COAL
JOHN DUFFY FUEL CO.
"Making St Serving Friends
Since 1801"
Oil Burners Installed & Serviced
Metered Deliveries 24 Hour Service
Dial: Ml 2-2727
154158 Adams St. Newark. N.J.
FLOOR WAXING
A Is B MAINTAINANCE St SUPPLY
Home and Commercial cleaning and
waxlnf. Church kneelers recovered or
repaired. CH 5-7053 FU *3048.
PLUMBING & HEATING
MICHAEL T. BAUDEKMANN
161 WILLIAM ST.. NEWARK 3. N. J.
MARKET 2-7407
NURSING HOMES
LAUREL MANOR A CERTIFIED
HOME for elderly men and women;
close attention and care; rates reason-
able; ELmwood 6-4108. P. O. Box 136.
Spring Valley New York.
In Newark, N.J.
ABBEY NURSING HOME
COMPLETE SERVICE
•fed. convalescent, chronically 111
86 VAN NESS PLACE
(Off Clinton Ave.)
Bigelow 3-0303
PHOTOGRAPHS
WAYNE CHILDREN'S PHOTOGRAPH-
ERB. Portraits taken in your horn* by
NETTIE CHAPKO. OX 4-0332.
TELEVISION SERVICE
VAILSBURG
RADIO U TELEVISION
SERVICE ON ALL MAKES
RCA Televlilon • Radio . Appliance.
WM. J. SCHNEIDER. PROP.
81 Mt. Vernon PI. Newark
Essex 2-0949
FERRARO'S
TELEVISION SERVICE
One of "THE BEST IN SERVICE"
Serving All of Euex County
Honeit. Dependable, East 24-llr. Service
Phone: PLymouth 9-6300
318 Greylock Parkway. Hellevllla
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
"Card-Gift business. Excellent for
young or retired couple. Price 613.000.
For Information write Box 140 The
Advocate 31 Clinton Street. Newark.
New Jersey.
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
ELIZABETH
HALL AGENCY
HANNAH M. HALL
Real Estate Insurance
Member Union County Multiple Listing
Phones: EL 3-3034 Eves.: FU 8-0423
231 N. Broad St. Elizabeth. N. J.
MONTCLAIR
SAI.ES RENTALS
MANAGEMENT
Complete Insurance Service
JOS. A. KELLEHER, JR.
Realtors
Phone Anytime 746 6820
13 S. Fullerton Ave., Montclair. N.
MOUNTAIN LAKES
MULLINS -RASMUSSIN INC
Rl. 48 Mt. Lake. HE 4 041
Sanders & Brackin, Realtors
On. Boulevard Mountain LaM
DEERFIELD 4-1318 *
REAL ESTATE AGENTS
SHORT HILLS
RITA COLES SUBURBAN REALTY
Serving Short Hllli, MlUburn,
Springfield and Vicinity.
1 SHORT HILLS AVE., SHORT HILLS
REALTORS DREXEL 80936
NUTLEY
...BUY NO w SELL OR TRADE
INVESTIGATE OUR TRADE-IN PLAN.
We will liat your home for (ale. or
conalder buying It if you purchase ad
other houae through our office. Let
ul Al°" your reuulrementi. Evening,
and Holidays call Mrs. Kelly \VE 9-3933.
STANLEY JOHNSON
33 Hi(h St.. Nutley NO 7-8000
RIDGEWOOD
GILSENAN & COMPANY
"OUR REPUTATION IS YOUR
GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION"
1.000 Listings of (he Fineit
Properties in Bergen Counts
210 E. Ridgewood Ave. GI 5-1000
Ridgewood . Business * Residential
properties for sale. Call the Murray
Agency realtors. 45 North Broad Street.
Ridgewood. N. J. OL 2-2181.
. RIDGEWOOD 0c VICINITY
WE CODDLE OUT OF TOWNERS
OVER 500 MULTIPLE LISTINGS
SITHENS REAL ESTATE GI 5-8000
37 West Ridgewood Ave. Ridgewood
OPEN 7 DAYS AND EVENINGS
RUTHERFORD
FRED P. KURGAN
It's Kurgan in So. Bergen
Realtor
41 Park Avenue Rutherford
WE 8-8200
UNION
In Union County & surrounding area.
Lot uf help you to select a homo lor
your comfort and happiness.
Our experience is your protection to
buy or sell, call on
john p. McMahon
1585 Morris Ave.. Union MU 8-3434
WEST MILFORD
Year Round 4k Summer Homes
at Plnecliffe Lake
Sales * Rentals
EDWARD A. CASEY,
Realtor
13 Union Valey Road PA
WAYNE
JOHN WEISS CO.. Realtor
1207 Paterson Hamburg Tpko, Wayne.
OX 4-3300
LAKE PROPERTIES
LAKE NEEPAULIN
LAKE NEEPAULIN
In beautiful Sussex County. Summer
A year-round homes from $7500 up.
Club community with private beach A
pool. Come to lake office, Just off
ltoute 23. W mile north of Sussex
Mahlon Apsar Realtor, or call Sales-
man Thatcher, collect, Sussex 2-3221.
At various convenient lakes In North-
ern New Jersey. Summer cottaecs from
$3,000. Year-round homes from $10,500.
Buckley A, Wheeler. Bkr. Route 23
Newfoundland. N. J. OX 7-7100
eves. OX 7-4102.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
FAYSON LAKES
Lake front, large living room with
fireplace, dinette, knotty pine kitchen,
modern bath. 2 bedrooms, screened
porch on top level. Lower level bed-
room or den. bathroom and spare
room. Garage and open porch. $18,700.
Call owner Terminal 8 5698.
GLEN ROCK
CLEN ROCK $204X10
LARGE FAMILY
Wanted to fill 9 room dutch Colonial.
5 bedrooms. 3 lavs, plus a full tiled
bath, enormous living room, fireplace,
modem kitchen finished basement. 2
car garage. V* stone, approx. Vk acre.
A buy of a lifetime.
MICERA REALTY CO. COlfax 1-5050
HASKELL
Ilefors you buy ur sell around North
Jersey contact Joseph Mcndlllo. Brok-
ers,, TEmplo 5-5637. Eves. PIl 3-3373.
SPARTA
Exclusively Listed
Thru Sussex County Multiple Listing
Service and located in Sussex County's
finest lake community
FOX HOLLOW FARMS
5 Bedroom Ranch. 20' Dining Room-
Family Room with Fireplace. Large
Uving Room, many extras $42,500.
You Can Trade In Your House
LAKE MOHAWK
3 Bedroom Split Level on deed end
street. I.arse tot close to lake. Exclu-
sive with Multiple Uttlns Service.
E. G. ANDERSON, Realtor
CHARTER MEMBER SUSSEX COUNTY
MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
Farms Developments Industrial
Homes
111. 13 opp. Sparta Theslrs PA S3IBI
SCOTCH PLAINS
B room split level. Acres of play area.
Walk to St. Bart's, town and transpor.
tation. Separate suite. Principals only.
Call 889 8387.
SEASIDE PARK
LOOKING FOR
AN INVESTMENT?
Here Is a minimum 10% return eac
aeasun. plus your own vacation assured
Two bungalows, each with 2 bedroami
kitchen and living room and complet
ss!?s* bathroom, furnished. Locate
JW'SLi* l ® ° ce * n block. Asking slfl.9(X
4*P M
930 ° r MA 4 0533 ' 10 AM - 1
Amazing Discovery
m
For
RELIEF
Of
Tired
ACHING FEET
Quickly Removal
• CALLOUSES
CORN SALVE
No fun, no muu, limply apply to
affactad araa and lat NEO do tha
rait. You owa It to your faat to try
this Wondarful Now Salva. Soothing-
ly prlcad at only 11.00. Sand chack
or monay ordar to Nio CORN
SALVE, Box 149, c/o Tha Advocate
31 Clinton St., Nawark 1, N. J.
PRINTING
HARRY F. MURPHY
78 CLINTON ST., NEWARK ?
Phone: MArket 3-2831
BREAKING A BOULDER
OR MOVING A MOUNTAIN
WHATEV
YOUR
J08...
RENT mtmm mm
cowun am mntai man
MhrMval faal» ar an Air fanlaf
M*f> tE mpnmr, M, kata,
plr'fl and hura far aa/v
OJ/rf-y.
DALE-RANKtN
*. %Mk. H. Y—*«al» M-n, u. M
Ksanzaemm
MICHAEL J. HARRIS
INC.
HIGH LEVEL
ROOFING EXPERTS
SHEET METAL
CONSTRUCTION
FOR CHURCHES, SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS
SPECIALISTS IN
* Residential Roofing
* Leaders & Gutters
* Siding
EL 3-1700
MS NEW POINT ROAD
ELIZASETH, N.j.
ESTABLISHED 1913
RENTAL TRAILERS
FOR LOCAL USE
Rack Tralltr* Van Trallara
Baal Trallara Harta Trallara
OHlca Trallara Car Carrlar
Trallara
NIMROD CAMP TRAILIRI far tala
ar Rant. Traval Trallara far Vaca-
•lana and Huntlna.
(Make your reaervatlona early)
Taw Bara Appliance Hand Trucka
Stavea Lantama lea Cheata
Far Camplna
Trailer Hltehet Inatelletf an
All Type Cara
ORANGE TRAILER
RENTAL SERVICE INC.
Route SIS Wayne, NJ. CL 4 007*
Ita Tda. north af Route S4*
Campari Oalda ta the Bittern
United Stataa an tala Hare
*rs
■
A
Have You Seen N
Beautiful
Forest
Lakes
Route Andover206
Different Type Community
People DoYou May Most
Unspoiled Natural Beauty
Formerly a private eatete, available
for thoae who want the beat for
preaent uae or future Investment.
• Water Mains • 4 Beaches
• Paved Roads • Boardwalk
Limited Number of Vi-Acre Plots
Reasonably priced at only $1,250
Terms As Low As $125. Down
Not only ONE but MANY
builders ready to serve you.
ROUTE 206, ANDOVER, N. J.
9m
j*:
*4
HOME REPAIRS
HOME OWNERS DEAL DIRECTLY WITH FIORE BROTHERS
ON ANY JOB FROM CELLAR TO ROOF AND SAVE ON
THE SALESMEN'S COMMISSION.
NO MONEY DOWN, UP TO 7 YEARS TO PAY
ALTERATIONS • OARAOES
• ATTIC ROOMS • HEATINO
• BASEMENTS • IRON WORKS
• BATHROOMS • DORMERS
FOR FREE
[STIMATI CAU
• MASONRY
• KITCHENS
• SIDING
• PAINTING
SO 3-0040
• PATIOS
• TILE WORK
• ROOFING
• STONE FRONTS
DAY, NIGHT
OR SUNDAY
FIORE BROS., INC. 15 VOSE AVE., SO. ORANGE
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The HOARSE-THROATED BABBLER
Talk, talk, talk—that's all this bird doesl But she knows what she's talking about. She reads the NEWARK
NEWS and knows all there Is to know about current events at homo and abroad. And she can converse with
equal authorityon the world of entertainment, fashions, homemaking,sports, almost anything you can think
of-because she reads about it in the NEWARK NEWS.
You, too, can hold your friends spellbound. Just buy tho NEWARK NEWS today and be on authority on
everything.
Evinlnj and Sunday
Xtmxk Jfetus
y(mqi 'Htcdu Mom'
College Student’s
Mission Defined
CHICAGO (NC)-A scholar
has defined the five fold mis-
sion of the university student
at the national congress of the
National Federation of Cath-
olic College Students here.
William H. Conley, director
of the Study of Catholic Ed-
ucation sponsored by Carne-
gie Institute, Pittsburgh, told
some 500 delegates that a
Catholic university’s social re-
sponsibility goes “beyond
the intellectual development
through knowledge and inte-
grates religious training with
social knowledge and with the
personal life of the student.”
The five fold mission of the
student, he said, is: l, a per-
sonal sanctification; 2, to de-
velop a civilised Intellect; 3,
to acquire competence in his
chosen field; 4, to become
competent as a Christian lay-
man, and 5, to develop and
strengthen a continuing moti-
vation to perform all actions
for the greater glory of God.
CHIEF JUDGE Charles S.
Desmond of the New York
Court of Appeals told the
delegates that the Constitu-
tion does not bar religion from
public schools or public aid to
church schools.
Desmond urged Catholic
collegians to “meet the chal-
lenge of militant secularism.”
“You and I owe it to our
country to meet and dispel
and disprove the current ex-
tremist arguments of Ameri-
can secularists who, though a
minority, seem to b« acquir-
ing some sort of supposed
right to set the tone for
American institutions, es-
pecially the schools,” he de-
clared.
Desmond spoke after re-
ceiving the NFCCS Archbish-
op Noll Award.
MORE THAN 300 Catholic
college students here for tne
convention, visited the homes
of Negro Catholic families as
part of a project to improve
race relations.
The home-visiting project
was arranged by Friendship
House, an interracial center
here.
TRAVELLERS - Janie C. Fogarty, center, of Newark, a
student at ManhattanvilleCollege, has been named na-
tional travel administrator for the National Federation
of Catholic College Students. She is shown with Audrey
Mackey and John Wehrli of Popularis Tours, which co-
operates with the NFCCS in conducting student tours.
Augustinian Gets
Rome Assignment
VILLANOVA, Pa. - Mr.
Patrick J. Powers, 0.5.A., of
New Providence will leave for
Rome Sept. 11 to continue his
studies for the priesthood at
the Augustinian International
College of St. Monica.
A native of Chicago, Mr.
Powers entered the Augustin-
isn Minor Seminary at Hol-
land, Mich., but transferred
to the eastern province at Sta-
ten Island when his parents
moved to New Providence. He
received his bachelor’s de-
gree last June at Villanova.
Knghts of Columbus
Most Sacred Heart, Walling-
ton James E. Dunn of
llasbrouck Heights and his
daughter. Kathy, will address
the annual father-daughter
Communion breakfast of the
society Sept. 9 in the church
auditorium. Kathy is current-
ly entering her fourth year in
“The Sound of Music” and is
a student at Immaculate Con-
ception High School, I.odi.
Other speakers will be Rev.
Alexander W. Fronczak, pas-
tor, and Rev. Zbigniew Szy-
manski, moderator. Walter
Cologue is chairman.
Regina Pacis Council, Vails-
burg The annual family
picnic will be held Sept, u at
Horseshoe Lake, Succasunna.
Richard Fahltcich is chair-
man.
Union Council An open
house will be held 8:15 p.m.
on Sept. 17 for prospective
candidates. Grand Knight
James R. Conroy will address
the prospects and a K. of C.
film will be shown.
Chief Justice White Council,
Bogota—The council will hold
its annual picnic Sept. 9 at 2
p.m. at Votee Park, Teaneck.
There will be games for both
children and adults. Aidcn
Metcalfe is chairman.
Regina Council, Rutherford
—The council began observ-
ance of its 50th anniversary
year with an installation of of-
ficers Sept 4 Plans have
been completed for a retreat
Sept. 21-23 at San Alfonao Re-
treat House, I,ong Branch.
St. Thomas More Council,
Westwood An open house
will replace the regular meet-
ing Sept. 11 at the Old Hook
Inn. The movie “Living Tradi-
tion” will be shown. A day of
recollection is planned for
Sept. 16 at the P.I.M.E. sem-
inary in Oakland.
Msgr. Burke Council, River
Edge A family picnic will
be held Sept. 9 at Van Saun
Park, Paramus, from 10 a.m.
to sunset.
South Orange Council The
annual stag outing of the
council will take place Sept. 8
nt the clubhouse from 1 to 7
p.m.
Greenville Council. Jersey
City District deputy James
C. Rochford will preside at
the installation of officers
Sept. 7.
Sales Reach 50
At Fox Hill
A Kaylon Releast
EDISON TOWNSHIP (PFS)
—Sale* have climbed up to
the 50 mark at the 74-houae
Fox Hill Run community on
West Grand Ave. just north
of Rt. 1 in the Roosevelt
Park section of Edison Town-
ship.
Leonard Sendelsky of Len-
drew, Inc., of Colonia, the de-
veloper, reports that construc-
tion is now well under way
with all foundations to be
completed In the first section
by next week. Initial deliver-
ies are planned for Oct. 1.
The tract offers Colonial-
designed split-level, bi-level
and two-story homes priced
from $20,990 to $25,990 in an
area close to the Menlo Park
Shopping Center, golf courses,
schools, houses of worship,
public transportation, and
both the Garden State Park-
way and New Jersey Turn-
pike.
The community also adjoins
the 1,500-acre Roosevelt Park
which offers children play-
grounds, fishing, skating, pic-
nic facilities, barbecue pits,
and horseback riding areas.
The builder has homes un-
der construction on fully
landscaped plots 75 by 100
feet and larger. All first-sec-
tion roads and Improvements
are in.
Fox Hill Run offers four
models In Colonial design.
Included Is the Bromley and
Ardsley split-levels, the ex-
pansible Cornwall bi-level,
and the Drew two-itory.
Featured la the four bed-
room two-story model with an
exterior of brick and cedar
shakes and an overhanging
roof supported by four white
Colonial columna.
Ranch Model at Sagamore
A Creative Release
SPRINGFIELD (PFS)
An “L-shaped” ranch home
in a colonial motif with a
brick and hand split-shingle
exterior is being unveiled
this weekend at Sagamore at
Springfield, a grouping of 15
customized luxury homes lo-
cated on Juniper Way, off
Baltusrol Rd. (Summit Rd.)
in the Baltusrol Hills section
of Springfield by builder Will
Getter.
This new ranch model fea-
tures an angled covered
front entrance opening onto
the 26-foot formal living room
with bowed colonial picture
windows, separate dining
room, science kitchen with
dinette, laundry, and adjoin-
ing 20 x 13 1/2-foot panelled
recreation room with ■Udinf
glass doors leading to th*
rear terrace.
The sleeping wing show*
three bedrooms including a
master suite with WaUc-ifl
closets, and tile bath with
stall shower, and a family
tile bath. A full basement and
two-car garage are also in-
cluded.
Priced from $32,950, this
model is being offered on
fully improved, sloping 90 t
150-foot heavily-wooded site*
sites with all city improve-
ments including water,
•ewers, curbs, and dead-end
paved roads with cul de sacs.
Also displayed at Sagamore
at Springfield la a 67-foot
ground entry apli,t-level mod-
el of contemporary . design
with an outside front portico,
20-foot panelled recreation
room with iliding glass walL
Rockaway Sales
Now Over 100
A Creative Release
ROCKAWAY TOWNSHIP
(PFS)—Builderi Sam Herzog
and Will Getter thia week an-
nounced delivery has been
made of the 75th home at
Rockaway Ridge, their lie-
home community rising on
Herrick Drive, off Rt. 46
here.
With the remaining 51
homes at Rockaway Ridge
currently in various stages of
construction, and schedules
calling for the completion of
four homes per week; and
with more than 100 homes
sold to date, Herzog and Get-
ter anticipate they will be
completely sold out.
Currently featured at Rock-
away Ridge are split-level,
ranch and bl-level homes
priced from $15,990.
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Absorb this heavenly atmosphere
Uttering you every convenience
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ONLY 5 MINUTES FROM THE
BAMBERGER SHOPPING CENTER
MODEL HOMES OPEN DAILY AND
WEEKENDS NOON UNTIL DARK
I'"':''®".?''*"' Of*l p * r h**r ta Salt toil aait on Atbury
to i/it, ■V2!i'»Av '\ <M#,uu l R**** ll ' contlnuo on Wayildo Ava.
a\,
W Vo* N*,::jn? OraaV'0" ,urn rI,M •"
SALES AGENTS
DICK ROSEN AGENCY
Ttl.: SI f-4144
MODIL HOMS PHONII PR 4-1.00
i ■.«
/
\
•*... m *
PREPARE
NOW
FOR COLD,
WINTRY
WEATHER...
; J [:,»
GO
GAS
HEAT
CLEAN! SAFE! DEPENDABLE! ECONOMICAL!
Enjoy carefree ha* ting comfort GO GAS HEAT! With Gee Heat
vou will have no deliveryproblems... your curtains will stay cleaner,
longer
... you’ll have no expensive service contracts to worry about.
You save m many ways as Public Service gives, without charge,
prompt, efficient service on the gas burning parts and controls of gas
• Get a FREE heating survey of your home. Call
Public borvioe, your plumbingcontractor or. ga u huntinginataller.
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC AND GAS COMPANY
Taxpa&gSacra* <** 6mat SMs
9 SEPTEMBER IS GAS HEAT MONTH!
CONVERT NOW!
PACKANACK VILLAGE
EXECUTIVE SPECIALS
ICHOOL DAYS ARB HERE
Immtd. occupancy, 4 8.R., rco. room
with fireplace, a car aaraio. 2H.
balha Ill, too
expansion Handler 4 H R., a baths,
a car (erase 111 100
Lari# wooded plots, all Improve,
ments. Mile I.ons Lake, nr. church-
es and schools,
ALTON H. BOLLINGER, Realtors
John 11, Hutler, Hep
PO Bids . Packanack Lake, Wayne
OX (I I4IH
TITLE INSURANCE
THROUGHOUT NEW JERSEY
NewJerseyRealty
TITLE INSURANCE CO.
NEWAIIK
TRENTON • HACKENSACK
NEW BRUNSWICK • FREEHOLD
inSOUTHORANGE
Inclusive NIW Luxury
Garden Apartments
IMMIDIATI OCCUPANCY
Florence Garden#
22 Coltaoe St., So. Oronoo
IN A PRIVATE RESIDENTIAL
AREA (3 block* E**t of So.
Or»n*o Center) Studio, On* It
Two Bedroom Apt*.
from $9B
AIR CONDITIONED
ON SITS PARKINS
PRES OAS AND HEAT
P. S. BUSES AT BOTH
CORNERS
Close to All Shopslns, School*
STATE WIDE MANAOEMENT
CORP.
SO. ORANCR, N. J. SO 2-3111
RoLlDAyj- ROllDvy
WHO ELSE BUT
HOVNANIANS*
Offer 15 Model, at
TWO choice locations
to suit every budget
and taste ...
ROUTE 9, MANALAPAN TOWNSHIP, NEW JERSEY
Homes of Superior Quality Including features like these:
* Wooded, half acre lots fully landscaped • Double hung
wood windows • Interiors custom painted by hand • 26
Interior colors * Cedar Shakes 30' deep garages * Mosaic
tile vanitorles • Post Formed formica kitchen counters • City
Water *Paved Streets • Sidewalks • Curbs
IDEAL LOCATION FOR EASY COMMUTING
only 55 minutes from Manhattan via airconditioned-
express buses direct from property.
NO CLOSING COSTS
’Monthly poym.nf Include! Inlereit, Principle,
Veterans Exemption.
end Tdxas with
VAUGHN A BAY AVENUES, TOMS RIVER, N. J.
The Jersey Shore homes with the most...more space for
less money plus features like those: •'Wooded lots, fully land-
scaped • Brick trim fronts • Dream kitchens • Double hung
wood windows • Deluxe tile baths.
Easy FHA 30 & 35 year mortgagee available
City water - Oas Electric
NO CLOSING COSTS
’Monthly poym.nl Indutl.i Inl.r.it, Principle, Iniufance and Taxn.
DIRICTIONI TO HOLIDAY ISTATIS NORTH:
KMOM NOItTII JKItSBY -- Tak. (i.rd.n Mat. Parkway aiiuth lo Balt
lar, Ulan taka Hout. P anuth approx IS mllat. Juat before brldae
boar rlahl o(t Hmila P. acrota ovar brld*. lo mortal homea. Opan daily
and Sunday lilt dark.
OIMCTIONS TO HOLIDAY ISTATIS:
► ROM NORTH JKItSKY Take Harden Slat. Parkway aouth to Exit
•*•. b **r rl *h* to KxU *>• b,,r rllhl (aaat) on Hout. 37 to 3rd trafficIllht (Vaufhit Ava l turn toft 1 mil. t„ modal homai. Open dally and
■unaay till dark.
iioumy non my.
Archbishop Calls
For Industrial Peace
NEWARK Archbishop
Boland called for a "true
partnership" of labor and
management as he addressed
the fifth annual Labor Day
Communion breakfast spon-
sored by the Guild of St. Jo-
seph the Worker, Sept. 3 at
Essex Catholic High School.
‘‘LABOR DAY takes on its
deepest and best meaning
from the spiritual values we
emphasize today," said the
Archbishop. "Instead of the
communistic propaganda for
* class conflict between labor
and management, we pro-
claim the true partnership of
the parties, each with the
right to pursue its own proper
interests, but each fully re-
alizing its common obligation
to God and to the common
good of community and na-
tion.
"Through the intercession
of St. Joseph, proclaimed
model and patron of all work-
ers by Pope Pius 3UI, we be-
seech God for the further re-
moval of friction and for unity
of spirit and goals to further
internal peace and strength.”
IN HIS SERMON at the
Mass, which preceded the
breakfast, Rev. Aloysius J.
Welsh, moderator of the guild,
said "in his encyclical,
Christianity and Social Prog-
ress, Pope John XXIII has
given us all the mandate to
fulfill our social responsibility
as a natural and obligatory
overflow of our love of neigh-
bor and our pursuit of social
justice.
“Our guide to proper social
action is the social teaching
of the Church: ‘Catholic so-
cial teaching is an integral
part of the Christian concep-
tion of human life,’ the Pope
teaches us. The dignity of ev-
ery worker—created in the
image and likeness of God—-
the responsibility of each of
us to create an order in
which no person is exploited
or demeaned—these are the
core of Christian social teach-
ings! Let them be our guide."
LABOR DAY MASS - Archbishop Boland examines one of the tools of work which he
blessed at the annual Labor Day Mass sponsored by the Guild of St. Joseph the Worker
at Essex Catholic High School. Rev. Aloysius J. Welsh, guild moderator holds the tool
for the Archbishop, while Joseph Puzo, past president of the guild, left, and John
Waters, president, watch.
Fr. Welch Gets
Mission Post
UNION CITY - Very Rev.
Ernest Welch, C.P., former
provincial of the eastern pro-
vince of the Passionists, has
been named superior of the 15
priests of his order who work
in the Diocese of Kingston,
Jamaica, it was announced
this week at provincial head-
quarters here.
Two other Passionist priests
*l*> received mission assign-
ments, both to the Diocese of
Martel in the Philippines.
They are Rev. Thomas Carroll,
C.P., recently assigned to New
Bern, N.C., and Rev. Jerome
McHugh, C.P., a recent or-
dinandi.
Father Welch, a native of
Cambridge, Mass., served as
provincial for three terms
from 1850 to 1959. He had been
stationed most recently at St.
Vincent Mary Strambi Monas-
tery, Riverdale, N. Y.
Press Bureau
Head Resigns
WASHINGTON (NC)—Msgr.
John E. Kelly has resigned as
director of the NCWC Bureau
of Information and has return-
ed to the Trenton Diocese for
assignment.
Msgr. Kelly headed the bu-
reau since 1955. He directed
the dissemination of news and
feature releases on Catholic
activities to the press, radio,
TV and other mass communi-
cations media, except the
Catholic press. Under his guid-
ance, the NCWC bureau estab-
lished 85 diocesan public rela-
tions bureaus in the U. S.
After his ordination in 1940,
Msgr. Kelly served in the
Trenton Diocese for eight
years and came to Washington
to serve with the National Cen-
ter of the Confraternity of
Christian Doctrine. He was as-
sistant director of the CCD
center when he was named di-
rector of the Information Bu-
reau.
Archbishop's
Appointments
SUNDAY, SEPT. 9
3 p.m., Preside, graduation,
St. Michael’s Hospital School
of Nursing, Sacred Heart Ca-
thedral
7:30 p.m., Blessing of ren-
ovated school, St. Joseph's,
Jersey City
MONDAY, SEPT. 10
2:30 p.m., Election of new
Mother Prioress, Dominican
Nans of the Second Order of
Preachers of Perpetual Adora-
tion, Newark
• p.m., Meeting of Advisory
Board, Holy Name Hospital,
Teaneck.
WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 12
12:30 p.m., Meeting, region-
al moderators and county
coordinators of Archdioce-
san Development Campaign,
Thomm’s, Newark
7 p.m., Dinner in honor of
medical staff, St. Michael’s
Hospital, Newark
THURSDAY, SEPT. 13
4:30 p.m., Laying of corner-
stone and dedication of social
action center. Our Lady of
Good Counsel, Newark
SATURDAY, SEPT. 15
10:30 a.m., Solemn Pontifical
Mass closing centennial year
of Immaculate Conception
Seminary, Sacred Heart Cath-
edral
SUNDAY, SEPT. 16
12 noon, Solemn Pontifical
Mass, 75th anniversary of
St. Joseph’s parish, Union City
4 p.m., Holy Hour, St. Thom-
as Aquinas Teachers’ Guild,
Sacred Heart Cathedral
Marist Moves
To New Site
BAYONNE The beginning
of the new school year at Mar-
ist High School has brought
transfcrral of the first students
to the permanent quarters of
the school at 57th St. and
Hudson Blvd.
Freshmen and sophomores
began studies at the old Hud-
son County Parental Home on
Sept. 5.
The upperclassmen contin-
ued to study at the old Holy
Family Academy on Bth St.,
where the school has been lo-
cated since its inception eight
years ago.
Brother Victor, F.M.S., prin-
cipal, said that about 300 stu-
dents will use the new facili-
ties, located in a campus-style
setting with a small athletic
field.
Haworth Parish Applies
For Building Variance
HAWORTH An applica-
tion for building variances for
the new Sacred Heart Church
and School here will be made
to the Board of Adjustment at
a Sept. 12 meeting.
Rev. Joseph M. Kinsella,
pastor, said that the variances
are minor ones, involving the
height of the church building,
a slight overlap of the building
line and the fact that the
church and school are to be
erected in a residential zone.
THE PLANNING Board of
the community last week rec-
ommended that the church
consider a larger site for the
proposed buildings and as-
sured the cooperation of the
board in finding an eight-acre
site in another location.
Sacred Heart’s present plot
of four acres had already been
cleared of trees and test holes
have been dug.
Plans call for anew church
to supplant the present frame
building, which will be tom
down, and for anew eight-
classroom school with a capa-
city of 400 students. Construc-
tion is due to begin at the end
of the month, with completion
date for the school being next
September.
First for Finland
JYVAESKAYE, Finland
(NC) The first Catholic
church in central Finland has
been opened here.
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2" x 3" STUDS
7 FT. LONG
49Ideal
Ceiling
Height 10~* 3
r°r ‘*' “*39
m
24" PARKWAY
LLAWN SWEEPER
24" Reversible <lOBB
W& Rugged Fibre ■ Nifei/
Bristle Brushes H JAI
• lift-out Basket I 34-95
Rubber with
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3GARDENLIME
5-10-5
Fertilizer
GRASS
SEED
50-lb.
bags
' NEW
STEEL SHELVING
"SCOTCH
LADOY"
DISAPEARING
ATTIC FORNUCAVAHITtFAMOUS
AROMATIC
CEDAR CLOSET
LINING A.
r 50-lb. 149
bag I
5 SHELVES
BLACK ENAMEL
72" Hlehr 12" D..p,
30" Wlda
Crist Cross Bracts
Porforatod Max Cornar
for aasy Shalf Attach-
mant
300 lb. Tost par Shalf
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'
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STAIRWAY
lILE 41 95
• Perfect Year-Round
Clothing Protection
• Kill* Odor
• Koopt Clothing Troth
• Full JW* Faco
• Hud**
«l"»
•
Chrom. P;««*
•«"
Fop-up W«*»«
.
, ooor*
with Chrom*
Handlot
89 66
1».»S
Voluo
40 Sq. Ft. Bundle sio.t*Voluo
CLOSEOUT
1962 Models Temeo Gas
SPACE HEATERS
■XYRA SHELVIS
AVAILABLY
World Famous Weyerhaeuser
MAPLE PANELING
PULL
14" tllßProflnlihod by tho orootoit
notno In lumber
Quality uncounted
Furniture Finish
PRICED TO BRAT ALL
COMPITITIONI
GUTTER GUARD
79 43
VALUENo Tools
Needed CVC-35 35,000 B.T.U.
Vented Console
with Controls
208-3 20,000 B.T.U.
Vented Thru the Wall
Model with Controls
308-3 30,000 B.T.U.
Vented Thru the Wall
Model with Controls
253 25,000 B.T.U.
Unvented Pin Up
Wall Heater
203-5 20,000 B.T.U.
Unvented Console Model
79“
Ut 117.9S
108"
l*t 17F.SS
119“
Ist 194.9 J
38“
.Ist 44.41
29“
99 come m •»<» "\ ® ur nid!C*vrnlt*o.
B'n«w
etendard end ««*
om
nrt MME
Keeps
Leavees out
or Laadar
and Guttar
4’ x 7
" THICK
SHEET
10.9S
Valua Fits All
Outfars
Galvanized
Aluminum
Box Typa
and Half
Round
SPECIAL AT
RONA 12 GALLON3 Ft. Section
PLASTIC
TRASH
CAN
C Value
98c
49
3" SOLID FIBRE
DRAIN PIPE WITH COVER
Pre-Season Special
HHI SHUTTLEI
IIifi^HUMIDIFIERS
998-ft. Lengths
66CouplingIncluded 4.99
Value
For Warm Air
Furnaces, Humidify
for the Health of
Your Family
Lilt
2.96
*7ll
GREY, GREEN, COPPER
#R10727
$19.95
Value
9995
44From
DON'T MISS THIS PANEUNG VALUED
GENUINE
HARDBOARD
4’xB’
1/8" THICK
Full Sheet
4’xB’
1/4" THICK 288
STEEL CORE, VINYL
FOLDING DOORS
Steel Panel* L*mln*t*d Between Layer* of
Heavy Oougo Vinyl Ptertlc.
• Far CIOMt, . A* Room Divider* e Per Added
Privacy.
TILE-IT
s
7
UNION YOURSELF
i.UCCASUHHA
AND SAVE
AMERICAN MADE FIRST QUALITY
CERAMIC WALL TILE
TUB AREA PACKAGE
50 sq. ft. of 4V«"x-
4V«" Tiles
20 lin. ft. of capping
2 Outslda cornars
1 qt. of prlmar
1 gal. camant
1 bag of whlta grout
70.95
Value
UNION
A SUCCASUNNA
ONLY
AMERICAN MAOS, FIRST QUALITY
PLASTIC WALL TILE
TUB AREA PACKAGE
• 30 So. ft. of 41V* x 4Va" Tilts
• 20 Lin. ft. capping • 1 gal. camant.
FREE
USE OF
TOOLS
FIRST QUALITY
KENTILE VINYL ASBESTOS FLOOR TILE
for 9’ x 12' room 2400%
12" SQ. - 2 LIGHT
Bedroom Ceiling
Fixture
NEW
FARM-ETTE DELUXE
RIDING TRACTOR &
with PUSH BUTTON Nb
ELECTRIC *
STARTER only
OPTIONAL ATTACHMENTS
32" Rotary Mower Snow Plow-Grader Trailer Cart Disc-Harrow
Value 3.75
SPRING RAKE
HARDWOOD HANDLE
II
1 GALLON
TURPINETINE
DENNIS
MITCHCEL
LAUNDRY
CART
Value
$3.98
Value 1.29
i
Tiller
£0
Plow 3 Gang Reel
Price* affective 'till t P.M. Sept. IS l
Heavy Gauge Aluminum
LEADERS
10 Ft. lengths 3" Round Corrugated
49
V PAINT 1
ROLLER
&TRAY
FIBERGLAS
FURNACE
FILTERS
from
1
2" x 3" Squaro
1 59
r
Wa alio carry a complete line of aluminum and
gajvanliad leaden, gutters and accataories.
7" Dynel
Roller
Refills
2... 39’
10 x 20 x 1
16 x 20 x 1
16 x 25 x 1
20 x 20 x l
20 x 25 x 1
16 x 20 x 2
16 x 25 x 2
20 x 20 x 2
20 x 25 x 2
1.98 Value
See Our Complete Stock
of Permanent Filters
RT. 10,SUCCASUNNA
* 4 Mile last of Lrdqrwood Circle
Open Daily & Sat. 9-9,
Justice 4-8181
RT. 22, UNION
1 Mill WIST OP FLAGSHIP
OPIN DAILY AND SATURDAY 9-9
MUrdock 8-8550
RT. 17, PARAMUS
4 Miles North of Routt 4
Open Daily 9-9, Fri. & Sat. 9-10
Gilbert 5-0700
